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Last year, the
AUA Board of Directors unanimously approved the creation of
the AUA Diversity and Inclusion
(D&I) Task Force, which aims to

identify specific and actionable steps
for how the AUA can advocate for
and foster a diverse and inclusive
environment within the association, as well as the global urology
community.
I am honored to announce this
issue of AUANews as one dedicated
to bringing forth the importance
of diversity and inclusion within
urology. Diversity and inclusion are
two interconnected concepts—but
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they are far from interchangeable,
which is why this issue stands to
bring awareness to the work we
are doing to advance urology and
patient care.
There are a few people I want to
thank for their hard work on making this D&I issue of AUANews possible. First, Tracy M. Downs, MD,
the chair of the AUA D&I Task
Force, for his leadership and being
an incredible partner for this special
issue. Next, I would like to thank
the D&I Task Force for their help
in generating important content for
the publication. Lastly, I would like
to thank the authors who contributed articles to this issue. This D&I
focus issue of AUANews would not
be possible without the work and

research of each author and their
commitment to such an important
initiative.
This focus issue of AUANews is
a first step in addressing D&I challenges within urology and advocating for real change and sustainable
solutions to advance the specialty
in a comprehensive way. Please see
the “Take 5” feature in this issue,
which gives details on registering
for the first AUANews-branded webinar on diversity and inclusion.
As we increase our commitment
to diversity and inclusion, we will
ensure the future success of both
the AUA and the specialty of urology. Please enjoy the first ever diversity and inclusion focus issue of
AUANews. ◆
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“History and societies do not
crawl. They make jumps. They go
from fracture to fracture, with a
few vibrations in between. Yet we
(and historians) like to believe in
the predictable, small incremental
progression.”
Nassim Nicholas Taleb; The Black
Swan: The Impact of the Highly
Improbable

A lot has changed since the
American Urological Association
(AUA) was founded in 1902, and
it has indeed advanced urology as
a premier urological association,
providing invaluable support to the
urological community. The AUA’s
mission is to promote the highest
standards of urological clinical
care through education, research
and the formulation of health care
policy.
This past December 2020, the
AUA Board of Directors unanimously decided to create the AUA
Diversity and Inclusion (D&I) Task
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Registration for AUA2021 is now OPEN! Registration options offer our
attendees multiple options for in-person and virtual attendance and
access to our world-class content and learning opportunities. Sign up
today!
AUA2021.org/Register
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Congratulations to the nine recipients of the 2021 Young Urologist
of the Year Award! Presented annually by the AUA Young Urologists
Committee, this award honors select early career AUA members
in recognition of their efforts and commitment to advancing the
development of fellow young urologists.
Learn more here: AUAnet.org/youngurologists
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Are you following the American Urological Association on Instagram?
Don’t miss out on photos, announcements, and video content for and
from our members.
Instagram.com/amerurological/

4

Looking for quality content to listen to during your commute, while you
exercise, and when you’re out and about? Explore the latest podcasts on
AUAUniversity!
Soundcloud.com/auauniversity

5

The Journal of Urology® and Urology Practice now offer an Open Access
option for your published articles.
AUAjournals.org/all-submission-sites
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Force, which aims to identify specific and actionable steps for how the
AUA can advocate for, and foster,
a diverse and inclusive environment within the association, as well
as the global urology community.
With more than 24,000 members worldwide, the AUA remains
committed to standing against all
forms of hatred, violence and racial discrimination. This holds true
in the actions we take and in the
words we speak.
Acknowledging Our Present
In a recently published article entitled “Supporting Black Voices in
Urology,” a faculty member and
AUA member shared her experience as an Under-Represented in
Medicine (URM) faculty member.
“It has been a career of often being
the only ‘Black one’—as a resident, as
a fellow and as faculty. There is an
unspoken pressure to be perfect, polished and unshakeable that comes
with that position and an inherent
loneliness. I am sure many women
in urology who have experienced
and still experience this can relate.
However, with that said, I have always had amazing colleagues, co-residents, co-fellows, attendings and
mentors, the vast majority of whom
have gone the extra mile to make
me feel included. However, I have
lived and worked in every corner
of the USA and despite my white
coat, I am still often mistaken for the
janitorial services, food and beverage
services, the unit clerk and patient
family in the hospital—everything but
a doctor. Despite this, I have learned
that I must present my authentic
self every day to my patients, colleagues and residents. I want things
to be different for future generations
of women and URM in medicine.
Improving diversity in medicine and
normalizing the role of women and
people of color as doctors and surgeons are the first steps.”1
Making Human and Social
Differences Our Source of Strength
To achieve our vision, we must make
our human and social differences a
source of strength. Social identities
are the result of constructs shaped
by social norms. There are many dimensions of difference, but diversity
scholars suggest key dimensions of
human and social difference, called
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the “Big 8,” present persisting challenges and opportunities to organizations.1 These dimensions include
race/ethnicity, gender/gender identity, sexual orientation, geographic
origin/nationality, mental/physical (dis)ability status, religion, age,
and role and functional/military
background. Finding strength from
the interaction of these critical differences provides the best opportunities to build a high-performing
organization and contribute to a
thriving society.
“The AUA Board of Directors
shares the concerns of our members and patients regarding the
inequalities existing within our society,” said Scott K. Swanson, MD,
AUA Board President. “Increasing
our commitment to diversity and
inclusion is key to ensuring future
success for both the AUA and the
specialty of urology.”
In alignment with the AUA’s mission of advancing urology through
education, research and advocacy,
the newly formed and appointed
D&I Task Force brings together a
collaborative group of urologists
from different personal and professional backgrounds.
The AUA D&I Task Force is
chaired by Tracy M. Downs, MD,
Professor of Urology and Associate
Dean for Diversity and Multi
cultural Affairs at the University of
Wisconsin School of Medicine and
Public Health, Madison, Wisconsin.
The task force’s Vice-Chair is Simone
Thavaseelan, M D, Associate
Professor of Urology and Program
Director at Brown University
Division of Urology, Providence,
Rhode Island.
In addition to Dr. Downs and
Dr. Thavaseelan, the Task Force
is composed of the following 11
members:
1. Arthur L. Burnett, II, MD,
Johns Hopkins University
School of Medicine, Baltimore,
Maryland
2. Sam S. Chang, MD, Vanderbilt
University, Nashville, Tennessee
3. Benjamin J. Davies, MD,
U ni v e r s i t y o f Pi t t s b u r g h ,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
4. Geolani W. Dy, MD, Oregon
Health & Science University,
Portland, Oregon
5. Kirsten Greene, MD, University
of Virginia Health, Charlottesville,
Virginia
6. Tomas L. Griebling, MD,
MPH, FACS, University of
Kansas Medical Center, Kansas
City, Kansas

7.

Linda L. McIntire, MD, Alexa
Lutz Veterans Administration
Medical Center, Saginaw,
Michigan
8 . B r i a n Ke i t h M c Ne i l ,
M D, MBA, FACS, S U NY
Downstate Health Sciences
University, Brooklyn, New York
9. Yahir Santiago-Lastra, MD,
University of California San
Diego Health, San Diego,
California
10. Efe (Chantal) Ghanney Simons,
M D, UCLA Health, Holly
wood, California
11. Vijaya Vemulakonda, MD,
JD, Children’s Hospital of
Colorado, Aurora, Colorado
12. Hadley Wood, MD, Cleveland
Clinic, Cleveland, Ohio
I am honored to lead this initiative on behalf of the AUA. I am
encouraged by the steps the AUA
is taking to address D&I challenges
within urology while also advocating for real change and sustainable
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solutions to advance the specialty
in a comprehensive way. Given
the challenges we continue to face
as a society, fostering a culture
that is welcoming and inclusive to
students, nurse practitioners, physician assistants, physicians and patients is of the utmost importance.
The D&I Task Force is positioned to promote synergy and
alignment with the Urology Care
Foundation’s developing diversity
initiatives, which fall within the
scope of its mission.
The D&I Task Force began its
work this winter and will conclude
with a final report to the AUA
Board in February 2022.
“Not everything that is faced
can be changed; but nothing can
be changed until it is faced.”
James Baldwin, 1962 essay for The
New York Times. ◆
1.

Downs TM, Enemchukwu E, Lee CT et
al: Supporting Black voices in urology. Nat
Rev Urol 2021; 18: 7.

Hidden Voices: Firsthand Stories
from Black Trainees about
Systemic Racism in Urology

Randy A. Vince Jr,
MD
University of Michigan

Kristen R. Scarpato,
MD
Vanderbilt University
Medical Center

Voices contributed by:
Olutiwa Akinsola, MD
Vanderbilt University – PGY1
Abimbola Ayangbesan, MD
Vanderbilt University – PGY3
Kristian Black, MD
University of Michigan – PGY1
Brandee Branche
Virginia Commonwealth
University – 4th Year Medical
Student
University of Michigan – Rising
PGY1
Taryn Ellis, MD
Vanderbilt University – PGY1

Adam P. Klausner,
MD
Virginia
Commonwealth
University School of
Medicine

Ashanda Esdaille, MD
University of Wisconsin – Urologic
Oncology Fellow
Jamaal C. Jackson, MD
Rush University Medical Center –
PGY3
Ashley Matthew, MD, PhD
Virginia Commonwealth
University – PGY1
Onika Noel, MD, PhD
University of California Davis –
PGY5
t Continued on page 4
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Brandon Christopher Wilson
Medical College of Georgia at
Augusta University – 4th Year
Medical Student
Virginia Commonwealth
University – Rising PGY1
Some in the field of urology may be
deaf to the voices of Black trainees
as they speak on their experiences
of discrimination and injustice. The
hidden voices of these Black men
and women may have only been
whispered or even silenced. In this
article, we get the chance to hear
them speak. These trainees endure
acts of racism that occur at the
hands of patients, peers and perhaps most shockingly at the hands
of attending urologists. This article
exposes how interpersonal and
structural racism impact our trainees in their own words, followed
by their own opinions on ways to
improve racial equality in urology.
Each trainee who contributed to
this article did so courageously,
and we acknowledge their courage
with a collage of headshots without
directly attributing any specific
quotes. We posed two questions to
each contributor and used excerpts
of their responses. Our only edits
were for brevity.
Please describe an incident during
your training or medical education
where you experienced racism or
discrimination.
Suspicions
“On our weekly examinations, I routinely scored in the top 5% of my class.
One day, I noticed that our dean left the
front of the class, where she usually sat,
and stood five feet behind my desk…
my classmates came to me and asked if
I had been caught cheating because they
noticed that the dean was only staring
at me! Instead of confronting this faculty member, I thought the best way to
handle this situation was to keep on
getting high scores so that when she saw
the next person who looks like me getting
high scores, she wouldn’t automatically
suspect they were cheating.”
Overheard Conversations
“As a 3rd-year student walking to the
Newborn Nursery, I trailed a fellow med
student and a midlevel, who were both
white, by a few steps. I overheard the
midlevel venting about her son’s struggles
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Figure. Hidden Voices Contributors

with General Chemistry. She was distraught and lamenting how great of a
pediatrician he will be someday, ending
it with – ‘it’s just so much harder for
white males to be accepted into medical
schools than it is for minorities.’ My
classmate agreed with her sentiments by
explaining how well she had to score on
ERRATUM
Urology Residency
Applications during the
COVID-19 Pandemic
AUANews, March 2021, Vol. 26,
Issue 3, page 15.
The second author’s name is
Ezra Margolin, MD.

the MCAT to get in, claiming the standards are lower for minorities. Collectively
they believed there’s a lower standard for
minorities to enter medical school. Not
surprisingly, as I rejoined them, the conversation abruptly changed.”
Humiliation
“During what I presume to be a moment of frustration during the case, my
attending turns to me and says, “I know
what success looks like in urology, and
it’s not you!” Once past the shock, I felt
embarrassed and hurt. The declaration

t Continued on page 5
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The wrong author headshot was
used for Andrew Bergersen,
MD. The correct headshot has
been added to the online version
of the article.
ERRATUM
Outpatient Robotic
Sacrocolpopexy in the
ERAS Era
AUANews, March 2021, Vol. 26,
Issue 3, page 17.
Dr. Jacqueline Zillioux’s name
was listed incorrectly, and Dr.
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the author list. Both corrected
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The first author is Alexandra L.
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MD and Michael Bailey, MD.
All authors are based in Seattle,
Washington.
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undoubtedly affected my performance
for the remainder of the case and the
rotation.” While many may assume this
was just a “tough-love” gesture, “I’ve
repeatedly witnessed my co-residents
have been treated with reassurance
and encouragement as they progressed,
making the same errors junior residents
often do. Unfortunately, through instances like this, my training has been
fundamentally different than that of my
colleagues.”
Assumptions
“During a urology interview, my high
school education came up in discussion.
I went to school in a predominantly
white neighborhood. My interviewer
asked, “How were you able to go to
school in Quincy? Were you a METCO
student or something?” To understand
the undertones of this statement, you
have to understand what METCO
is. METCO stands for Metropolitan
Council for Educational Opportunity.
This inner-city Boston program buses
disadvantaged students (social, economic status or race) to schools outside
of Boston. My interviewer assumed
that because I’m African American
and went to school in a better district, I
must be a METCO student. He made a
false assumption. The truth is my family chose to move to Quincy for many
different reasons, both financial and
educational.”

“During a urology interview, I was
stunned when a conversation going
so splendid was followed up by the
question of if I am a first-generation
student—followed by an additional clarifying question of whether either of my
parents graduated with degrees beyond
high school. This question left me feeling powerless. How could my parents’
education status have any bearing on
my capabilities, success, or hard work
to date? What was it about me, or
something I said, that left the interviewer wondering? Had this been asked to
other applicants who did not identify of
the same race as me?”
These experiences highlight the importance of diversity and racial equity in urology. It is extremely hard
to become what you never see.
Being the only minority student or
trainee can be incredibly isolating,
making even the most mundane
task seem daunting. It is not just the
burden of minorities to solve these
challenges. Representation matters,
and the voices of Black trainees
should not remain hidden. Here,
we highlight some responses of
Black trainees on ways to improve
racial equality in urology.
What steps can we take towards
achieving racial equity and justice
in urology?

Intersectionality, a term coined in
1989, encapsulates the compounding impact of multiple social identities.1 Black women in American
society find themselves occupying
a uniquely challenging position. In
addition to being subject to many
of the socioeconomic and political barriers faced by the African
American community, they also
experience the hurdles that women
face when attempting to build a career in a male-dominated surgical
specialty like urology. This commentary explores the experiences

Self-Recognition
“I would suggest that one of many steps
towards overcoming this would include
self-recognition of how our spoken words
may be perceived by those who are different from us. This is even more crucial
when the power dynamic is uneven, for
instance, attendings interviewing or providing feedback to a medical student.”
Recruitment
“To achieve racial justice in urology we
have to deliberately recruit and involve undergraduate URM in research and clinical
shadowing, to introduce them to the field
before enrolling in medical school.”
Understanding
“I think the key to improving racial equity and justice within Urology begins
with a genuine effort to increase one’s
understanding of the issues plaguing the
disenfranchised within our country. Our
colleagues must strive to understand
not only the barriers to health care and
healthy lifestyle choices, but also the underlying history of why these things are
the way that they are.”

Empowerment

Diversity Scholarships

“Empowerment of the resident trainee
voice, especially as a black trainee, rarely

“Diversity scholarships are a great
start, as these scholarships are inviting.

Black Women in Urology
Efe Chantal Ghanney
Simons, MD
David Geffen School
of Medicine at the
University of California,
Los Angeles

exists. Overall, it is important to realize
that having adequate representation in
academia is not just about filling a quota, but ensuring the mental safety, training and successful retention of trainees
of color.”

of 9 Black women in urology at a
single institution, highlighting the
uniqueness of each individual’s career path.
Up until now, discussions of
representation in urology were
predominantly centered on gender. From 1978 through 1982, the
mean proportion of women in
urology residency was 1.9%, lagging behind all other specialties
including Orthopedic Surgery
(3.1%), Neurosurgery (3.8%), Plastic
Surgery (6.8%), Head and Neck
Surgery (6.9%), General Surgery
(8.4%), Ophthalmology (12.2%),
and Obstetrics and Gynecology
(25.8%).2 With a concerted effort
from the urology community,
including notable organizations
such as the Society of Women in
Urology (SWIU), women represent
27.9% of urology residents in 2020.3

This marked improvement in the
gender gap of our trainee population has translated into the practicing urologist population, with the
proportion of women increasing to
9.9% in 2019 from 1.2% in 1995.2,4
While the increased representation of women in urology can
be touted as an ongoing success,
substantial progress is needed to
achieve racial and ethnic diversity in the field. A review of the
Association of American Medical
Colleges (AAMC) Resident factbooks, academic years 2011–2012
through 2019–2020, shows that
the percentage of urology residents
who identify as Black/African
American has remained stagnant at
3% to 4%.3 This proportion is not
reflective of our nation’s diverse
population, in which, according
to the 2019 United States Census,
Black people represented 13.4%.5
Given the persistently low number

5

However, more students of diverse backgrounds need to be interviewed, and more
faculty need to be hired. Additionally,
there need to be actionable items such
as pipeline programs created in medical
schools with historically Black colleges
and universities so that we can recruit
more diverse individuals into medicine.”
Inclusivity
“Racism in urology and in medicine
is not an insulated phenomenon and
it need not be overt–it often isn’t. We
all have a role to play in shaping the
future of urology and making it more
inclusive.”
This is hardly an exhaustive list of
the various means of improving
racial equality in urology. Our field
can and should take immediate action in implementing these ideas.
We can start by educating ourselves
on the history of racism in this country and acknowledging the impact
of centuries upon centuries of overt
racist acts and policies. We should
listen to the voices of trainees and
faculty members who come from
oppressed communities. Early recruitment and deliberate exposure
of underrepresented minorities to
the field of urology are critical, as is
intentionally fostering a welcoming
environment to recruit minority faculty members. These actions won’t
require years of research and implementation, only a desire to listen to
the hidden voices of our Black trainees and to do what’s right. ◆
of Black urology trainees, it comes
as no surprise that in the 2019
American Urological Association
(AUA) Census, only 2.0% of practicing urologists identify as Black.6
There is a paucity of publicly
available information about the
proportion of Black women urology applicants and trainees. With
respect to practicing urologists, the
AAMC reported only 58 Black
women, comprising 0.6% of the
urology physician workforce in
2018, a clear disparity considering
that they represent 7.1% of the
United States population (fig. 1).3,7–10
This low representation may be
due, in part, to the intersectionality
of race and gender, which could result in the delayed access to careers
in urology. In 1936, Dr. Richard
Francis Jones became the first
African American man to be board
t Continued on page 6
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certified in urology. More than 2
decades later, Dr. Elisabeth Pauline
Pickett became the first board certified woman in urology in 1962. In
1975, Dr. Mary Louise Gannon became the first woman to be granted membership by the American
Urological Association in 1975.11–13
Dr. Carol J. Bennett became the
first Black woman to attain board
certification in urology in 1987
and in 2016, Dr. Cheryl T. Lee
was appointed Chair of Urology
at Ohio State University, becoming the first Black woman to hold
this esteemed position. Additional
factors contributing to the disparity
in representation of Black women
in urology so powerfully depicted
in figure 1 will require further indepth study, including a critical
examination of each step of the
succession from medical student
to practicing urologist. Such work
could shed light on positive and
negative influences on the decision
making process to select urology
as a career choice, access to the
field and advancement for those
Under-Represented in Medicine
(URMs).14
With so few Black women in
urology, one would expect very
few, if any, at each academic institution. While predominantly
true, the University of California,
Los Angeles (UCLA), is currently
home to 9 Black women urologists
and urologists-in-training. We hail
from radically different walks of
life, possess unique interests within

Figure 2. Black women in urology at University of California, Los Angeles.

the field of urology, and represent
the spectrum of career stages, from
urology applicant to Professor
(fig. 2). When considering the factors that led us all to UCLA, several resonant themes emerged. First,
each of us was seeking a home
institution that would embrace
and support our career ambitions,
which often lay outside the mold
of what is expected of the “typical
academic urologist.” Our research
interests included advances in
medical education, global urology, health policy advocacy, basic/
translational science, clinical trials,
and health disparities outcomes
research. The urology department
and broader academic institution

Figure 1. Distributions of Black Women for 2019 in order of descending representation of U.S. population, U.S. medical school applicants, U.S. medical school acceptees, U.S medical school graduates, Urology
applicants, Urology residents, and Urology Practicing Physicians. Figures are expressed as percentages
of total population of given cohort. All data represented were obtained from publicly available websites.
Data from United States Census; ACGME Data Resource Book, Academic year 2018–2019;3 AAMC
Diversity in Medicine: Facts and Figures 2019;7 AAMC 2020 FACTS: Applicants and Matriculants;8
AAMC ERAS Statistics;9 AUA Urology and Specialty Matches.10 Asterisk indicates Numbers for Urology
Applicants were obtained from AAMC ERAS website and not from AUA Residency Match Statistics as
AUA does not report Race/Ethnicity data. NR, not reported.

we desired recognized the importance of each of these research
endeavors and were willing to support them. Under the leadership
of its Chairs, Dr. Jean B. deKernion and subsequently Dr. Mark S.
Litwin, UCLA Urology continues
its tradition of championing the
trainees and faculty. Second, building a community of Black women,
which includes pioneers such as
Dr. Carol Bennett, provides role
models for trainees and junior
faculty, as well as opportunities for
mentorship. As the old adage goes,
you cannot be what you cannot
see, which makes this type of environment so attractive for urology
applicants and early career faculty.
They can see themselves reflected
in the identities of other established
Black women urologists, whose
lives exemplify that their budding
career aspirations can also be realized. This point is particularly salient at UCLA, an institution that has
consistently been ranked in the top
20 medical schools with respect to
representation of African American
medical students.15 Finally, we all
valued equity in care delivery and
were drawn to serving patients
from minority and underserved
backgrounds, including those who
receive care at our affiliated county
and Veterans Affairs hospitals.
With the creation of the AUA
Diversity and Inclusion Task
Force, the AUA is signaling its
commitment to do the work necessary for raising up a generation
of future urologists who reflect

the diversity of our patient population. However, this important
task cannot be borne by just a
few but requires each and every
one of us. Thoughtful personalized mentorship, which may be
provided by clinician-educators
of any social identity, should at its
core seek to promote the career
aspirations of the mentee. The
UCLA experience informs us that
urology training programs that are
intentional about creating diverse
teams look beyond the mold of the
cookie-cutter urologist or resident
and instead provide mentorship
that elevates and sponsors the
unique career goals of individuals.
It also reminds us that inclusive
departments that are champions
for equity for the regional patient
population are 1 step closer to optimizing the environment where
all can truly belong. ◆
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Ageism, Sexual Identity, and One
Urologist’s Personal Reflection on
Diversity and Inclusion
Tomas L. Griebling,
MD, MPH
The Landon Center on
Aging
The University of
Kansas School of
Medicine

I am honored to have been invited to serve as a member of the
recently formed AUA Task Force
on Diversity and Inclusion. This is
an opportunity to provide serious
analysis and work toward ongoing
improvements on multiple fronts in
our specialty. I also appreciate this
opportunity to provide some brief
personal reflections.
As an academic urologist who
has focused much of my career
on issues of aging and geriatrics
in urology, I have seen the impact
of ageism both from patients and
colleagues. With a subspecialty
in female pelvic medicine, reconstruction and neurourology, I have
patients dismiss their symptoms as
a normal or inevitable part of aging
on a daily basis. Many assume surgery will be the only option offered
or that other treatments won’t work.
Conversely, I frequently see bias
against surgery based on age alone
when in reality, data from multiple
studies clearly show chronological
age is a poor predictor of surgical
risk or treatment outcomes.
During my fellowship I established an outreach consultation
service to regional skilled nursing
and long-term care facilities in the
Iowa City area. For two years, a
urologic nurse practitioner and I

made regular visits to 18 facilities
covering more than 1,300 beds. We
always had to get approval from
the primary physician for each resident. I vividly remember reading
one note in a chart that stated, “We
will let the urology team see her,
but doubt there is anything they
can do for her incontinence because she is 87 years old.” Clearly
we must continue our educational
efforts to enlighten both patients
and colleagues.1
Ageism is also reflected in the
proportional educational time devoted to general adult medicine
and pediatrics compared to geriatrics. Many medical schools lack
dedicated geriatrics educational
experiences. Even in urology, it
occupies a small portion of our
textbooks, educational programs
and overall curriculum despite the
fact that care for patients over 65
will account for the vast majority of
most general urologists’ practices.
I do think our specialty does a
good job of avoiding professional
ageism and honoring our history
and senior colleagues. We have
a growing cadre of distinguished
leaders, and many of our most
prestigious awards are named in
their honor. We also have a thriving museum and annual historical
display, and at least two of our major professional journals regularly
devote space to articles on history.
The other diversity and inclusion topic of particular personal
interest is sexual orientation and
identity. Thirty years ago, there
were few “out” role models, not just
locally but in organized medicine.

Association of American Medical Colleges: ERAS Statistics. Available at https://
www.aamc.org/data-reports/interactivedata/eras-statistics-data. Accessed February 13, 2021.
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12. Patel SR, Best SL and Nakada SY: M.L.
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2018; 113: 10.
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The American Medical Student
Association (AMSA) was just starting to organize around this, but to
my knowledge no students from
my school participated and there
was no local group for students or
residents in training.
During my second year of
medical school we had an entire
section of our introductory clinical
medicine course devoted to sexual
medicine. Sexual orientation and
identity were discussed, but perhaps because there was so much information to absorb it became just
another part of coursework for me.
I remember one of my medical school classmates writing an
eloquent opinion piece for our
school newspaper discussing why
they elected to conceal their sexual
identity. She or he chose to remain
anonymous because they had seen
less than positive reactions from
some of our other classmates about
the topic during educational sessions. Although I never witnessed
that overtly, I do remember sensing
what would today be called micro
aggressions by others. But the title
of their editorial, ‘Sitting Among
You’, spoke volumes about what
they and many of us were feeling.
Culturally it was a very different
time, and when we had a session
with members of the local LGBT+
community who came to help us
learn about providing quality care
for sexual minority patients, none
of us revealed our own sexual
identities. I remember it being a
challenging small group discussion session after the large group
presentations, and wanting to step
forward about myself but feeling
constrained by the prevailing social
norms of that moment. Years later,
it’s interesting to know a number
of my medical school colleagues
as out and proud lesbian and gay
physicians and surgeons.
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As an out gay man I am keenly
aware how society, including organized medicine, has progressed
recently. Everyone who identifies
as a sexuality or gender minority
is on their own personal path. I
was not out during medical school,
residency, or fellowship, but made
a conscious decision to live openly
when I became an attending urologic surgeon. It ushered in a new
phase of my life both personally
and professionally. Looking back,
I realize it wouldn’t have mattered
had I come out earlier given the
strong support I received from my
family, mentors, colleagues and
friends. As an educator, I hope to
provide similar support and guidance for people in training and
others exploring their own personal
and professional paths.2
My sexual orientation is only one
facet of many parts that constitute
my identity. It is not typically part
of discussions with patients, but I
have selectively offered this information when I knew someone was
struggling with their own similar issues. I have received many referrals
of LGBT+ patients over the years
because they knew of someone
who had previously received quality urologic care in our practice.
A true highlight of my career to
date was being elected to serve as
President of the AUA South Central
Section for 2018–2019. Traditionally,
the President and their spouse serve
as co-hosts and organize large portions of the meeting. My husband,
Michael Miklovic, and I took great
pride in being able to fulfill this role
together and the meeting was very
successful.
As a society and as a specialty we
have a long way to go to achieve
true equity around topics of diversity and inclusion. But we have come
t Continued on page 8
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Access to health care is not a privilege, but a basic right. Yet for many
marginalized populations, and
the transgender and non-binary
(TGNB) community in particular,
barriers to basic health care are
pervasive. These include lack of
knowledgeable and competent providers, experiences of prejudice,
discrimination and trauma in health
care settings, and cultural barriers.1
As a result, many TGNB individuals, people whose gender identities
and/or gender expressions do not
align with their sex assigned at
birth may not seek routine health
care or delay necessary care.2
According to the Report of the
2015 U.S. Transgender Survey, representing nearly 28,000 respondents:3
• One-third of those who saw a
health care provider in the past
year reported having at least
one negative experience related to being transgender, such
as being refused treatment,
verbally harassed, physically or
sexually assaulted, or having to
teach the provider about transgender people in order to get
appropriate care, with higher
rates for people of color and
people with disabilities

In the past year, 23% of respondents did not see a doctor
when they needed to because
of fear of being mistreated
as a transgender person, and
33% did not see a doctor when
needed because they could not
afford it
Seeking urologic care presents
unique challenges for TGNB individuals, as many aspects of urology
are inherently “gendered” based
on genitourinary anatomy and
urologic evaluation often involves
sensitive exams. Using “male” and
“female” labels linked to reproductive anatomy may trigger gender
dysphoria (ie psychological distress
resulting from incongruence between one’s sex assigned at birth
and gender identity). Genital exams
can be traumatic for many transgender individuals, 47% of whom
have experienced sexual assault at
some point in their life. 3 As a result, adopting a trauma-informed
care (TIC) approach for all TGNB
patients is appropriate. Trauma
doesn’t introduce itself when you
walk in the room, but you have to
assume that it is there, in some form,
with every patient that you interact
with. Acknowledging this, learning
to recognize trauma, and integrating practices to prevent re-traumatization are basic principles of TIC.4
In a qualitative study describing
experiences of urologic care among
individuals assigned male at birth,
one trans woman said, “The doctor
seemed unaware…of the trauma
that comes with being a trans woman and being around and being
attacked on the street.”5 Providers
may include the following TIC
techniques during physical exams:
• Preparing the patient for what
will happen during the exam
• Providing warning before physical touch
• Involving the patient in their
physical exam
• Performing the exam in the
patient’s preferred position (i.e.
do not have trans women or
transfeminine people stand for
genital exams)
• Asking if you may use anatomical language
• Providing chaperones for sensitive exams
The Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Services Administration’s

Figure 1.

Concept of Trauma and Guidance
for a Trauma-Informed Approach
provides additional guidance for
TIC implementation.4
Another patient in the same
qualitative study shared, “When
it comes to medicine, there needs
to be both sensitivity and competence. I don’t care how nice you
are if you don’t know what you’re
doing [when caring for transgender
patients].” Providing competent
urologic care to TGNB individuals
is multifaceted, and includes:
• Awareness that TGNB patients
may most often seek care for
general urology issues (eg kidney
stones, gross hematuria, urinary
tract infections) rather than care
directly related to their gender
identity or transition;
• Understanding each patients’
anatomy, including an accurate
record of which organs a patient may or may not have in an
“organ inventory” (ie recording
the presence of a prostate after
vaginoplasty);
• Familiarity with basic principles of gender affirming genital
surgery; and
• Understanding that not all
TGNB patients will elect the
same medical and surgical
transition (ie erectile function
may remain important to transfeminine patients and receptive vaginal intercourse may
remain important to transmasculine patients).
Urologic trainees have historically

received minimal to no education
in transgender specific care,6,7 however resources such as the AUA
Core Curriculum and AUA Update
Series now include TGNB health
and may fill educational gaps.
When accessing urologic care,
patients interact with staff at the
front desk, over the telephone and
through electronic health records.
Many nurses, nursing assistants,
and medical assistants graduate
without training in transgender
care. Each of these interactions
provides opportunities for misgendering (calling a patient by their
birth sex rather than their gender
identity in pronouns and prefixes), dead-naming (using a patient’s
birth name rather than chosen
name), or other harmful microaggressions. As one patient shared,
“What happens at the front door is
figuratively speaking...the foundation block of what’s going to happen next. And if you start out being
misgendered then the entire thing
is going to put you on eggshells.”5
Using chosen names and pronouns
should extend into chart notes and
written communication, as these
are shared with patients and other
providers, and this act of respect
will strengthen the trust between
the patient and provider. This may
require extra attention in electronic
medical records when some fields
may be auto-filled. Training for all

Ageism, Sexual Identity, and One
Urologist’s Personal Reflection
on Diversity and Inclusion

fewer barriers and more opportunities on the horizon. ◆
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a long way already in my lifetime,
and will hopefully achieve more in
our future. Although not gone, I see
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In the wake of the gruesome murder of George Floyd and the disproportionate impact of COVID-19
on communities of color, America
is facing a reckoning over race and
the historical inequities that underrepresented minorities have endured. Our institution of medicine
has been forced to look inward and
evaluate its own role in perpetuating these inequities.
Casual discrimination occurs
in our classrooms, hospitals, operating rooms, doctors’ lounges,
clinical workspaces and board
rooms in the form of microaggressions. “Microaggressions”
was coined by African American
Harvard psychiatrist Dr. Chester
Middlebrook Pierce.1 This term
was used to convey the everyday
verbal and nonverbal slights, snubs
or insults that communicate hostile,
derogatory or negative messages
to degrade Black Americans. In
modern times, the definition has
been expanded to include the subtle denigration of any marginalized
group, whether intentional or unintentional. Microaggressions stem
from implicit bias: the attitudes,
assumptions or stereotypes we hold
subconsciously towards members
of a particular group. None of us is
immune to implicit bias. Therefore,
we are all capable of perpetrating
microaggressions. In fact, microaggressions are often perpetrated by
individuals with good intentions.
Yet it is not the intent but the impact that matters. Committing a
microaggression is not necessarily
a reflection of one’s values, but
evidence of the dominant culture
or point of view that is so deeply
entrenched in society.
Microaggressions can be divided into 3 types, as defined by Dr.
Derald Wing Sue.2 Microinsults
are comments or actions that are
unintentionally discriminatory.
Examples of microinsults include

Ashanda R. Esdaille,
MD
University of
Wisconsin at Madison

assuming a person of color or woman is not the doctor and statements
to minorities such as “you are so
articulate” or “you are a credit to
your race.” These convey that minorities, women or members of a
discriminated group are typically
less capable.
Microinvalidations are comments or actions that invalidate the
experience of marginalized groups.
For instance, the commonly perpetuated statement “I don’t see color”
is often stated to express that the
speaker is not prejudiced. This notion of “not seeing color” is flawed
in a society where skin color unfortunately matters and racism is a reality. The phrase denies the reality
of racial groups who have unique
experiences as a direct result of
skin color. Albeit generally well-intentioned, the phrase trivializes
the complex issue of racism and
is counterproductive to the fight
against racism. Microinvalidations
also include the use of heteronormative language that assumes
heterosexuality and binary gender.
This language invalidates the experiences of and can alienate LGBTQ
persons.
Microassaults are intentional
discriminatory or derogatory statements or actions against a marginalized group, which can be best
exemplified by an offensive joke.
The impact of microaggressions
cannot be understated. “Micro” does
not imply that these are insignificant
forms of discrimination. Behind every
microaggression is a message that
conveys otherness and/or inferiority,
resulting in a consistent onslaught
on one’s self-worth. A focus group
study of underrepresented medical
and nursing students found the following effects of microaggressions:
increased stress and anxiety, decreased concentration, feelings of
isolation and inferiority and issues
with imposter syndrome.3 Imposter

9

syndrome can limit engagement
and encumber professional advancement. 4 Microaggressions
contribute to the “leaky pipeline”
for women and minorities, particularly in academic medicine.5,6 A
cross-sectional, national survey by
Nunez-Smith et al found that workplace discrimination was a significant factor associated with high job
turnover on multivariate analysis.7
Aside from the mental and professional toll endured by marginalized
individuals, evidence shows that
there may also be a toll on one’s
physical well-being.8 Racial battle
fatigue is described as the cumulative result of repeated assaults of
microaggressions on one’s overall
health.4
Responding to microaggressions can be difficult for the target,
especially if a power differential
exists between the offender and
target. Bystanders are often in a
powerful position to intervene
because their third-party view can
offer further perspective for the
offender. Bystanders and allies
have an important role in combating microaggressions and supporting marginalized groups. In
contrast, their silence compounds
the negative impact of workplace
discrimination. When responding
to microaggressions, it is important

to separate the offender from the
behavior. Disarming the offender’s
natural defense mechanisms when
confronted is paramount in educating and changing the behavior.
Methods to combat microaggressions include asking the offender
to clarify the comment or action,
directly highlighting the underlining assumption and/or expressing
how the offense makes the target
feel. Make the “invisible” visible
by using nonjudgmental language
and body tone. For the offender,
it is natural to feel defensive or
embarrassed when confronted.
Focusing on one’s intent over the
impact is often a defense wielded
by offenders. However, offenders
should focus on the injured party
and remember the offense does not
make them inherently bad. Dr. Sue
and his colleagues describe several
practical microintervention strategies, with the ultimate goal being
to help the offender recognize the
implicit bias or stereotype and acknowledge the impact.9
Tackling workplace microaggressions as an institution starts by
recognizing its pervasiveness, with
an unwavering commitment to
confront it in all aspects. Improving
the workplace environment starts
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staff members in how to appropriately address and care for TGNB
patients is a basic first step in improving quality of care, and would
ideally be a part of an ongoing effort with accountability and self-reflection. Fortunately, many clinic
staff and health care providers have
a high level of compassion toward
this community and are eager for
knowledge.8 Figure 1 provides
additional suggestions for creating
a safe, affirming experience in the
urology clinic for TGNB patients.
In summary, practicing trauma-informed care, undertaking
education in TGNB-specific urologic needs and transgender health,
diligence with using correct names
and pronouns in direct and indirect
communication, and providing a
gender-affirming clinical space are
steps that all urologic providers
can take towards reducing health
disparities among TGNB people. ◆
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The AUA Addresses Inequities in
Research Opportunities
Arthur L. Burnett,
MD, MBA
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The year 2020
brought several
extreme challenges to our communities, one
of which was sharply increased
attention to race-based disparities
that exist in every aspect of our
culture. As the AUA takes significant steps toward addressing
and ultimately eliminating these
disparities as they relate to urology, an important effort will be addressing racial, ethnic and gender
disparities and underrepresentation in urologic research.
This call to action importantly
acknowledges the realities and consequences of inequities in research
activity across all biomedical disciplines and not uniquely urology.
Disparities in research funding
hinder opportunities for scientific
advancement of researchers from
ethnically diverse backgrounds.
Funding statistics from the National
Institutes of Health are revealing; a
recent report documented funding
award rates for Black principal
investigators to be ~55% that of
white counterparts of similar academic achievement.1 This hardship translates into barriers for
academic promotion, leadership
positions and overall professional
livelihoods for underrepresented
minority researchers.
Similarly, disparities exist with
respect to the study of health conditions relevant for the wellness of
diverse populations. A comparative
analysis of public and private research funding in the United States
brought to sickle cell disease and
cystic fibrosis illustrates the point.
For these genetic diseases, which
display comparable epidemiology
and morbidity for predominantly
ethnic minority and non-minority individuals, respectively, the
amount of research funding per
person is three-fold less in minorities.2 This disparity is all the
more startling when philanthropic
support is included, which then
adjusts the funding difference to be
eight-fold.2 These findings would
suggest the likelihood of unequal
scientific progress for advancing

medical care for those with sickle
cell disease.
Understanding the importance
of diversity in research to meet
the needs of all patients is not
new to AUA and Urology Care
Foundation research programs.
Over the past several years, the
AUA’s Office of Research has
worked toward increasing diversity in AUA and Urology Care
Foundation scientific symposia,
research workshops, research
awards, and various advisory
groups.3,4 This has been part of the
Office of Research mission to increase and maintain the workforce
of urology physician-scientists
and researchers. However, these
efforts have recently been rightly
and significantly increased, and
targeted efforts have begun toward
comprehensively transforming
the AUA’s and our Foundation’s
research programs, and ultimately
the field of urologic research as a
whole, into the vibrant, dynamic,
diverse and inclusive support that
is needed to ensure that the pipeline of new researchers reflects
and includes the diversity that will
create the most effective research
workforce and outcomes.
Working in collaboration with
the recently formed AUA Diversity
and Inclusion Task Force, the Office
of Research and the AUA Research
Council and Committees are developing a new overarching Research
Strategic Plan that includes increasing diversity in urologic research
as a key goal. Under the guidance
of AUA Research Council Chair,
Aria Olumi, MD and Chairelect Steven Kaplan, MD, this
includes the establishment of a
research-focused Diversity, Equity,
and Inclusion (DEI) work group
led by Margarett Shnorhavorian,
MD, MPH and the AUA Office
of Research’s Erik Siedow, MA,
that will focus on enhancing DEI
across all AUA and Urology Care
Foundation research programs to
build a better pipeline of physician
scientists and researchers in a sustainable, purposeful manner. This
includes nurturing interest in urology and urologic research as early
as high school and undergraduate
levels, transforming interest into
passion and curiosity into commitment. Through its participation

in the Health Research Alliance
(https://www.healthra.org/), the
AUA is hearing from organizations
such as the V Foundation, the
American Society for Hematology,
the Burroughs Wellcome Fund,
and the Alzheimer’s Association,
among others, that have collectively invested tens of millions of dollars in diversity-targeted programs
to advance the success of communities of investigators underrepresented in research and provide outcomes that demonstrate optimal
approaches to this goal.
The plan to improve DEI will
leave no stone unturned, ensuring
that DEI is operationalized across
AUA and Urology Care Foundation
research program governance as
well as research advocacy, investigator support programs such as
research funding and mentoring,
research program communications,
scientific peer review, and research
education such as scientific symposia, workshops, and courses. This
work has already begun, with the
establishment of five new awards
that are targeted to improve gender, racial and ethnic diversity in
urologic research. These awards
are spread across clinical and
postdoctoral fellow, resident and
medical student research grant
programs with sponsors including

Microagressions in Medicine

the Society of Urologic Oncology
(Research Scholar), Bristol Myers
Squibb (Research Scholar), Urovant
Sciences (Residency Research
Award) and the AUA New York
Section (Summer Medical Student
Fellowship). Over time, and as additional support is developed, the
AUA, working with our Urology
Care Foundation as well as partner
organizations such as the R. Frank
Jones Urological Society and many
others, plans to play a major role
in strengthening urologic research
through a robust and sustainable
workforce with equitable opportunity for all and diversity that reflects
the urology patient community and
urology as a whole. ◆
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Increasing Diversity and Inclusion
with Urologists for Equity

trends examined over time.
We are looking forward to the
newly organized AUA diversity
task force. This group should be
able to perform dedicated work in
this arena. Urologists for Equity
will make themselves available to
help this task force in whatever capacity is requested.
Sponsorship

Geolani W. Dy, MD

Casey A. Seideman,
MD

Mentorship and sponsorship
are key factors in attracting and

Oregon Health & Science University

Urology, like other surgical specialties, has struggled to attract and
retain underrepresented minorities
(URMs) and women. The 2019
American Urological Association
(AUA) Census reported that 10%
of practicing urologists identified
as women, 3.9% as Latinx and 2%
as Black.1 Previous literature has
highlighted the underrepresentation of female and minority groups
in the field of urology.2 Although
the prevalence of sexual and gender minority (SGM) populations
in urology has not been reported,
there have not been dedicated efforts to assess the inclusivity toward
SGM in our field. A growing body
of literature is exploring health and
health care disparities within urology, with a disproportionate number
of Black men being diagnosed with
higher grade prostate cancer and
women having later detection of
bladder cancer.3,4
Armed with ample data, we must
now focus our efforts on action. In
response to a growing need for diversity and inclusion within urology,
we formed the group, Urologists for
Equity.5 In order to enact change,
our first priority was to identify and
engage key stakeholders within the
urology community. Utilizing existing networks and social media, urologists and aspiring urologists were
given the opportunity to contribute
suggestions on how we can improve
the state of diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI). These responses have
been reviewed and collated into 4
key domains.

t Continued on page 12
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Advocacy
We will seek the opportunity to
partner with regional AUA sections
and subspecialty organizations.
Within these groups, we can work
toward promoting diversity and inclusion. Metrics for evaluating DEI
in urology will be established, and

retaining URMs, SGMs and
women in urology. Mentorship
programs have been shown to help
with job satisfaction and retention.6
Sponsorship can help increase the
visibility of candidates on a national and regional level by promoting
women and URMs for speakerships, committees and leadership
opportunities. Mentorship and
leadership training should be provided to underrepresented groups
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Creating Systemic Change in GME
Byron Joyner, MD,
MPA
Vice Dean for GME
& Designated
Institutional Official
University of
Washington School of
Medicine

As a country, we have experienced
the most significant declaration of
racial, political and social unrest
since the 1950s and 1960s Civil
Rights era, which led to the important catalyst for passing the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting
Rights Act of 1965. Martin Luther
King, Jr. once said, “Now is the
right time to do the right thing.” It
is that time to create better equity,
diversity and inclusion for our community of learners and our patients.
According to the Accreditation
for Graduate Medical Education
(ACGME), residents and fellows
should be trained so that they can
appropriately care for all patients.
As the Designated Institutional
Official (DIO) for the University
of Washington School of Medicine
(UW SOM), I have a responsibility–especially as one of the few
African American academic leaders in the US–to build a learning
environment that is alive with Dr.

Increasing Diversity and
Inclusion with Urologists
for Equity
t Continued from page 11

to help encourage the pursuit of
leadership opportunities.  
In addition to mentorship, programs for early exposure to urology
can help increase the pipeline of students who previously may not have
had the opportunity. Scholarships
for clinical rotations and research
opportunities should be considered
to help reduce the financial burden
that may fall disproportionately on
underrepresented groups.
Scholarship
Research funding and opportunities for DEI are limited. Often, the
burden of this work falls on the underrepresented groups themselves.
DEI work that is not adequately
supported with dedicated time or

King’s message. It is the responsibility of everyone in the clinical
learning environment, and the core
of this responsibility is aligned with
the mission of our academic medical center.
Our mission is to Improve the
Health of the Public–a singular and
ambitious mission, but one that we
have not yet achieved, even at our
world class health care center. As
such, it is important to determine
exactly how we could achieve
the goal of training residents and
fellows in social justice and health
care equities and hold ourselves
accountable. So began the Equity,
Diversity & Inclusion (EDI) subcommittee of the Graduate Medical
Education (GME) Committee of
University of Washington School
of Medicine–the sixth largest GME
program in the country.
In 2015, we published the UW
Medicine Equity Blueprint–an arc
that bends toward an opportunity
for our academic medical center
to serve all people with equity, humility and grace. But, since then, it
has lingered on our website without much recognition or forward
movement.
The premise of this subcommittee on Equity, Diversity and

resources is referred to as a “minority tax” or the “third shift” work.
The Urologists for Equity website has compiled a list of resources
and literature that are available for
self-education. We will work to promote DEI research. We encourage
academic journals to embrace DEI
manuscripts and to promote their
publication. Additionally, diversification of editorial boards is crucial
in helping to promote diversity and
inclusion within the field.
Engagement
The mission to promote diversity
and inclusion must embrace people
of all backgrounds and training levels. While the success of the mission depends on acceptance at the
leadership levels, the sustainability
of the efforts is reliant on participation from all levels. With this
in mind, we started Urologists for
Equity in order to create a community of urologists who are interested

Inclusion is to collaborate with
the consortium of hospitals and
be a part of a better learning environment–one that is free from
anti-Black and anti-racist practices,
one that is more equitable for our
patients, students and employees;
and one that holds itself accountable with definable outcomes and
deliverables, which was the aim of
our Equity Blueprint.
The importance of this moment
in our history is too significant to
delay a movement to make our
world better. This is why we triangulated the interests of the trainees
with the ACGME’s Common
Program Requirements (CPRs) and
the Clinical Learning Environment
Review (CLER) to move our hospitals into necessary action. The
2011 CLER initiative emphasizes
quality, holding all sponsoring institutions to a standard for training
residents and fellows in health care
disparities. With these requirements
and our own Equity Blueprint, we
have begun our journey.
Over the next 3 years, we hope
to see changes in our 20 clinical
departments which comprise over
190 clinical training programs. Our
new EDI subcommittee plans to
1) require departments to have an
EDI committee so that all residents
and fellows will have the opportunity to network and collaborate

around EDI efforts; 2) encourage
programs to increase recruitment
and improve retention of underrepresented house staff; 3) develop
an EDI curriculum for house staff,
including goals to change our EDI
culture for a shared community
experience and metrics to measure
improvement; and 4) establish EDI
awards and recognition for individuals who or programs which produce initiatives, projects, research,
or scholarship that promotes a
culture of equity, diversity and
inclusion.
We can’t blink our eyes and
hope for the best. We must work at
changing culture with all our conviction and intentionality.
We have just formed our GME
EDI subcommittee and I hope
this brief description will inspire
other GME programs to do the
same. We have an opportunity to
create a learning environment that
teaches us about others who may
be different from us. We have an
opportunity to lessen the health
disparities gap. The time is now to
discover ways to allow all people to
feel that they belong. And, perhaps
from our little corner of the world
we will see improvements that will
be felt in all corners of the world. I
am hopeful. ◆

in DEI. We embrace the creativity
and ideas of medical students, residents, fellows, faculty, and division
and department leaders within
urology.
DEI efforts are already thriving
within societies such as the R. Frank
Jones Society, LatinX in Urology
and the Society for Women in
Urology. Urologists for Equity can
collaborate with and highlight these
societies, working synergistically to
achieve goals. Additional plans will
include an effort to solicit input
from regional AUA sections, and
subspecialty societies to see how we
can work together to promote DEI.
Urologists for Equity seeks to
promote efforts aimed at diversity and inclusion in urology. This
is a grassroots effort to create a
network of interested urologists.
These crowdsourced suggestions
represent key steps to take toward
sustainable and achievable goals.
Please consider working with us

and signing up on our website,
www.uroequity.org.
“There are far better things
ahead than any we leave behind.”
C. S. Lewis ◆
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Structural Racism
Linda L. McIntire, MD
Aleda E. Lutz
VA Medical Center

What is structural racism?
According to the
Aspen Institute’s
(an organization committed to
working with people to improve
their communities) glossary of
terms, structural racism is a system
in which public policies, institutional practices, cultural representations and other norms work in
various, often reinforcing ways to
perpetuate racial group inequity.1
Structural racism undermines equity in health care by making access
to goods and services available to
those members of the power hierarchy only and intersects with
other systems such as housing, employment, education and criminal
justice in our society that reinforce
racism. Structural racism is so deeply embedded in our country’s history that we as a society conform to
perpetuating policies and practices
without recognizing the devastating
consequences our actions and inactions may have on people of color.
The COVID-19 pandemic has
revealed and exposed that health
care disparities result from these
policies and practices.
African Americans, Latinx and
Native Americans/Alaskan Natives
have higher rates of infection,
hospitalizations and death when
compared to Whites from the
COVID-19 pandemic (see figure).2
However, the first media reports
blamed preexisting, comorbid conditions as the sole reason for the disparity. Obesity, diabetes, asthma and
hypertension were listed as the reasons why African Americans, Latinx
and Native Americans/Alaskan
Natives had worse outcomes when

infected with COVID-19. Instead
of examining the policies that perpetuate inequity, we presumed
a blame-the-victim stance when
people of color have worse health
outcomes.
We must also reasonably accept that people of color are
dying from COVID-19 infection
at such an alarming rate that the
numbers from the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
are a lowball estimate and do not
include comprehensive information from uncontested hotspots
for COVID-19 deaths, eg nursing
homes, residential facilities, jails/
prisons and factories that are often overrepresented by African
Americans, Latinx and Native
Americans/Alaskan N a t i v e s . 3
What’s more, the data do not in
clude the scores of people who
were prematurely sent home from
the hospital, those who feared incurring costs by going to the hospital or who feared dying in the hospital. These individuals may have
not have been tested and died at
home without a cause of death being clearly determined.
When we examine how structural racism in health care intersects with other facets of American
society, it is clearly elucidated
that there exist social risk factors
that expose people of color to far
greater risk of getting infected with
and dying from COVID-19. As
eloquently stated by Dr. Camara
Phyllis Jones, people of color are
more exposed and less protected.4 African Americans, Latinx
and Native Americans/Native
Alaskans make up the workforce
of frontline/essential workers
(nursing home attendants, meat
packing factory workers, bus drivers, grocery store workers etc) at a
higher proportion than their White

Figure. COVID-19 hospitalization and death by race/ethnicity.2

counterparts. They also may live
or work in areas where personal
protective equipment and testing
centers are scarce. People of color
may also live in overcrowded
housing, use public transportation,
have fewer financial resources
such a health insurance, and have
a greater chance of being homeless
or incarcerated. Now when you
examine the social risk factors that
compound your chances of being
infected with COVID-19 if you belong to a racial ethnic group, it is
not simply a function of comorbid
illnesses but an uncovering of the
deeply embedded racist constructs
that direct how resources are distributed in our society.5 It exposes
how this society tolerates and is
complicit with racial ethnic minorities making less, having less,
living worse and dying first.
The COVID-19 pandemic
unveiled some very ugly pervasive truths about how American
society operates and functions on
the backs of the those who are the
most vulnerable. But we have the
ability to transform ourselves. We
can learn from this awful time in our
lives. We can examine what needs
to be changed and make powerful,
bold moves to change it. In urology,
one of the ways structural racism
manifests itself is in the paucity of
ethnic minorities who represent
our profession. Latinx, African
American and Native American/
Alaskan Natives make up 18%,
13.4% and 0.9%, respectively, of
the United States population.6
Currently, according to AUA census data, Latinx, African American
and Native American/Alaskan
Native make up 6%, 5% and 0%
(unverified number) of residents
in urology residency training programs, respectively.7 The low numbers of underrepresented minorities
in urology training programs and
faculty positions further reinforce
the status quo for disenfranchised

13

members of our society.
One of the most important catalysts for a much-needed change to
diversify the face of urology is that
having more underrepresented
minorities in urology will assuredly translate into improved health
care for underrepresented minorities (URM). URM providers
are more likely to practice in under-resourced areas.8 The Society
of Academic Urologists (SAU) created a taskforce to address URM
in urology.9 The taskforce update
and recommendations are readily
accessible on the SAU website.
There are many creative ways that
urology residency programs can
readily implement to successfully
increase the numbers of underrepresented minorities in our profession. A few ideas not mentioned
on the SAU website are creating
alliances with underrepresented
minority premed clubs at the local
university, creating a partnership
with national minority physician
organizations such as the National
Medical Association and establishing a pipeline from a historically
Black college or university to urology residency through summer
externships and mentorships.
I am hopeful that the tragic loss
of life due to COVID-19 will not be
in vain. For those of us who remain,
let us honor humanity by fighting
for health care equity and dismantling structural racism.
Linda L. McIntire, MD is a native
of Detroit and graduate of Michigan
State University and Wayne State
University School of Medicine. She
completed a general surgery internship
at Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota
and completed her urology residency at
Henry Ford Health System in Detroit,
Michigan. Currently, she cares for veterans at the Aleda E. Lutz VA Medical
Center in Saginaw, Michigan. Dr.
McIntire is a clinical professor of urology at the Central Michigan School
of Medicine. She is a member of the
R. Frank Jones Urological Society
executive board and honored to be a
part of the first ever AUA Taskforce on
Diversity and Inclusion. ◆
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The Time is Now: Salary Equity for
Women Urologists

Simone
Thavaseelan, MD
Warren Alpert School
of Medicine, Brown
University

Elizabeth Timbrook
Brown, MD, MPH
MedStar Georgetown
University Hospital

While urology is a unique field, it
is similar to every other specialty
and economic sector where a salary gap exists between male and
women urologists. In 2016, median
salary among female urologists was
$81,578 less than male urologists.1
After controlling for age, number
of hours worked per week, practice
setting and type, fellowship training, call frequency and ancillary
income, being female was still predictive of lower income. Women
urologists are more likely to have
partners involved in full-time work
compared to male urologists and
therefore must simultaneously
manage personal, parental and
family work burden, which disproportionally falls to them.2
In 2015 and 2018, Spencer et al1
and Porten et al3 surveyed female
urologists and found 55% of women had completed fellowships and
were more likely to work in academics compared to 35% of male
urologists, which is counterintuitive
to the pay gap roadblock; additional specialized training should lead
to higher earnings. They noted
that women in almost every age
group spent more time engaged
in nonclinical medical endeavors
like administrative, research and
training roles, which are inherently
reimbursed less than clinical practice. Women may preferentially
seek academic employment due
to interests in research or teaching
compared to private practice. By

comparison, male urologists are
more likely to be self-employed
(51% vs 33%) and private practice
physicians generally earn more
than those in academia.1
Studies on the average number
of hours worked between male
and female urologists have shown
women work similar hours to men.
Saltzman et al found that 70% of
female survey respondents worked
>50 hours per week.4 Furthermore,
of the 20% who reported working
part-time, 14% continued to work
over 50 hours per week. Porten et
al. confirmed that male and female
urologists work roughly the same
number of hours, after adjusting for
age, practice type, subspecialty, and
number of inpatient procedures.3
Other authors have also supported
this finding.4
Women are more likely to underreport their hours as compared
to men.5 Female urologists spend
more time per patient, and therefore, on average, see fewer patients
per day.6 Fewer patients visits or
fewer patients referred with surgical diagnoses may translate to
fewer surgeries scheduled, and
subsequently a lower reimbursement. Women are also less likely
to negotiate contracts or ask for
a raise compared to men, resulting in lower starting salaries that
widen the compensation gap over
the lifetime of a career. This was
recently supported by the 2018
AUA resident census data in which
female residents graduate with
lower starting salary expectations
compared to their male colleagues.
Furthermore, women who assert
themselves during work based
negotiations are more likely to experience negative repercussions.7
Compensation to women urologists
by industry via analysis of the open
payments database shows that on
average women urologists earned
half as much as men in industry
reported payments.8 As striking as

these data are, the intersectionality
of gender and race results in a compounding discrimination for underrepresented minorities, especially
Black women urologists.9
So how do we address and rectify the inequity? We need to change
policy, practice and institutional
culture with deliberate active allyship for gender equity.
At the individual level, urologists
of both genders without direct influence on compensation can amplify
women: they can cite, promote,
mentor, sponsor and hire women
in their spheres of influence.10 They
can give credit to women during
meetings, at author attribution and
in institutional outcomes. They can
seek to recognize their bias and
select women for leadership opportunities with direct financial or
decision authority. They can avoid
denying or rationalizing the reality
of the gender pay gap and advocate
for blinded review of salary equity
and standardized pay structures.
At the institutional level, practice
managers, CFOs and chairs can
examine their practices’ gender
equity though the lens of an ethical
code of conduct for business practice. They can report the results of
salary assessment by gender to all
stakeholders and investigate causes
of disparities. They can implement
strategies to narrow the gap by
analyzing compensation by gender,
sharing uncompensated citizenship
work and burdens, and maximizing resources such as block time,
ancillary staff and extenders across

genders. They can track these
outcomes and make the results
transparent.
While none of this comes easily,
we believe that these steps are imperative to achieving salary equity
in the field of urology. It is time. ◆
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ABMS Releases New Parental
and Caregiver Leave Policy,
ABU Responds
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Thavaseelan, MD
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Warren Alpert School of Medicine,
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The American Board of Medical
Specialties (ABMS) establishes requirements for candidates
to become eligible for Initial
Certification. Effective July 1, 2021,
a new parental leave policy will
allow for a minimum of 6 weeks
away from training for the purposes of parental, caregiver or medical
leave at least once during training,
while maintaining at least 2 weeks
of vacation without extension of
training. Currently, the American
Board of Urology (ABU) stipulates
that a urology resident must work
at least 46 weeks during each year
of residency to be eligible for board
certification with extension of training if this requirement is not met.
While the current ABU policy is
more flexible than many other
specialties, the new ABMS policy
requires the ABU to reassess their
requirements to ensure compliance.
The policy arrives as the demographics of urology residencies are
changing. The recently published
AUA 2019 census data elucidated
several interesting findings regarding the current cohort of urology
residents in the U.S. First, nearly
30% of current residents are women, which is significantly higher
than the 9.9% of practicing women
urologists. Additionally, the majority of residents (68%) and fellows
(80%) reported being married or
partnered, with 24.8% of residents
and 46.3% of fellows identifying
themselves as parents. Finally,
the mean number of weeks taken
off when a child was born during
residency was 6.4 for females and
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1.6 for males. Astoundingly, nearly
15% of residents and 28% of fellows
reported that no parental leave was
offered by their training program.
With more women in the urology
workforce and an increasing focus
on well-being in residency training
programs, a consensus statement
detailing the implementation of the
new ABMS policy for urology residencies is needed.
Urology residents face considerable challenges in family planning
during their training. For example,
perceptions of support from faculty
and colleagues can limit the pursuit
of parenthood during surgical training. In a survey of 2,188 general
surgery residents, 30.4% of participants reported feeling unsupported
by fellow co-residents in taking parental leave and 32.7% unsupported by faculty.1 Unfortunately, these
perceptions are not unfounded;
surveys of program directors across
a variety of surgical fields have
revealed that many believe pregnancy during residency negatively
impacts work performance.2,3
The small size of many urology
residency programs may further
impact perceptions of parenthood due to a concern of work
strain on co-residents. In a recent
JAMA surgery article, one of the
most commonly cited obstacles
to taking leave amongst surgical
residents was perceived “strain on
residency program,” second only
to “lack of universal leave policy”
among surgical residents taking
parental leave.1 Finally, financial
constraints may also dissuade

residents from becoming pregnant
or taking extended leave as neither
the ABMS nor the ABU provide
policy for unpaid vs paid leave, an
issue universal to many American
workers.
Whether influenced by social or
academic pressures, financial challenges, or personal choices, many
women will choose to defer pregnancy during medical school and
residency training. Surgeons across
specialties have an average of 1.4
biological children, compared to
2.6 in the average U.S. population.4
The average age of maternity has
also been shown to be 8 years higher in female urologists when compared to the general population.
This delay in pregnancy has likely
led to the increased rates of assisted reproductive technology (ART)
and pregnancy complication rates
among women urologists. Whereas
only 1% of the national population
conceives via ART, 10.6% of women urologists reportedly conceive
this way. Rates of pregnancy complications approached 25% among
urologists, which was also significantly higher than the general
population.5
The development of the new
“ABMS Policy on Parental,
Caregiver and Family Leave” was
initiated following a report from
the ACGME Council of Review
Committee Residents in June 2019
in which members assessed prenatal work conditions, maternity
leave policies and lactation considerations.6 The ABMS-proposed
policy does allow for flexibility to
create a parental, family or medical
leave protocol that best suits the
training required for their specialty
and/or subspecialty. The requirement stipulates that a minimum of
6 weeks of parental leave be available for trainees, which is separate
from allotted vacation time.
However, the American Board
of Urology requires 48 calendar
months (1 month = 4 weeks) of
urology training, 12 of which must
be in the capacity as chief resident
in order to be eligible for board certification. In addition, a trainee can
take off no more than 6 weeks of
training in a single year without dispensation from the ABU to avoid

possible extension of training. In
response to these seemingly opposing policies, the ABU has proposed
“averaging” the 46-week requirement over several years; specifically, 46 weeks may be averaged over
the first 3 years of residency for a
total of 138 weeks during the first
3 years and 92 during the last
2 years. This proposal would ensure adequate clinical time during
the last 2 years of training, which
are critical in achieving increased
autonomy and in developing the
surgical and leadership skills required for independent practice.
The above policy has the potential to enact significant positive
change in urology training. The
emphasis of well-being and mental
health across residency programs
has certainly encouraged the development of parental leave policies.
However, certain challenges may
arise in the implementation of
these policies, including the issue of
substitute coverage as well as that
of paid vs unpaid parental leave
and sources of funding if necessary.
Further policies addressing paid
leave status, the availability of lactation rooms, financial resourcing
of replacement labor, and support
for residents covering for those on
leave will only further support this
initiative and allow for trainees to
achieve the flexibility that these
policy changes intend to afford
them. ◆
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The Canadian Perspective of
Women in Urology
Leandra Stringer, MD
Western University

With the recent
celebration of
National Women
Physicians Day,
it is important to stop and reflect on
the past and current presence of females within our great specialty of
urology. The first female urologist
in Canada was Dr. Christina Hill,
who graduated from urology training at The University of Toronto
and began practice in 1976.1 Dr.
Hill was not only a leader in the
field of urology but set the groundwork for women in leadership roles
in the Ontario Medical Association
and the Council of the College
of Physicians and Surgeons of
Ontario.
Over the past 45 years, there has
been a slow rise in the number of
women training in urology, with
now nearly 100 female urologists
practicing within Canada. The
number of women in medical
training and practice has steadily increased in Canada. In 1968,
only 14% of medical students were
women; however, in 2016, more
than half (56%) of medical students
were women.2 Despite over half
of Canadian medical trainees being female, there remains a small
cohort of women represented in
surgical specialties, and specifically

urology. Recent data from practicing physicians in Canada reveals
that 28% of surgeons in Canada
are women3; however, only 11% of
urologists in Canada are female.4
In training, we do see a slightly
higher number of women as 25%
percent of residents and 18% of
fellows currently training in urology in Canada are female. Despite
a rise in the number of women
pursuing this specialty in Canada,
urology continues to have some of
the lowest numbers of females of all
specialties. The Canadian Medical
Association survey from 2019 identifies urology as being the specialty
with the fourth lowest percentage of
females across all specialties.5
Recently, our group assessed
trends in acceptance of female
medical students to the twelve accredited urology training programs
in Canada. We analyzed match
data from the Canadian Residency
Matching Service from 2007 to
2017. We performed a retrospective analysis of males and females
who listed urology as their top preference and subsequently matched
to the specialty. We also assessed
the rates of growth of female population in urology compared to that
of general surgery. We identified
that overall there are fewer female
urology applicants than males, but
there was no evidence to suggest
that there is any difference in success of matching to urology based

LGBT+ Representation in Urology
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Diversity and equity are timely and
essential topics in all of medicine,
including urology. Regarding lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and
other allied (LGBT+) urologists, our
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representation is difficult to quantify.
While there is a small cadre of out
LGBT+ urologists, even an estimate
of the total number is impossible.
From our anecdotal experience,

on gender (p=.045). There was also
no difference in rates of success of
females matching to urology when
compared to rates of admissions of
females to other surgical specialties
combined (p=.045). When we
compared the rate of growth of females in general surgery compared
to urology since the year 2000,
there was a significant difference,
wherein rate of growth of females
in general surgery was much higher
than in urology (p=.016).6
Overall, Canadian women
currently practicing urology are
content with their career.7 A recent study by Hird et al showed
that 96.6% of Canadian female
urologists surveyed were very or
somewhat satisfied with their career
and most would choose to pursue
urology again. Importantly, 65% of
female urologists have experienced
gender discrimination at work and
40% felt that they had a difficult
time finding mentorship during
their training. These disparities
highlight some of the major barriers for women to pursue careers in
urology and need to be recognized
and addressed during training and
at an institutional level.
Reassuringly, there is no difference in the rates of females being
accepted to Canadian urology
programs. However, it is clear that
there is still a lot of work to be done
to increase the number of women
practicing urology in Canada. The
small percentage of female urologists cannot be attributed to bias
in the application process, thus we
need to take a deeper look at what
other factors may be impacting the
we estimate that this number is low.
According to a 2017 Gallup poll,
4.5% of Americans identify as
LGBT+,1 leading one to assume that
there are similar numbers within
urology. Using this figure, we could
estimate that of the 23,000 AUA
members globally, a little over 1,000
may identify as LGBT+. However,
the issue of calculating this number
is complicated since there are likely
urologists who identify as LGBT+
but do not feel comfortable making
this information known personally
or professionally for various reasons.
There are reasons for a urologist to feel uncomfortable being
out professionally. Many LGBT+
physicians have experienced discrimination or mistreatment based
on sexual orientation or gender
identity perpetrated by mentors,

17

expansion of females in urology.
While gender parity is not the goal,
we want to ensure that there is equal
access and opportunity for women
who do wish to pursue urology.
With an increase in diversity and
representation, hopefully there will
be more work done to assess potential causes and solutions for the
lower number of women currently
training and practicing in urology
in Canada. ◆
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colleagues or even patients.2 The
fear of this treatment continues to
encourage some to remain in the
closet. Additionally, since urology
involves working with patients
on sensitive issues, including sexual health (topics around which
LGBT+ urologists already face
stigma), unique professional challenges are posed that are rarely
discussed and deserve attention.
Nonetheless, some providers use
their LGBT+ identities as assets instead of a liability and market their
services to other LGBT+ people. As
patients, LGBT+ people may have
specific health issues to consider, especially in urology,3 that may not be
familiar to nonLGBT+ physicians.

t Continued on page 18
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Additionally, many patients feel
more comfortable talking about
these issues with providers with
whom they can identify. Increasing
the diversity of the urological workforce will only improve the quality
of care these patients receive.
The number of out LGBT+
students and trainees is increasing
in medicine overall and likely also
within urology. There is also some
evidence that the number of practicing out LGBT+ physicians is
rising. The American Medical
Association added sexual orientation and gender identity to their
census in 2018, and in that year 4%
of 15,000 members self-identified
as LGBT+. This is similar to the
general population. In 2019, 15%
of Harvard’s entering class of medical students identified as LGBT+.4
This speaks to the value schools
have placed in diversity, equity and
inclusion in recent years.
However, as these numbers increase it is essential to recognize that
LGBT+ students and trainees within
urology have unique challenges that
we must address. One study has
shown that stigma prevents LGBT+
students from forming close relationships with faculty members
and educators.5 Given this and the
fact that there are few out LGBT+

urologists, young urology trainees
and students often struggle to find
mentors or role models with whom
they identify. Additionally, many
students are still actively encouraged
to hide their LGBT+ identity to
improve chances of matching, and
some continue to feel uncomfortable coming out during residency.
For more than 25 years, there
has been an annual gathering of
LGBT+ urologists at the yearly
AUA meeting. Now known as the
“Pink Trigones,” the group initially
came together as an idea by Dr.
Mark Litwin, now Chair of Urology
at UCLA. In 1994, after completing a fellowship, he was interested
in fostering social and professional
connections between community
members. As he noted in a recent
discussion, this was before the time
of email/internet and still at the
height of the AIDS crisis. He decided to organize an informal social
gathering at the 1994 AUA meeting
in San Francisco, and about 8 or
10 people gathered at a local urologist’s home for that first meeting.
The name of the group evolved
organically and represented essential concepts in our community
heritage. The trigone’s shape and
color evoke the pink triangle, a sign
that was used as a mark against gay
and bisexual men and transgender
women in concentration camps
during WWII. The community
has since reclaimed the symbol as

Promotion Equity for Women in
Urology: A Path Forward
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The 2019 AUA Census reflected
the growing number of women
entering the field of urology, representing 9.9% of the workforce in
2019 (compared with 7.7% in 2015).1
Despite these encouraging trends,
women remain underrepresented
in senior faculty roles in urology,
journal editorial leadership and in
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organized urologic societies. As of
2019 only 6 chairs or division chiefs
(4.5%) of 133 accredited U.S. urology training programs are women
(compared to other fields in which
women comprise 14% of department chairs across specialties).2
The observed disparity in academic promotion for women likely

a symbol of LGBT+ pride. The
group’s purpose is still social but has
helped many people realize they
are not alone as LGBT+ in urology. The gatherings now include
increasing numbers of practicing
urologists, trainees and medical students. Dr. Timothy Tseng, urology
faculty member at the University
of Texas at San Antonio, who is
now the group organizer, notes that
there are 118 people on the most
recent invitation list. Anyone interested to join is welcome.
So what do we do now? We
have a long way to go before we
will have true sexuality and gender
minority (SGM) equity in urology
where every LGBT+ urologist is
comfortable being out. However,
until we have some data we will
not know the scope of the issue
and the extent of the work needed.
To help attain these data, the AUA
census will be adding questions
regarding members’ gender identity, sexual orientation and other
essential data points. This is a crucial first piece of the puzzle. For
now, it is crucial to make LGBT+
colleagues feel comfortable and
accepted at work. Besides benefiting LGBT+ practitioners, having
a more open dialogue about these
issues will help the entire urological
community. Contact with LGBT+
faculty, residents, students and
patients has been demonstrated to
reduce implicit and explicit bias

has many causes. While promotion
timelines lag, especially for early
career women, it is unclear which
factors contribute most. The lag
is not related to women working
less. Our group used 2014 AUA
Census data and found that, after
adjusting for age, practice type, subspecialty, and inpatient operations
performed, there was no difference
in hours worked between women
and men (beta-coefficient −2.8,
95% confidence interval −6.4 to
0.7, p=0.12).3 Women may disproportionately perform more clinical,
administrative, and/or teaching
roles, leaving less time to write publications or grants. This work may
not always lead to quantifiable or
recognized productivity outcomes
for promotion.
Women have the same average
number of nonclinical hours and
fewer clinical hours, but less publication productivity according to

among medical students6 and other
professionals.7
Reducing bias improves diversity, which is in line with the AUA’s
recently developed Diversity and
Inclusion Task Force goals. It’s also
vital to keep LGBT+ urologists in
academia to serve as role models
for medical students and residents
interested in urology. With some
work, we can vastly improve
the diversity of our field and the
well-being of our colleagues and
our patients. ◆
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Mayer et al.4 Weiss et al showed
that the contributions of women
authors is outpacing their entry into
urology, yet, on average, women
faculty appear to publish less than
men.5 In our paper addressing differences in promotion, urologists
having 18 hours or more of nonclinical working time had faster
promotion times on average (5.5
years) compared to those with 9–17
nonclinical hours (6.5 years) or
those with less than 8 nonclinical
hours (6.7 years; p=0.011).6,7 Based
on a question from the 2018 AUA
Census, women urologists bear
more of the daily family responsibilities than men urologists.1 With
extra family care duties, women
may have reduced time available
for paper and grant writing. This
disparity is more likely to exist in
clinical and academic settings that
t Continued on page 19
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Promotion Equity for Women
in Urology

to establish equitable family leave,
opportunities for promotion that reflect clinical/administrative/teaching
roles, and mechanisms to reduce
pay gaps between men and women
in urology.2
Many of us believe that we don’t
have the time to wait for the pipeline effect to diminish. What can
we do now to bring women into
positions of leadership? Mayer et
al showed that early-career female
surgeons in academics who lack
same-sex mentors and role models
felt isolated and limited in career
opportunities.8 However, the 6
women chiefs in urology surveyed
felt that a lack of a female mentor
was not a limiting factor for academic success.2 They viewed as
most important the mentors’ willingness to promote inclusion of
women in a male-dominated field.
These women also emphasized the
need to distinguish between mentorship and sponsorship. Whereas
mentoring consists of a “long-term
relationship focused on supporting
the growth and development of

t Continued from page 18

are heavily RVU (relative value
unit) based, in which there may be
a lack of dedicated research time.
The pipeline effect may also
play a role in the lack of women in
leadership positions. Simply stated,
as one progresses up the pipeline of
academic urology, there are fewer
women in existence at that level.
This will undoubtedly change over
time as more and more women enter the field of urology. In fact, in
2021 women represented 34% of
successfully matched candidates in
urology. Efforts are underway to encourage women—and even girls as
young as grade school age—to enter
the fields of science and medicine.
Ultimately, we will hopefully see
more women in positions of leadership in academic urology as more
women enter the “pipeline.” As
these women progress in their careers, there is a need for institutions
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the mentee,” according to career
mentor Toni Patterson, “sponsors
are senior-level people with power
and influence, who believe in your
talent and skills and are willing to
stick their necks out to help you get
key opportunities to advance your
career.”9,10
Leaders, both men and women
alike, need both mentorship and
sponsorship to advance academically. Awareness of the need to
engage women in academic urological leadership is critical when
recruiting for academic positions in
urology, including editorial leadership and society positions. Seeking
out diverse talent (sometimes outside of one’s more immediate academic circles) will only enrich our
field by supporting the inclusion
and promotion of women. ◆
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The urological community has
come together to promote diversity,
equity and inclusion in our workforce in support of societal efforts
to condemn systemic racism and
bias. Like much of the history of
medicine, the history of urology is
stained by events in which medical
professionals capitalized on systemic racism and bias to take advantage
of the most vulnerable among us.
This article will review 2 infamous
historical examples and frame them
within the context of 4 principles of
medical ethics: autonomy, beneficence, nonmaleficence and justice
(see figure).1 In this article, we hope
to remind AUANews readers about
these experiments, consider some
ethical issues surrounding these experiments, and explore how we can
use tools such as shared decision
making to inform contemporary
urological practice.
The surgeon J. Marion Sims developed his technique and instruments
for vesicovaginal fistula (VVF)
repair in 19th century Alabama
through experimental surgery on
enslaved Black women, 3 of whom
we know by name: Anarcha, Betsey
and Lucy.2 Although other contemporary surgeons also reported
successful VVF repair, it was Sims
who gained notoriety and fame for
the discoveries he made in a makeshift hospital behind his Alabama

Figure. The 4 pillars of biomedical ethics.
Adapted from Beauchamp and Childress.1
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home.2 He went on to establish
Woman’s Hospital in New York, to
be lauded as the “father of gynecology,” and to become the first U.S.
physician to have a statue erected
in his honor. That statue stood in
New York City’s Central Park from
1894 until it was removed in 2018.3,4
In the 1950s, a prominent researcher at Columbia, in New York
City, Perry Hudson, studied the
diagnosis and treatment of prostate cancer in asymptomatic men.
However, he found it difficult to recruit men from his medical practice
who would be willing to undergo
the open prostate biopsies, prostatectomies, castration and hormone
therapy that his approach required.
Therefore, Hudson decided to recruit his experimental subjects in
the area of New York City called the
Bowery, home to many vulnerable
people suffering from homelessness,
alcoholism, and other mental and
physical impairments.5,6 While the
men did in one sense volunteer for
the experiments, many were implicitly coerced by the opportunity for
food and shelter. Once enrolled,
men could not easily withdraw consent, as their meal tickets were only
returned after they participated in
treatment appointments.5,6 Hudson
published his work, sometimes
called the “Bowery” experiments,
in leading medical journals through
the 1950s and 1960s.7,8
A stepwise approach using 4 principles of medical ethics can be helpful in processing these historical accounts. First, consider autonomy, the
right of people to retain control over
their own bodies.1 Two conditions
are needed for autonomy: persons
must have the capacity for self-government, and the decision must be
free from external constraints.1 Even
though Sims uses the word “consent,”
Anarcha, Betsey and Lucy (and the
other women whose names we do
not know) were enslaved women.

They had no autonomy; they were
given to Sims by their owners “for
experiment.”2 Although men in the
Bowery series are said to have volunteered, many may not have had the
mental capacity, due to mental illness
and substance abuse, to give consent.
Moreover, extrinsic factors such as
the need for food and shelter may
have significantly influenced their
decision to participate in the study.
Next, consider beneficence, the
desire to improve the condition of
patients and society, and nonmaleficence, which implies doing no
harm.1 Sims performed surgeries
in a preanesthetic era hoping for
medical breakthroughs. While one
might want to see an element of
beneficence, seeing as these women were afflicted with a devastating
complication of pregnancy, we
should consider that Anarcha underwent 30 surgeries over 4 years,
even as Sims’ peers questioned and
abandoned him.2 Anatomical cure
drove his actions, not the well-being of Anarcha and the other women.2,4,9 When we consider nonmaleficence, we must recall that the
women suffered significant harm
from the surgeries.2 Sims describes
that after one operation, “Lucy’s agony was extreme ... and I thought
that she was going to die ... It took
Lucy 2 or 33 months to recover
entirely from the effects of this operation.”2 In the Bowery series, it
is clear from today’s knowledge of
prostate cancer that few if any of
the men who volunteered for the
experiments derived benefit from
incidentally diagnosed prostate
cancer, while countless men faced
the morbidity of prostatectomy and
castration. On a societal level, the
Bowery experiments were the first
of many steps toward screening
and early detection of prostate cancer, which have reduced the mortality rate for the disease but have
also caused morbidity among men
whose lives may not ever have been
shortened by untreated disease.5
And finally, consider justice—the
equitable distribution of social benefits.1 In the context of slavery, justice is unfathomable. Considering
justice for the young women, born
into slavery and all of its evils and
forced to undergo 4 years of repeated surgical experimentation, gives
us a clear answer: there was no
justice for Anarcha, Bestey or Lucy,
and the countless other women.
The overwhelming benefit of their
suffering was afforded to Sims, who

soon after his discovery relocated to
New York, where he achieved fortune and fame. Similarly, justice in
the context of the Bowery’s vulnerable men is inconceivable. These
men did not receive the benefits of
the research that was performed on
them. Hudson and his peers capitalized on these men’s misfortune
in order to arrive at conclusions that
would largely be applied for the
benefit of men with greater means.
While the implications of these
historical events in our urological history are many, one thing is
clear: in our practice and research
we should strive always to consider autonomy, nonmaleficence,
beneficence and justice. It may
help if we can engage patients and
participants in the decision making
process. Informed consent is not
enough. Shared decision making
has emerged as a process to engage
patients in their medical decisions.
It balances the best available medical evidence with the preferences
and values of the patient.10 We can
ask clarifying questions to ensure
that autonomy is present, that patients feel they understand and can
expect potential benefits and harms
to treatment, and finally, that individuals feel that they have equitable
and holistic care. ◆
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Racial and ethnic minorities are
the primary seed for the growth
of our nation. According to the
U.S. Census Bureau projections,
“Minorities will be the source of
growth in the nation’s youth and
working-age population, its voters,
its consumers, and its tax base as far
into the future as we can see.” By
2060, the Hispanic/Latinx community will comprise 32% of the population under 18 years, while Whites
will comprise 36%.1
As our nation undergoes these
changes in its demographic landscape, we observe how structural
racism, divisive political events and
a devastating pandemic expose our
existing health care system’s inequity.
Improving health inequity is not only
a social justice issue—it is an important
economic issue. If our health care
system will live up to the standards of
health equity for all those who reside
in our nation, we must put our boots
to the ground and ensure our health
care workforce reflects the rich diversity of our patients. We must expand
our Latinx urological workforce,
from early investment in youth and
science, technology, engineering and
mathematics (STEM) education to
recruitment, retainment and promotion of Latinx surgeons, health care
leaders and innovators. Herein, we
share a framework to begin reaping
the benefits of diversity.
There is no universally accepted term for the population we describe as Hispanic,
Latino or Latinx. Latinx (pronounced La-TEE-necks) is used as
a gender-neutral neologism referring to Latin American cultural or
ethnic identity in the United States.
Hispanic includes Spaniards and
emphasizes a shared language,
whereas Latino includes Brazilians,
underscoring a Latin American
origin. People who identify as

Hispanic, Latino or Spanish may be
of any race or combination of races.
Therefore, Latinx is considered an
inclusive term that represents many
cultures and nationalities within one
broad umbrella. From here on, we
will utilize Latinx as defined above.
Unique aspects of this patient population. Currently, 18%
of the U.S. population is Latinx,
with some states having a higher
proportion than others of this growing population (see figure). Latinx
patients have unique medical,
cultural and socioeconomic considerations. Mexican Americans
and Puerto Ricans make up more
than two-thirds of the Latinx population.2 The Latinx population is
younger relative to other minority
groups and is growing at a faster
rate. Despite this population boom,
the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) reported that
18% of Latinx were uninsured in
2017 compared to 9.1% of the total
population.3 This is the highest rate
of uninsured status of any minority
group. There are several reasons for
this inequity. First, the U.S. health
care system assumes that most individuals will obtain health insurance
through their employer. However,
9 million of the 11 million Latinx
who do not have health insurance
live in a household where at least
one person is employed.4

Figure. Total Hispanic population growth in the
U.S. from 1970 to 2019. Source: https://www.
pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/07/07/u-s-hispanic-population-surpassed-60-million-in-2019but-growth-has-slowed/ Accessed Feburary 16,
2021.
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Appendix. Actionable items for the urological community
• Development of early pipeline programs to encourage exposure to urology,
and mentoring starting as early as possible (undergraduate and beyond)
• Scholarships to build clinical and academic portfolios
• Deliberate recruitment of minority physicians into academia and continuing
pipeline of support
• Providing resources and recognition for work within the Latinx community
• Seat at the table with regard to diversity and inclusion initiatives
• AUA strategy and specific goals to improving diversity in urology

A large portion of the Latinx
community is made up of immigrants (most often legal residents
or citizens, sometimes undocumented). Immigration status can
be prohibitive for employment
with insurance benefits, even if the
individual is not undocumented.
Limited English proficiency and the
lower rate of formal U.S. education
mean that many Latinx have jobs
that don’t offer health insurance.
While the Affordable Care Act improved access, many in the Latinx
workforce still experience significant cost barriers and fears due to
the public charge rule, immigration status and fear of deportation,
which prevent them from seeking
coverage. As a result, many of these
patients are cared for in ways that
are frequently overstretched and
under-reimbursed.5 There is a documented 50% higher death rate from
diabetes, 24% higher likelihood of
having poorly controlled hypertension, 23% likelihood of being obese
and 28% lower likelihood of undergoing colorectal screening.2 Despite
their overall underrepresentation
in the physician workforce, Latinx
and minority physicians account
for the overwhelming majority of
providers delivering care to this
underserved population.
More Latinx physicians,
urologists (community and
academic), and National
Institutes of Health (NIH)funded researchers are needed to address health inequity. The Association of American
Medical Colleges (AAMC) in
2018 reported that 5.8% (53,526)
of the physician workforce and
only 3.2% (5,734) of U.S. medical
school faculty are Latinx.6 As of
2019, the American Urological
Association (AUA) reported that
3.9% (495) of practicing urologists
in the United States are Latinx.7
Finally, the National Institutes of
Health reported that in 2018 Latinx
researchers held roughly 4% of all
funded R01 grants. With this background, we propose several action
items for the urological community
(see Appendix).

We must nurture an early pipeline of Latinx students to pursue
careers in urology.8 Pipeline programs are required to increase the
number of qualified urology applicants from diverse backgrounds,
starting with high school exposure
or earlier. Despite a 2009 task force
to increase diversity among medical
school applicants, underrepresentation has not changed significantly.
In 2018–2019, the AAMC reported
that 6.2% (3,297) of all medical student applicants were of Latinx origin. Providing mentorship to Latinx
and underrepresented students is a
priority.9 For the urology workforce
to reflect the Latinx population,
we would need to match 77 Latinx
applicants yearly for 20 years with
no workforce attrition.7 Funded
research and/or clinical shadowing
opportunities for Latinx students
throughout undergraduate or medical school training are opportunities
for the AUA and specialty organizations. Also, attention must be paid
to a rich network of medical schools
in Puerto Rico, for example, which
boasts 4 Accreditation Council
for Graduate Medical Education
(ACGME)-accredited medical
schools that graduate hundreds
of Latinx students a year, most of
whom are fully bilingual U.S. citizens. Many establish themselves
in the mainland United States to
undergo residency training.
Anti-racism training, continued mentorship, and clinical support are essential to
recruit and retain diverse faculty. Latinx physicians are a multiracial population and very likely to
experience racism and stereotyping
at their institutions, leading to lower job satisfaction and lower promotion rates. Recruiting, retaining
and promoting Latinx physicians
require concerted efforts, including the involvement of champions
from outside the Latinx community. Latinx urologists taking care
of Latinx patients may require additional resources. Depending on
insurance, they may be reimbursed
t Continued on page 22
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less for having a predominately
uninsured patient population, with
fewer resources with which to practice.10 For example, additional support may be needed to ensure that
research and clinical trials include
a diverse patient population and
reflect patient-centered aims.
Partnering with existing
organizations that mentor
Latinx trainees will nurture
the workforce pipeline. The
Latino Surgical Society (https://
www.latinosurgicalsociety.org)
was started by a group of Latinx
surgical residents to advocate for
Latinx surgeons’ issues and now
has representatives from different

subspecialties. The R Frank Jones
Urology Interest Group, along
with nonprofit organizations like
Urology Unbound, has worked
tirelessly to mentor Latinx students
and faculty. Several Twitter groups
have recently started to mentor,
highlight and support future Latinx
trainees (follow @LatinxUro and
@UroForEquity). Building a professional organization to advance
the agenda of Latinx urologists and
our patients is the next essential
step for success.
In summary, we must provide
our patients an inclusive, equity-driven urological workforce that
represents the communities we
serve. This is our call to action to
you, fellow urologist: YOU can improve diversity and inclusion within your community and institution.

FROM THE Urology Care Foundation

Global…Diverse…Human—Your
Urology Care Foundation
Harris M. Nagler,
MD, FACS
President, Urology
Care Foundation

Humanitarianism
is the 
promotion
of human welfare. The goals are noble yet are
presented with many, and ever
changing, barriers. Witness the impact of COVID-19 on the ability
to complete humanitarian missions
throughout the world. In 2019,
the Urology Care Foundation
embarked upon an initiative to
support the humanitarian efforts
of AUA members and today the
Foundation remains steadfast in its
commitment to developing new
ways for reaching, engaging and
relating to those throughout the
world struggling with urologic conditions and disease, even more so
during these trying times.

Our appreciation of the importance of fostering initiatives that
strive to eliminate health care disparities led to the genesis of our
Humanitarian Recognition Award,
which acknowledges and applauds
individuals who have demonstrated a sustained and lasting commitment to humanitarianism. The
value of the humanitarian work
many urologists and health care
professionals take part in each year
is immense and extends beyond
their daily clinical responsibilities
and improves the lives of those
living in remote, challenged or
under-resourced communities.
Recently recognized as the inaugural recipient of the Foundation’s
Humanitarian Recognition Award,
Dr. Catherine deVries exemplifies
an individual committed to being
a humanitarian. She has dedicated
her extraordinary career to improving the care of others around the

Identify inequity and address it.
Our specialty will be better for it. ◆
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world. Because of her, the science
and delivery of quality urologic
surgery has been significantly advanced on a global scale for the
benefit of countless patients.
Our recent national experience
has graphically demonstrated that
efforts to prioritize diversity and
inclusion are essential and integral
to any humanitarian efforts—efforts
to promote human welfare. A
more diverse organizational culture
brings with it more diversity of
thought. This intellectual diversity
draws upon different experiences
and perspectives—which leads to
more creativity and innovation—
and becomes more widely embraced as it represents a broader
constituency and reaches all those
in need of improved opportunities
and health care.
The Urology Care Foundation
recognizes this need and continues to make strides in its diversity
and inclusion initiatives. Each day
we embrace novel ways to ensure
a future in which the principles
of equity and justice are upheld
and reflected within our mission.
This commitment manifests itself
in a myriad of ways: from the

Foundation’s diversity initiatives
across our research grant programs
and supporting new research
awards dedicated to assisting
young scientists from underrepresented minorities to conduct
urologic research, to our translated patient education materials and
ensuring our council and committees are equally composed of men
and women, as well as racially
diverse volunteers. Additionally,
the Foundation’s Humanitarian
Grant Program will provide funding to support the efforts of individuals and projects that provide
direct urologic patient care or education about urologic conditions
to individuals and communities in
underserved areas, either within
the United States or abroad. The
new Foundation Humanitarian
Grant Program aims to support
those who give themselves without
expectation of remuneration and
provide services to all equally, impartially and cooperatively.
The Foundation is truly global,
diverse and committed to fostering
humanitarian efforts to help eliminate health care disparities…come
join us! ◆
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A Match Like No Other
Mike Sheppard, CPA,
CAE
CEO, American
Urological Association

Imagine going
through your
last year of medical school during a global pandemic. For many
students, the abrupt shift to remote
learning in response to the coronavirus outbreak has required flexibility, creativity and perseverance.
Challenges are nothing new to students pursuing a career in medicine,
but this year was one for the record
books in many ways—especially on
Urology Residency Match Day.
This year’s Urology Match was
another paramount year for females

applying for, and matching, with
urology programs, as a record-setting 120 of the 141 female participants (85%) matched with programs, compared to 105 of the 122
who matched last year. Urology has
had the highest rate of growth in female residents compared with other
surgical fields and the rate of women
matching into urology remains high.
Minority residency recruitment
continues to be an area of great
potential and growth opportunities.
Based on applicant input, more
than 200 Asian; Black or African
American; Hispanic or Latino; and
Native American applicants took
part in this year’s Match, with more
than 140 matching to a program.
According to a study in The Journal
of Urology® titled “Examining Trends
in Underrepresented Minorities

PUBLIC Policy Council

Black swan events
were first introduced by Nassim
Nicholas Taleb in his 2001 book
Fooled By Randomness,1 describing
unpredictable financial events with
severe consequences and our tendency to inappropriately rationalize
them with simplistic explanations
after the fact. His 2007 book, The
Black Swan,2 popularized this metaphor to events outside of finance.
These black swan events are disproportionate, high profile, hard to
predict and rare. Taleb derived the
name for these events from the accounts of Dutch explorers in 1697,
who were surprised to find black
swans in Western Australia, insisting on the Old World presumptions
that all swans were white.
The rise of the Internet, the
fall of the Soviet Union and the
September 11, 2001 attacks are

These are key highlights:
Medicare Part A trust fund begins to run out of money in 2026,
a key fact with advocacy efforts.
• The AUA commits $2.5 million
to public policy efforts annually.
• Policy initiatives cannot succeed without urologists.
We advocated at the
Insurance Roundtable with
CMS as well as virtual
AUA strike force meetings
attacking prior authorization on behalf of burden
reduction. CMS published
a rule addressing some of
these issues in February, but
the rule awaits finalization.
Budget neutrality, which requires CMS to cut payment
in one area of the fee schedule if it improves payment
in another, was counteracted for calendar year 2021.
• Effort reduction for
surgeon-scientist researchers at National
Cancer Institute is being discussed through a
Request for Information
specifically for urology.
• Legislation was introduced in Congress on improving prostate cancer
treatment for our veterans
and addressing the workforce shortage in rural
areas by establishing a
loan repayment program.
•

Black Swans & AUA Public
Policy: Civicism and Volunteerism
Across America
Eugene Rhee, MD,
MBA
Chair, AUA Public Policy
Council

in Urology Residency,” “Minority
physicians have been shown to
provide culturally competent care,
improve patient satisfaction when
caring for minority populations, and,
on average, practice in areas that
reflect higher percentages of patients
of their own ethnicity. Preliminary
national initiatives, for example the
Diverse Surgeons Initiative (DSI),
have proved promising in providing
minority surgeons the clinical knowledge and minimally invasive surgical skills to excel in residency and
eventually in the surgical practice of
diverse communities.” Collaborative
diversity and inclusion efforts across
the urologic community can help
provide a multifaceted pipeline and
workforce for years to come.
The Urology Residency Match
has long been recognized as one of
the most competitive application
processes within the field of medicine. Nearly 528 applicants wishing
to specialize in urology registered
for this year’s Urology Residency

examples from Taleb of black swan
events. Last year brought us global
pandemic, impeachments, riots,
murder hornets, earthquakes, hurricanes, fires, huge unemployment, a
contested election and, yes, whales
swallowing kayakers.
The practicality of Taleb’s book
is not to attempt to predict events
which are unpredictable, but to
build a robustness against negative
events while still exploiting positive
events. You ask a common question: “What does it all mean?” The
black swan urges us to ask instead:
“What am I going to make it all mean?”
In 2020, AUA Public Policy &
Advocacy, surrounded by its corps
of dedicated physician volunteers,
AUA staff and patient advocates,
have been making sense of what we
are going to make it all mean for our
future. We’ve continued the advocacy, the legislative and the regulatory
work despite the challenges, understanding that resiliency is built from
our central core desire to protect
our patients, our practices and our
nation.
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Match. Of those who registered,
481 (91%) submitted preference lists,
vying for a record 357 available positions across the country. When the
matching algorithm was processed,
74% matched to a vacancy within
143 registered and accredited training programs in the United States,
leaving no vacancies unmatched.
After all the online classes, the virtual interviews with urology programs
at schools across the county and the
stress of daily living during a health
crisis, the AUA commends these resilient young doctors. We can’t wait to
see what they will accomplish in the
field of urology in years to come.
Follow the excitement on
#AUAMatch and #UROMatch
Results of the Urology Residency
Match are closely watched as they
can be predictors of future trends in
physician workforce shortages and
supply. View statistics on the 2021
Match and past Match results. ◆
•

A major multi-pronged
telehealth AUA strategy
involving every Public
Policy Council committee, task force, and
workgroup has been
set in place with targets
to maintain audio-only
visits for reimbursement and eliminate the
originating site requirements, among others.
One day soon we will get back to the
daily routine of life with sending the
kids to school, celebrating birthdays in
restaurants and running to the airport
with excitement for well-deserved
vacations or professional meetings to
meet friends and colleagues.
What are you going to make it all
mean? This is a time to reevaluate
priorities, to ask what’s important,
what are you working towards and
how can we turn all of this into
an opportunity? Public Policy is a
course of action created in response
to public, real-world problems.3 My
hope is you support AUA Public
Policy through your civicism and
volunteerism, knowing Black Swans
do indeed exist in advocacy. ◆
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The Treatment of Stone Disease in
the Aging Population: How Old Is
Too Old for Stone Removal?

Alaina Garbens, MD

Jodi Antonelli, MD

UT Southwestern Medical Center
Dallas, Texas

Approximately 16% of Americans
are elderly, which is traditionally
defined as age 65 years or older. As
life expectancy has increased, so has
the percentage of elderly surgical
patients, who now account for 40%
of all patients undergoing surgery.1
The incidence of nephrolithiasis
in the elderly is also growing, with
studies showing 16% of patients
with nephrolithiasis are older than
age 60 years.2 Furthermore, while
the literature is still evolving, it is
becoming apparent that nephrolithiasis in the elderly (>65 years) is
a unique disease, and not simply an
extension of nephrolithiasis seen in
younger patients.
Compared to their younger
counterparts, elderly patients with
nephrolithiasis are more likely to
present with atypical symptoms
such as gastrointestinal symptoms,
atypical pain or no pain, urinary
tract infection (UTI) or fever. They
are also more likely to be hospitalized for evaluation, and present with
larger stones or staghorn calculi.2,3
Elderly patients have a greater
proportion of uric acid and atypical
stone composition. Furthermore,
they are less likely to spontaneously pass their stone when having a
stone event, resulting in a higher
likelihood of requiring surgical
intervention.2,3
While elderly patients are more
likely to require surgical intervention, urologists may hesitate to
perform it, as surgery poses a risk
for complications and adverse outcomes. As patients age, they often
have more comorbidities, take

more medications and have less
functional reserve. General surgery
literature has shown that postoperative mortality, morbidity and complications increase with increasing
age.1,4 However, the same trend
has not been seen in endourology.
While limited to retrospective chart
review and population-based data,
surgical intervention for stones has
been shown to be safe and effective, even in octogenarians.
Cakici et al performed a retrospective comparative study of 1,750
patients who underwent retrograde
flexible ureteroscopy (URS) at
their institution.3 The elderly group
(≥60 years) had a greater proportion of female patients (45% vs
33%), a higher body mass index
(BMI), more comorbidities and a
larger mean stone size compared
to younger patients (p <0.001 for
all). While elderly patients had a
significantly longer operative time
than younger patients (49 vs 45
minutes, p <0.001), there were no
significant differences in length of
stay, stone-free rates or complications. Prattley et al reported 5-year
outcomes after URS in patients
≥70 years.5 With a mean age of 77
years, their study found URS to be
safe and effective, with a final stonefree rate of 97% and a complication
rate of 9% (mainly Clavien I/II).
Furthermore, 73% of cases were
same-day surgeries, and of the patients who required admission 89%
were discharged within 24 hours.
Similar results have been published
in other studies, confirming the
safety and efficacy of URS in elderly patients.
Percutaneous nephrolithotomy
(PCNL), a more invasive surgical
procedure than URS, may be considered higher risk for elderly patients, given the greater chance of
complications such as acute blood
loss and hydrothorax, and the
potential for injury due to prone
positioning. Morganstern et al reported their case series of patients
>80 years who underwent PCNL.6

While the octogenarians had higher comorbidities, higher rates of
UTIs and worse renal function at
baseline compared to patients <65
years, there were no significant differences in operative time, stonefree status, length of stay or complication rates. Abedali et al found
that patients >80 years had higher
complication rates, higher transfusion rates and longer hospital stays
compared to younger patients.7
However, there were no significant
differences in mortality or perioperative outcomes in patients aged
60 to 79 years compared to those
<60 years. Other studies report
their success with PCNL in the
elderly (>65 years) with similar
outcomes to their younger counterparts.8 While data are limited,
the evidence suggests that URS
and PCNL are safe and effective
surgical procedures for stones in
the elderly, although patients >80
years old should be counselled
that they may be at higher risk for
transfusion and complications.
Urologists may be inclined to
offer shock wave lithotripsy (SWL)
to elderly patients as it is the least
invasive surgical treatment option
for stones. However, SWL requires patients to pass their stone
fragments. Elderly patients are less
likely to spontaneously pass stone
fragments and are more likely to
have positive preoperative urine
cultures. Therefore, these patients
may have lower stone-free rates
and higher risk of complications
compared to younger patients
undergoing SWL.9 Abdel-Khalek
et al reported on SWL outcomes in
2,954 patients and observed that in
multivariate analysis age >40 years
was a predictor of SWL failure.10
Furthermore, as there is a higher
proportion of uric acid stones in
the elderly due to metabolic derangements, SWL with fluoroscopy
would not be an option for a greater proportion of individuals.
Limitations of retrospective
data notwithstanding, the literature
supports that surgical treatment of
nephrolithiasis can be safely offered
to the elderly. Elderly patients may
be more likely to require surgery
than their younger counterparts
as they are less likely to pass their
stones spontaneously and tend to

present with larger stone burdens.
In order to maximize safety and
minimize adverse s u r g i c a l outcomes, we recommend 1) appropriate preoperative clearance and
optimization of medical conditions
when possible, 2) having a lower
threshold to offer treatment up-front
as increasing age and comorbidity
may make surgery more difficult
in the future, 3) considering offering URS and/or PCNL over SWL
when appropriate as data suggest
lower stone-free rates and higher
reintervention rates in elderly patients who undergo SWL, and 4) if a
patient is admitted postoperatively,
considering methods of minimizing
risks of delirium and sundowning,
encouraging safe early ambulation,
and having a low threshold to initiate a multidisciplinary approach to
prevent deconditioning and aid in
prompt discharge. ◆
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During the last 2 decades, robotics
in pediatric reconstructive surgery
has become progressively more
commonplace. Pyeloplasty was first
to be performed robotically, followed by ureteral reimplant. In the
last decade advanced reconstructive procedures such as bladder
augmentation and creation of continent catheterizable channels have
been offered robotically.1 While
robotics was only performed at
highly specialized pediatric centers
initially, it now looks to become
the norm at most children’s hospitals. Indeed, according to recent
publications, robotic pyeloplasty is
rapidly becoming the most common modality for pyeloplasty in
the United States.2
Associated with adopting a
newer approach such as robotics
is a learning curve: the visual representation of an increase in surgical proficiency that occurs with increasing experience. Although the
concept is simple enough, defining
and studying the learning curve for
robotic surgery is quite difficult and
heterogenous.3 For example, how
does one define competency or
expertise? Is it time to complete the
procedure, success rate, complication rate, a combination of all 3, or
is there a novel method we should
be developing? How does one
compare the curve of a practicing
urologist with considerable open
experience to a freshly minted attending with considerable robotic

experience? How does one account
for variability in surgeon hand–eye
coordination or translatable skills?
The learning curve must also be
different for pioneering surgeons,
where optimal performance is not
yet known, compared to late adopters. And so we are left with the
subjective truth that all surgeons
are acutely aware of: that in the early stages, performing a new procedure or using a new technique will
have lower success rates, higher
complication rates and take longer
to perform.
These outcomes and their often-underappreciated emotional
cost to the patient, family, and
surgeon must be tolerated for an
estimated number of cases until the
learning curve can be scaled. This
aspect cannot be stressed enough,
especially in the pediatric population where repeat anesthesia and
emotional trauma from surgery
may have unknown long-term effects on growing children.
This poses an ethical dilemma
for surgeons. Does the potential
benefit to the patient (and future
patients) outweigh the negatives
associated with the pioneering surgeon’s learning curve? Naturally,
little literature exists on this subject.
How would one even study such a
philosophical question? However
one feels, innovation is essential
to advancement in surgery and is
therefore vital to the betterment
of patient welfare. In 1994 the
American College of Surgeons stated that “it is essential that the value
and safety of a new procedure be
established before it is widely used
on patients.”4 This sentiment is echoed by the IDEAL framework laid
out by the Balliol Collaboration
out of Oxford in 2009.5 So in the
space between, before value and
safety can be reliably established,
thorough informed consent of the
potential benefits but also of the

very real uncertainty of a novel
approach should be discussed with
the patient and family.6
At this point, outcomes for reconstructive procedures have improved
to the point where success rates are
comparable to the gold standard
open procedures (see Appendix).
A recent systematic review and meta-analysis showed similar success
rates for robotic pyeloplasty, albeit
with slightly higher complication
rates, when compared to the open
approach.7 Similarly, a recent meta-analysis has shown that robotic
and open ureteral reimplant have
similar success and complication
rates.8 However, early on robotic
success rates were highly variable,
ranging from 72% to 98%.9 This
rocky start was likely due to variable techniques that likely prolonged
the learning curve compared to
pyeloplasty. In our own series, vast
improvement in outcomes were
seen with strict adherence to a
precise surgical protocol that could
only be refined and developed after
thorough review of previous surgical video and associated outcomes.9
While more advanced reconstruction such as augmentation
cystoplasty and catheterizable
channel are not common enough
to have allowed for a systematic
review and meta-analysis, we do reports 2 studies comparing open to
robotic approaches in this space.10,11
They show no difference in success
or perioperative complication rates.
There were significantly longer
operative times associated with
the robotic approach, although
there is no published standard for
the open approach. Complication
rates remained similar to the open
approach when compared to a national database study.12
At this point in time, it appears
that the success and complication
rates for robotic reconstruction
are equivalent to those of open
surgery, with an increase in operative time and a decrease in length
of stay. So is it worth adopting
robotics with a learning curve?
Those who answer in the negative will focus on the procedure
length, the cost of equipment and

Appendix. Summary of which approach is favored for a given outcome based on aggregated data
Pyeloplasty

7

Ureteral Reimplant8
Advanced Reconstruction

10,11

Success Rate

Complication Rate

LOS

OR Time

Post-op Analgesia

Cost

Even

Open

Robotic

Open

NR

Open

Even

Even

Robotic

Open

Even

Open

Even

Even

Robotic

Open

Even

NR

LOS=length of stay. OR time=operative time. NR=not reported.
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the emotional burden associated
with the learning curve. Those
who answer in the affirmative
point to the decreased length of
stay (and associated human capital gain), the decreased postoperative pain, the pressures of patient
preference (and smaller surgical
scars) and the possibility of better
long-term outcomes as technology and technique improve.
Ultimately, we are comparing a
new surgical approach (robotics)
to the traditional approach, which
has been around (and improving)
for well over half a century. In the
future, we may very well be comparing a novel surgical approach
(or alternative to surgery altogether) to robotics. Robotic surgery is
following the trend of disruptive
technology adoption and is being
compared to the conventional gold
standard, which is appropriate for
evidence-based practice.
That said, there is an emotional
toll for pioneering surgeons and patients, even with thorough informed
consent and formalized clinical trials when appropriate. To date, this
toll has been unavoidable as we
strive to advance patient outcomes
and the surgical field in general.
So what can be done to shorten
the learning curve and reduce the
footprint of surgical education in
this special population, aside from
a traditional fellowship?
Quite a lot, actually. Virtual and
augmented reality based simulators
are widely available. In-person (and
online) proctoring is readily available. Minifellowships with hands-on
dry and wet lab experience with
real-time feedback can drastically
shorten a surgeon’s learning curve
as well.13 Future advances are
extremely encouraging, as well.
Miniaturization of the instruments
is promising and very much needed
at this point. Artificial intelligence
based evaluation and assistance
during robotic surgery may offer
a leap in reproducibility not yet
seen in the field, as well as a drastic reduction in the learning curve.
Additionally, collaborative study
groups, such as PURS (Pediatric
Urology Robotic Surgery) and others, continue to set the standard, refine surgical steps and strive to further shorten the learning curve. We
believe that as the field progresses,
as definitions of competency and
expertise become standardized and
t Continued on page 29
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Clinical trials provide the key
mechanism for furthering the
evidence base for patient care, yet
they require substantial financial
and professional resources. To
serve the scientific community,
trials must first complete and then

disseminate their findings through
publication or online trial registries.
Clinicaltrials.gov represents one of
the largest international repositories
of clinical trial data, and in an effort
to improve accountability, U.S. federal law has mandated registration
of most phase 2 to phase 4 interventional studies since 2007.1 Because
aggregate analysis of the registry is
challenging, prior investigations of
clinical trials in urology have been
limited to small samples or have
focused on specific diseases.2–6 In
our recent study, we provide the
largest and most comprehensive
characterization to date of the urology clinical trial landscape.7 We assessed the role of sponsorship and
subspecialty, captured time trends
and compared trial features. Our
findings show significant room for
improvement in how urology as a
field performs in carrying out clinical trials.
Using a combination of programmatic and manual methods,7 we
identified interventional studies in
urology (8,636) registered between
2007 and 2019 on ClinicalTrials.gov,
and assigned them to subspecialties: andrology, endourology,
female, general, oncology, pediatric or renal transplant. The registry contained information on key
trial features (sponsors, use of a
data monitoring committee, early
termination, causes of termination
etc) as well as reported results for
completed trials, while associated

Figure 1. Clinical trials in urology over time. A, number of trials. B, number of trials by sponsor. C,
number of trials by subspecialty. D, number of trials by geographic region.

publications were captured via linkage to the PubMed® MEDLINE®
bibliographic database.
More than half of urology trials
(51.9%) were in oncology, and the
majority of trials were sponsored by
academic institutions (53.1%), followed by industry (37.1%) and government sources (9.8%). Compared

Table. Urological clinical trials by trial sponsor: subspecialty focus and geographic region

Total trials

No. Overall (%)

No. Industry (%)

No. U.S.
Government (%)

No. Academic (%)

8,636 (100)

3,202 (37.1)

845 (9.8)

4,589 (53.1)

Subspecialty:
Oncology

4,478 (51.9)

1,751 (54.7)

648 (76.7)

2,079 (45.3)

Andrology

702 (8.1)

329 (10.3)

19 (2.2)

354 (7.7)

Endourology

322 (3.7)

44 (1.4)

18 (2.1)

260 (5.7)

Female/urogynecology

928 (10.7)

212 (6.6)

30 (3.6)

686 (14.9)

General urology

1,430 (16.6)

623 (19.5)

70 (8.3)

737 (16.1)

Pediatrics

289 (3.3)

57 (1.8)

39 (4.6)

193 (4.2)

Renal transplant

487 (5.6)

186 (5.8)

21 (2.5)

280 (6.1)

North America

3,997 (46.3)

1,508 (47.1)

768 (90.9)

1,721 (37.5)

Europe

1,933 (22.4)

534 (16.7)

1 (0.1)

1,398 (30.5)

Region:

Other

1,414 (16.4)

419 (13.1)

12 (1.4)

983 (21.4)

Multiple

555 (6.4)

498 (15.6)

22 (2.6)

35 (0.8)

Missing

737 (8.5)

243 (7.6)

42 (5.0)

452 (9.8)

Percentages are rounded and may therefore not sum to 100. All chi-square significant p <0.001.

to industry, government-sponsored
trials were more focused on oncology, pediatrics and endourology,
with fewer in andrology or general
urology. Academic-sponsored trials
had the smallest contingent in oncology, with larger proportions in
endourology and female urology
(see table). Urology trials increased
at a 4.1% annual growth rate, driven
entirely by academic-sponsored trials (+9.4%), while government and
industry saw no significant change.
Oncology trials increased (+4.9%),
as did endourology (+14.6%),
female (+7.5%), general urology
(+3.8%) and pediatrics (+2.8%).
Growth in North America (+3.1%)
and Europe (+5.5%) was outpaced
by other regions (+7.1%, fig. 1).
A total of 3,541 (41.0%) trials
were completed, while 999 (11.6%)
were discontinued. Of completed
trials, dissemination of results was
poor, occurring in only 40.2% of
trials. Only a quarter (26.9%) reported results to the registry, while
a fifth (21.6%) were published, and
only 8.3% did both. Kaplan-Meier
t Continued on page 27
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analysis demonstrated significant
unadjusted differences by sponsor
for early discontinuation (p=0.007)
and results reporting (p <0.001),
and subspecialty had significant
unadjusted differences for all 3 primary outcomes (p <0.001, fig. 2).
Reason for discontinuation differed
by sponsor (p <0.001) but not subspecialty (p=0.2), with participant
accrual by far the most common
(39%) reason across sponsors.
Industry next cited sponsor/business decision (18%), while academic and government-sponsored trials
reported budget/staff shortages
(11% and 10%, respectively).
In adjusted models accounting for
features of trial design like type of intervention, government-sponsored
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trials were the most likely to perform well. Compared to industry,
they were 38% less likely to discontinue early and most likely to report
(adjusted OR 1.72) and publish
(aOR 1.89) within 3 years of completion. Academic-sponsored trials
were 19% less likely than industry
to discontinue and more likely to
publish (aOR 1.72), but were the
least likely to report results to the
registry (aOR 0.65). Most subspecialties performed similarly relative
to oncology. However, endourology was twice as likely to discontinue, general urology was more likely
to report results (aOR 1.54) and
andrology was less likely to publish
(aOR 0.53, fig. 3).
As clinical trials represent enormous investments of resources on
behalf of investigators and patient
participation, it is important to

understand if they deliver through
trial completion and sharing findings. While it is encouraging that
early discontinuation appears to
occur in only a minority of trials, it
is extremely worrisome that so few
urology trials disseminate results,
and urgent efforts at improvement
are necessary. The identified association of sponsorship with trial
outcomes provides insight into
areas of potential improvement
and optimization of trial success,
given that sponsor incentives and
processes for choosing trials differ. Industry is subject to market
incentives that likely underlie an
increased risk of discontinuation.
Challenges known to impact academic-sponsored trials include
inadequate research staffing and
a higher number of new, inexperienced investigators who

27

may struggle to comply with the
requirements and procedures for
registry reporting, unlike industry,
where structured support and familiarity with the process are the
norm, or government sponsorship,
which often requires investigators
to have proven track records and
entails additional oversight.8
Because most urology trials are
sponsored at academic centers
with institutional funds, they
provide a particular opportunity
for urologists to engage and help
improve trial completion and reporting. Academic centers could
consider pooling resources to
form “core facilities” available to
investigators, hoping to optimize
trials for success. These centralized
resources could include training
t Continued on page 28

Figure 2. Cumulative incidence of early discontinuation, results reporting and publication. A, early discontinuation results by sponsor; log-rank test p=0.007. B, early discontinuation results by specialty; log-rank test
p <0.001. C, results reported by sponsor; log-rank test p <0.001. D, results reported by specialty; log-rank test p <0.001. E, results published by sponsor; log-rank test p=0.056. F, results published by specialty; log-rank
test p <0.001.
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opportunities, facilitated mentorship between new and experienced
investigators, statistical resources,
and professional staffing familiar
with registry compliance requirements ready to assist with results
submission. Just as journals have
required prospective registration
of trials as a condition for article
submission, they can encourage
or require results reporting to registries at the time of publication.
Given that accrual presented the
leading cause of discontinuation
and was especially pronounced
among academic-sponsored trials, resources should be devoted
to understanding the underlying
reasons for these failures. For example by identifying whether enrollment and exclusion criteria are
too restrictive or if eligible patients
are simply not being referred to
trials, targeted interventions in
the form of resources to help with
recruitment or trial design can be
effectively deployed. Urology has
long been a field of innovators; by
coming together, we can pave the
way to improve trial transparency
and enhance the quality of ongoing and future research. ◆
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Figure 3. Association of sponsor and subspecialty with early discontinuation (A), results reporting (B) and publication (C).
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More than 45%
of individuals
ages 65 years or older who are
seeking care for urological conditions are either prefrail or frail,
meaning that they have a clinical
phenotype that predisposes them
to physiologic disability.1 This astoundingly high number is worrisome because frailty is known to be
associated with poor outcomes such
as increased risk of hospitalizations,
falls, adverse treatment outcomes
and even death. Specific to urological surgery, frailty has been shown
to be associated with poor surgical
outcomes including increased rates
of postoperative complications,
postoperative functional decline
and discharge to skilled or assisted
living facilities.
The majority of the urological
literature on frailty demonstrates
the unsurprising finding that frail
older adults undergoing urological
surgery have higher rates of postoperative complications compared
to nonfrail older adults. This has
been demonstrated repeatedly
and for various different types of
urological procedures such as radical prostatectomy, nephrectomy,
cystectomy, retropubic sling placement, transurethral resection of the
prostate (TURP), hydrocelectomy
and orchiectomy among many
others.2,3 Interestingly, one study

evaluating 95,108 patients undergoing 21 different types of urological
procedures of varying complexity
using data from the American
College of Surgeons National
Surgical Quality Improvement
(ACS-NSQIP) Program found not
only that rates of major and minor complications increased with
increasing frailty, but also that this
trend was consistent regardless of
the complexity of the surgery being
performed.4 Furthermore, even a
seemingly small procedure such as
a midurethral sling or a hydrocele
repair may have high rates of complications among frail individuals,
raising the point that no procedures
are small procedures in this vulnerable population.
While postoperative complications are important, there are many
other surgical outcomes that are
arguably just as important or even
more meaningful to many older
adults. These include postoperative functional decline. One study
looked at patients ages 75 years and
older undergoing curative surgery
for urologic malignancy and using
the Clinical Frailty Scale (CFS) to
measure preoperative frailty. The
study evaluated 82 individuals
and found that those with CFS
scores ≥5 demonstrated 8.5-times
and 21.4-times higher risks for a
decline in their activities of daily
living (ADLs) within 30 and 90
days postoperatively, respectively.5
Another study that focused on frail
nursing home residents undergoing
seemingly minor urological procedures (cystoscopy, bladder biopsy,

Robotic Surgery and Advanced
Urinary Tract Reconstruction
t Continued from page 25

as the learning curve is shortened,
the question of whether the learning robotic learning curve is worth
it will become easier to answer. ◆
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110: 2.
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transurethral resection of bladder
tumor, prostate biopsy, TURP,
prostate biopsy, removal of ureteral
obstruction and suprapubic tube
placement) demonstrated functional decline that persisted up to 1
year after surgery and never recovered to the collective preoperative
functional baseline.6 These findings
are alarming and highlight the important and lasting functional impairment that can result from even
seemingly minor urological surgery.
Certainly, many older adults may
choose to forgo (especially elective)
urological surgery if they knew that
they may not be able to maintain
their preoperative functional baseline long after surgery.
Another important surgical outcome for older adults is discharge
to a skilled or assisted living facility,
which represents a loss of independence to many older adults.
One study looking at commonly
performed urological surgery using
the ACS-NSQIP database evaluated 20,794 patients ages 65 years
and older undergoing 19 different
urological procedures and found
that 25% of patients undergoing
surgery were defined as frail and
9.8% were discharged to a skilled
or assisted living facility. This finding was consistent across a variety
of types of urological procedures
ranging from TURP to cystectomy
and partial nephrectomy.7
In summary, frailty has been
demonstrated to be associated with
increased rates of postoperative
complications, sustained functional decline and discharge to skilled
or assisted living facilities in older
adults undergoing a variety of common urological procedures. Of
note, these findings are surprisingly consistent across procedures of
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varying complexity, underscoring
the real-world risks of performing
any type of surgery in frail older
adults. An understanding of frailty
and its associated potential outcomes are important both for surgical decision making/counseling
and potential opportunities for
prehabilitation and preoperative
optimization among frail older
adults who decide to proceed with
surgery. Ultimately, this knowledge
is essential to ensure that frail older
adults have the knowledge to make
surgical decisions that are aligned
with their priorities and goals of
care. ◆
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In 1998, Viagra® (Sildenafil citrate) entered the U.S. market and
revolutionized sexual function in
men, opening up a whole new
era in medicine. Although such a
rapid revolution in women has not
occurred, female sexual function
is progressively gaining prioritization in health care. This is evident
by the approval of new medications by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration. Two medications,
Addyi™ (Flibanserin) and Vyleesi™
(Bremelanotide), both work centrally in the brain and have been
shown to increase sexual desire
and the number of satisfactory
sexual events in premenopausal
women with hypoactive sexual
desire disorder.1 Other medications
like the selective estrogen modulator Osphena® (ospemifene), dehydroepiandrosterone in the form of
Intrarosa® (prasterone) and vaginal
estrogen are all used to treat vaginal
dryness and painful intercourse.2
The female sexual response and
treatment outcomes are more challenging to assess than in men due to
differences in anatomy and physiology, the nature of the female sexual
response, psychological factors, as
well as the influence of social, cultural and educational background.
The significant placebo effect found
in trials of sexual dysfunction
treatment (40% in women vs 10%
in men) supports the complexity
of the sexual response in women
and the need for more research in
this area.3
Significant advances in knowledge of the female sexual response
cycle and treatment options for
female sexual dysfunction (FSD)
happened during the end of the
20th century and beginning of
the 21st century. Similar to the
male sexual response cycle, the
female sexual response consists of
4 phases: desire, arousal, orgasm

and resolution.4 The desire stage
involves an interest in being engaged in sexual activity, usually
due to any internal and/or external
stimuli. If stimulation continues,
the arousal phase will manifest
with physiological changes that are
happening in the body, such as an
increase in heart rate, body temperature, as well as vaginal lubrication.
The peak of sexual response cycle
is orgasm, which is characterized
by involuntary vaginal wall, uterine, and pelvic floor contractions,
genital vasocongestion, and a general state of euphoria. Afterwards,
a return to the baseline state happens in the resolution phase. These
phases are dependent upon each
other to ensure the success of each
component. For example, orgasmic difficulties could come from
insufficient arousal, or low desire
could contribute to suboptimal
arousal, etc.5
According to the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (DSM-5), FSD refers to
difficulties in the sexual response
cycle that prevent satisfaction from
sexual activity.6,7 Causes of FSD are
classified as either female sexual
interest/arousal disorder, female
orgasmic disorder and genitopelvic pain/penetration disorder,
substance/medication-induced
sexual dysfunction, and not otherwise specified. Dysfunction could
happen in each of these domains
at some point in a woman’s life.
FSD does not require treatment
unless it causes distress and it persists
for a minimum of 6 months. It is
important to rule out any psychological causes (including mental or
relationship issues), general health
issues (obesity, hypertension, multiple sclerosis) and substance abuse.
Subjective assessment of sexual
dysfunction and effect of treatment
are based on a woman’s own perception. Diaries and event logs have
been widely used in clinical trials to
evaluate male sexual dysfunction
and later were adapted for FSD.
To unify responses and to quantify
outcomes, multiple questionnaires
have been developed. A widely
used questionnaire is the Female
Sexual Function Index (FSFI),
which consists of 19 questions and
assesses 4 domains: desire, arousal,
orgasm and sexual pain.8 The total

score ranges from 0 to 36, with
higher scores indicating better sexual function.9 A total score below 26
indicates clinical FSD.10 The shorter
version of the FSFI contains 9 questions (FSFI-9). It has been psychometrically tested and compared to
the original FSFI, and was found to
be valid and sensitive.11 The FSFI is
considered the female equivalent of
the International Index of Erectile
Function (IIEF).12 Similar to the
IIEF, the FSFI does not capture
sexual function in sexually inactive
women. However, it has good reliability and validity.
Another questionnaire used
for outcomes assessment is the
Pelvic Organ Prolapse/Urinary
Incontinence Sexual Questionnaire
(PISQ). This validated questionnaire
has 3 versions. The Pelvic Organ
Prolapse/Urinary Incontinence
Sexual Questionnaire International
Urogynecological Association (IUGA)
Revised (PISQ-IR) contains 20 questions and accounts for the status of
sexual activity in women with urinary
incontinence (UI) and pelvic organ
prolapse (POP). Sexually active women answer 21 questions in 6 domains,
while sexually inactive women
answer 12 questions in 4 domains.
Another version of the PISQ is the
PISQ-12. While it includes questions related to pelvic floor issues
(incontinence of urine/stool), it is
not suitable for sexually inactive
women. The recently developed
PISQ-9 questionnaire does not
contain condition-specific questions
and is suitable for women without
pelvic floor dysfunction. However,
it does not measure sexual function
in sexually inactive women.13
According to the Pelvic Floor
Disorder Consortium (PFDC), the
PISQ-IR is the recommended tool
for assessment of sexual function in
women with pelvic floor disorders.
The consortium recommended the
FSFI for assessment of sexual function in women without pelvic floor
disorders, although in everyday
practice when assessment of sexual
function is a secondary end-point
and brevity is a priority, the FSFI-9
is recommended.11,14
All of the above questionnaires
are well standardized, inexpensive,
and easy to administer and score.
However, validity is affected by
many factors including ethnic, cultural and educational backgrounds.
Unfortunately, the validation of
questionnaires for assessment of
treatment outcomes is sparse. In

fact, we previously found that 54%
of women given the FSFI and the
PISQ-IR questionnaires wrote in
the margins of questionnaires in
order to better convey their sexual
experience. This reminds us again
that women are more complex
than the available questionnaires
can measure. Honest discussion
and direct feedback remain vital to
the subjective assessment and the
best tailored treatment of female
sexual function. ◆
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Alkalinizing agents reduce the
recurrence risk for multiple stone
types, but they are the gold standard treatment for the management
of uric acid stones, where the most
common cause is acidic urine.
Thankfully, >90% of uric acid in
the urine is soluble or “dissolved” at
a pH of 6.5 or higher, which is clinically achievable in most patients.
The mainstay of urinary alkalinization has been potassium citrate
(KCit). KCit is highly effective at
achieving urinary alkalinization,
but there are barriers to compliance. The medication can be quite
expensive, especially for patients
without prescription insurance
coverage, and the pills themselves
can be difficult to swallow for some
patients. Perhaps more than we
realize, some patients experience
bothersome stomach upset that
may limit compliance, including
up to 48% of patients leaving KCit
studies early due to gastrointestinal (GI) side effects in a review by
Mattle and Hess.1 Finally, some
stone formers are intolerant of the

potassium load associated with
KCit, such as those with significant renal insufficiency and those
on potassium-sparing medications
like ACE inhibitors. Thus, in many
patients an alternative to KCit is
desirable.
Sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3),
also known as baking soda, has a
long track record in the treatment
of metabolic acidosis in patients
with chronic kidney disease. Di
Iorio et al reported improved survival as well as lower progression
to dialysis in patients treated with
NaHCO3, without any increase
in hypertension or admissions
for fluid retention.2 NaHCO3 also
has equivalent benefits to urinary
risk factors for stone formation to
KCit, both in rise in urine pH and
citrate levels. In a randomized,
double-blind, crossover study
by Pinheiro et al, both KCit and
NaHCO3 resulted in a significant
increase in urine pH from an average baseline of 6.1 to 7.3 and 7.4,
respectively.3 Both treatments also
resulted in a significant increase in
urine citrate, from a mean baseline
of 287 mg/day to 491 mg/day
for KCit and 495 mg/day for
NaHCO3. While that study was of
calcium stone formers, a smaller
study by Sakhaee et al of 5 uric
acid stone formers reported similar findings when participants were

Figure. Patient 24-hour urinary values before and after starting NaHCO3 therapy. Patients experienced
significant rise in urine pH, citrate and sodium, without change in urine calcium levels. Figure reflects
update of data originally reported by Penniston et al.7 Illustration courtesy of Kristina Penniston.

prescribed 60 mEq a day of either
KCit or NaHCO3.4 These uric acid
stone formers had a mean urine
pH of 5.4 at baseline but achieved
a mean urine pH of 6.7 on either
type of alkalinizing agent, well
within the target range for uric
acid stone formers.
Sodium bicarbonate is inexpensive and readily available, whether
purchased as a box of baking soda
at the grocery store or as prescription tablets. Each half teaspoon of
baking soda powder provides
25 mEq alkali. We often advise patients to mix one-quarter teaspoon
of baking soda in a liquid of their
choice and drink it on an empty
stomach twice a day, but the dose
could be adjusted if patients are
converting from a known dose of
KCit by matching the milliequivalents prescribed (20 mEq KCit
converted to baking soda would be
about one-half teaspoon).
All of this sounds great:
NaHCO3 is cheap, is well tolerated, and improves both urine
pH and citrate. So why hasn’t it
“taken off” in clinical practice the
way KCit has? Part of the reason
is the “bad reputation” sodium
has developed in modern medicine. Sodium chloride (NaCl),
or salt, has been blamed for hypertension, and while even that
is up for debate in the modern
cardiovascular literature, there
does appear to be a proportion of
hypertensive patients who are socalled “salt sensitive.” Whether it
is the sodium or the chloride in salt
causing this blood pressure effect
was considered largely irrelevant,
as more than 85% of the sodium
consumed in modern diets is from
NaCl. Recent studies, however,
have suggested that the chloride
component may play an even larger role in hypertensive response
than the sodium, and that perhaps
chloride restriction rather than sodium should be advised.5 Due to
this concern for hypertension, the
study by Di Iorio et al measured
patient blood pressures and found
no significant effect of NaHCO3
on hypertension.2
Another explanation for the
hesitation in adoption of NaHCO3
therapy by urologists is a concern
that the increased sodium load will
result in hypercalciuria. Classically,
we have taught that there is a
mathematical relationship between
dietary sodium consumption and
urine calcium levels such that for
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every 100 mEq/day that sodium
consumption is reduced, urine
calcium levels may be expected to
drop by 40 to 50 mg/day. However,
both older and more recent studies
suggest that this might not be the
entire story, and that perhaps it is
the pairing of Na and Cl in table salt
that may promote the excretion of
calcium in the urine. Lemann et al
administered loads of KCl, NaCl,
KHCO3 and NaHCO3 to patients
on a controlled study diet and
found that only NaCl resulted in an
increase in urine calcium.6 Sodium
when paired with bicarbonate as
an anion did not appear to cause
hypercalciuria. The previously
discussed study by Pinheiro et al
also reported that patients receiving NaHCO3 did not experience a
rise in their urine calcium levels.3
A more recent clinical study by
Penniston et al prescribed baking
soda to 33 stone formers for whom
alkali citrate therapy was indicated.7 With a mean of 9 months between 24-hour urine collections,
they found that both urine pH and
citrate significantly increased, as
did the amount of sodium in the
urine, but that urine calcium levels were unchanged (p=0.92, see
figure).
These studies suggest that sodium bicarbonate/baking soda may
represent an inexpensive, safe and
well tolerated form of alkali citrate with which to treat uric acid
stone formers, with alkalinizing
and citraturic responses similar to
KCit. However, it is important to
note that only 1 of these studies
specifically reported outcomes in
uric acid stone formers,4 and none
reported stone-specific outcomes
such as stone growth rates or need
for surgery. Future studies should
seek to address this. Additionally,
some stone patients, particularly
those with concomitant hypercalciuria, may benefit more from KCit
than NaHCO3, since KCit has been
shown to independently reduce
urine calcium levels. It is beneficial,
however, to have more options
available for the treatment of our
kidney stone patients, and sodium
bicarbonate certainly merits a place
in our toolbox. ◆
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Collagenase Clostridium histolyticum
(CCH; Xiaflex®) is an injectable
therapeutic agent that enzymatically degrades collagen, suppresses

fibroblast adhesion and proliferation, and decreases the expression
of structural proteins (fig. 1). CCH
was first utilized to achieve enzymatic fasciotomy in the treatment
of Dupuytren’s contracture, a condition of disordered fibrotic connective tissue that causes progressive deformity of the hand.1 CCH
was first applied for the treatment
of Peyronie’s disease (PD) in a clinical trial in 1982.2 In 2013, the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration
approved the use of CCH in the
nonsurgical treatment of PD in
men with dorsal or lateral penile

Figure 1. The mechanism of action of CCH involves enzymatic digestion of type I and III collagens,
suppression of fibroblast adhesion and proliferation, and decreased expression of transforming growth
factor-β1 (TGF-β1), smooth muscle actin and fibronectin. CCH class (AUX) I enzymes preferentially
cleave fragments from end regions of intact collagen, and AUX II enzymes preferentially cleave
fragments from central collagenous domains. Adapted from Sexual Medicine Reviews.1

Figure 2. Timeline of points of interest in development of collagenase CCH for clinical treatment.

curvature >30 degrees and/or with
a tangible penile scar tissue plaque
(fig. 2).
The safety and efficacy of
CCH for the treatment of PD
was documented in the IMPRESS
(Investigation of Maximal Peyronie’s
Reduction Efficacy and Safety
Studies) trials, 2 double-blinded,
placebo-controlled phase 3 studies which included 836 patients
at 64 sites in the United States and
Australia.3 Enrolled subjects had
penile curvature deformities of
between 30 and 90 degrees and
received either up to 8 injections
of 0.58 mg Xiaflex or placebo in
a 2:1 ratio. Patients in the treatment group showed an average
of 34% improvement at 52 weeks
(compared to 18% for placebo).
Treatment-related adverse events
were generally mild and included
penile hematoma, ecchymosis, penile pain and injection site edema.
Six patients experienced serious
adverse events, including 3 corporal ruptures and 3 penile hematomas. The “Real-World Trial,” which
is the largest multi-institutional
analysis of CCH efficacy, retrospectively reviewed data from 5
institutions where IMPRESS protocol was implemented for routine
treatment of PD.4 This study found
similar results to the IMPRESS trials, including a 33% improvement
in penile curvature after 4 cycles of
treatment and low rates of serious
adverse events: 5.1% large penile
hematoma, 0.8% corporal rupture,
0.9% severe penile swelling, 0.1%
hematuria, 1.9% other.
Current AUA guidelines limit
recommendations for treatment
of PD to those patients with stable
phase disease, and the IMPRESS

trials precluded patients with acute
phase disease or atypical curvature.
However, future clinical practice
could include patients with a wider
spectrum of clinical presentations.
The Real-World Trial, whose sample included 17% of subjects with
acute phase disease, and 2 small,
retrospective studies have shown
similar or greater efficacy with
regards to reduction in penile curvature for patients treated for acute
phase PD compared to those treated with stable phase disease without significant differences in adverse events.4,5 Similarly, although
ventral curvature was excluded
from the IMPRESS trials for fear of
urethral injury during penile modelling, recent literature suggests
similar safety and efficacy in CCH
treatment for ventral curvature
compared to other plaque locations. A prospective study that included 228 patients, including 83%,
50% and 11% with dorsal, lateral
and ventral curvature, respectively,
found average curvature improvement to be 25%, 38% and 49% for
the groups, respectively.6 Although
this study was limited by small,
atypical curvature groups, results
pointing to greater improvement in
atypical curvature groups and lack
of higher rates of complications in
these groups indicate potential for
treatment in the future.
Urethral stricture disease (USD)
is a progressive condition of tissue
proliferation and scarring that
narrows the lumen of the urethra,
leading to urinary obstruction.
Current therapeutic options for
USD include urethral dilation,
direct visual internal urethrotomy,
urinary diversion such as through
a suprapubic tube and surgical
reconstruction. Similarities between the likely pathogenesis of
trauma-induced fibroproliferation
behind PD and USD led to the hypothesis that CCH may be useful
as an adjunctive therapy for USD.
CCH may also represent a safer alternative to mitomycin C injection
after internal urethrotomy in anterior urethral stricture patients as the
chemotherapeutic agent represents
potential for toxicity to local tissues. A rat model study conducted
by Sangkum et al observed 30 rats
injected with TGF-β1, a profibrotic cytokine, to produce a urethral
fibrosis-like condition with type
I and III collagen.7 The effect of
t Continued on page 33
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CCH was investigated using H&E
stain, MT stain, and Western blot
analysis (fig. 3). Results demonstrated dose dependent decreases
in type I and III collagen. Both the
low and high dose treatment groups
revealed decreased type I and III
collagen expression compared to
the control group, with the high
dose CCH treatment group showing greater decreases in collagen
expression. A prospective, open-label phase 2 clinical trial of CCH in
the treatment of USD was recently
scheduled to have been completed
in December 2020. Results of this
study may provide further guidance toward implementing CCH
for clinical treatment of USD.
Endo Pharmaceuticals, the makers of Xiaflex, are currently developing products involving CCH for
the treatment of adhesive capsulitis
and cellulite. Adhesive capsulitis is
a musculoskeletal condition of the
shoulder characterized by stiffness,
pain and loss of motion that is likely
caused by inflammation followed
by reactive fibrosis and adhesions
at the synovial linings of the joint.
Fitzpatrick et al recently reported
the single-center results from a
randomized, double-blinded, placebo-controlled study for the use of
CCH in the treatment of adhesive

Sodium Bicarbonate in
Treatment of Uric Acid
Stone Former
t Continued from page 31
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Figure 3. Histology of rat urethral tissue sections (top-H&E stain-Bottom, ×400) demonstrating normal
urethral lumen surrounded by normal distribution of collagen bundles and smooth muscle cells without
fibrosis in the sham group, moderate fibrosis with densely packed collagenous stroma involving
submucosal tissue in urethral fibrosis group, mild submucosal fibrosis in vehicle group, mild submucosal
fibrosis in low dose CCH group and minimal fibrosis in high dose CCH group. CSP, Corpus spongiosum;
FB, fibrosis; L, lumen; U, urothelium. Adapted from Urology.7

capsulitis.8 Patients with at least 60
degrees of restricted active range
of motion (AROM) compared to
the contralateral shoulder were
randomized in a 3:1 fashion to
receive 0.58 mg CCH or placebo.
Both the treatment (9) and control
(2) groups exhibited improvement
in AROM at day 95 without a
statistically significant difference at
day 95 between the treatment and
control groups. Cellulite is a condition of skin dimpling and nodularity in women that is associated
with thickening of collagen in the
subdermal layers. A randomized,
double-blinded study of 375 women with moderate or severe cellulite
demonstrated that patients treated
with up to 3 treatment sessions
with 0.84 mg CCH were more

likely than placebo to experience
improvement from baseline according to standardized screening
tools.9 Results from phase 3 trials
have been similarly positive.
Although currently available
data have yet to prove effectiveness of these experimental treatments, future results will serve to
better characterize the efficacy of
treatments in these special conditions. Considering that Endo
Pharmaceuticals products for
adhesive capsulitis and cellulite
are in phase 2 and phase 3 of development, respectively, it is likely
that CCH will gain popularity in
treatment of these and other fibroproliferative conditions. ◆
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Transmasculine genital reconstructive surgeries (TMGRS) are
often performed with urethral
lengthening (UL) to allow for
micturition through a glanular
meatus.1 Unfortunately, urethral

complications are common. Despite
increasing numbers of TMGRS
with UL being performed across
multiple centers, the true rate of
urethral complications remains unknown due to a lack of standard
nomenclature, heterogeneous reporting, varying surgical techniques
and a paucity of prospective, multi-institutional outcomes data.
TMGRS include metoidioplasty and phalloplasty, which is further categorized as free flap and
pedicled flap phalloplasty. UL
techniques frequently differ within
metoidioplasty and phalloplasty
cohorts. For metoidioplasty UL,
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some surgeons utilize labia minora flaps (fig. 1) with or without
vaginal mucosa flaps, while others
use adjunct tissue like buccal mucosa grafts. In phalloplasty, 2 segments of urethral reconstruction
are required to bring the urethral
meatus to the glans: the pars fixa
(PF) urethra and pars pendulans
(PP) urethra. The PF urethra is
made from endodermal or ectodermal labia minora, and the PP
urethra is made from skin flap tubularization within the neophallus.
PF and PP urethras may be reconstructed simultaneously—commonly called single stage phalloplasty—
or separately. Some surgeons will
further stage phalloplasty UL by
pre-laminating the urethral portion
of the neophallus flap.2 Single stage
phalloplasty with UL has estimated
t Continued on page 34
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urethral revision rates of 23% to
73%.3 Staged phalloplasty with initial PP urethroplasty (and neophallus reconstruction) requires secondary PF urethroplasty, with 35% of
patients needing urethral revisions
thereafter.4 Staged phalloplasty
with initial PF urethroplasty (or
metoidioplasty) requires secondary
PP urethroplasty, with resultant
fistula and stricture rates of 30%
and 35%, respectively.5 Counseling
patients on the number of expected
TMGRS stages and the likelihood
of complications is important for
shared decision making and surgical planning.
Fistulas are the most common
early urethral complication after
TMGRS with UL. Fistula rates
vary depending on flap choice, UL
technique and whether a vaginectomy is performed simultaneously.5
Severity and duration of postoperative edema also play a role in fistula
development, and resolution of the
edema often parallels fistula closure.
Small, low output fistulas generally
heal without surgical intervention.
Larger fistulas, or those that persist
beyond 3 months, will frequently
need revision surgery and may be
associated with urethral strictures.
Many studies are retrospective
and report on overall fistula rates
either in combination with strictures and/or with mixed cohorts,
yielding wide-ranging fistula rates
(22% to 75%).6

Figure 3. Long PF-PP stricture requiring ventral
onlay substitution urethroplasty with buccal
mucosa graft.

Figure 2. Short PF-PP urethral anastomotic stricture opened vertically. Transverse closure is possible
given laxity of PF urethral tissue.

Strictures in metoidioplasty
occur in about 25% of patients.3
Staged or single stage phalloplasty
strictures occur 25% to 58% of the
time.7 Strictures almost always require surgical intervention. Those
managed with indefinite self-dilation may not be reported, yielding stricture results that are likely
underestimations.8 Metoidioplasty
related strictures usually require
buccal graft urethroplasty proximally and staged repairs distally.
Phalloplasty related short strictures
that develop slowly may lead to
proximal dilatation of the urethra,
facilitating tension-free anastomotic or Heineke-Mikulicz type

Figure 1. PF urethroplasty using labia minora endothelial tissue. Dorsal anastomosis is completed with
proximal de-epithelialized flaps for coverage over native urethra-to-PF urethral anastomosis after ventral
suturing is completed.

urethroplasties (fig. 2). Strictures
longer than 2 cm and located in
the PF urethra often require substitution urethroplasty (fig. 3). Long
PP urethral strictures, especially
those associated with pre-laminated urethral flaps, need staged
reconstruction with large skin
and/or mucosal grafts. Severe PF
strictures in patients with minimal
perineal tissue may require staged
reconstruction with or without gracilis muscle flap coverage. Perineal
urethrostomy and free flap urethral
reconstruction are utilized as last resort options. Endoscopy-mediated
dilations and/or urethrotomy, with
or without scar modulator injection,

may also be offered.
Other UL complications are rarely described or reported. Urethral
granulation tissue and pseudodiverticuli are common examples.7
Granulation tissue may cause hematuria and obstructive urinary
symptoms. Pseudodiverticuli (fig. 4)
are often related to strictures due
to proximal hydrodistention of
the vaginectomy site. Diverticula
symptoms include large volume
post-void dribbling, recurrent urinary tract infections (UTIs) and
perineal pain. Also, periurethral
fornices that are purposely incorporated into the UL procedure usually require cystoscopically guided
catheter placement.
The variability in TMGRS-UL
techniques, the heterogeneity in
reported urethral complications
and the practice of only reporting
complications that require surgical
t Continued on page 35

Figure 4. Urethral pseudodiverticulum posterior to native urethral meatus. Distal PF-PP urethral stricture
was treated concomitantly.
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Prostate Cancer Cryoablation with
Real-Time Digital Biopsy Using
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Microscope: A Case Report
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Introduction
While prostate magnetic resonance
imaging has gained momentum as
a valuable tool to perform target
prostate biopsy (PB) and to guide
focal treatment of small lesions,1, 2 histopathological evaluation remains
the gold standard method for prostate cancer (PCa) diagnosis. In the
last year, fluorescence confocal
microscopy (FCM), a novel optical
technology, has been used for immediate digital image acquisition
in an almost hematoxylin-eosin
(HE)-like resolution without requiring conventional processing.3
The aim of the present study was to
report our first experience using the
VivaScope® confocal microscope
for intraoperative prostate evaluation and treatment.
Case Report
A 69-year-old patient with low risk
PCa (Gleason score 3+3, prostate

specific antigen [PSA] 4 ng/ml),
treated with external beam radiotherapy and androgen deprivation
therapy 12 years prior, presented at
our clinic for a progressive increase
in PSA serum level up to 7 ng/ml
in July 2020. Clinical examination
was unremarkable.
Choline positron emission tomography (PET)/computerized
tomography (CT) was performed,
documenting the presence of a
focal area of hyperaccumulation
of the metabolic tracer at the level
of the prostate left lobe (maximum standardized uptake value
7.6). After discussing all of the available treatment options, the patient
was scheduled for salvage prostate
cryoablation.
Before proceeding with prostate cryoablation, 3 biopsy cores
were taken transperineally under
transrectal ultrasound (TRUS)
guidance (BK Medical®). Fresh
samples were immediately sent
for FCM acquisition; the device is
located in the urology department.
Sample preparation was performed
by urologists, and FCM digital images were acquired within a maximum time of 2 minutes for each
core. The same specimens were
then sent for conventional HE analysis. A single dedicated uropathologist evaluated the obtained images
and confirmed intraoperatively the

Figure. Digital biopsy images. High resolution pictures allow zooming into focal area for better evaluation of prostatic gland architecture.

presence of recurrent PCa in 2 out
of 3 cores (see figure), and thus we
proceeded with the programmed
prostate cryotherapy.
Specifically, two 2.4 mm cryoprobes were inserted into the
prostate. Freezing of the whole
gland was obtained using an argon/
helium gas-based cyroablation
system (Endocare, HealthTronics
Inc., Austin, Texas); pressurized argon (300 bar pressure and –180C)
achieved freezing, whereas both
helium and room temperature
were used to obtain thawing. A urethral catheter was placed after the
procedure (to be removed 10 days
after the procedure), and the patient
was discharged on postoperative
day 1. Conventional HE analysis
confirmed the presence of prostate
cancer in the 2 positive cores.
Discussion

in the dermatological field,4 and
has also been applied to the interpretation of other human tissues.
Recently, PB emerged as a novel
promising setting to further evaluate FCM,5 and we aimed to test
this technology to guide focal treatments for PCa.
To our knowledge, this is the
first report on the use of real-time
digital pathology in the setting
of focal therapies. While questions remain about the accuracy
of this procedure to discriminate
between Gleason grading groups
compared to standard HE images,
FCM offers the unique opportunity to evaluate in a few minutes the
presence of PCa in prostate biopsy
cores. Additionally, once uploaded,
FCM images could be shared with
remote pathologists, limiting the
turnaround time or the need for a
pathologist in the operating room.

The diagnostic accuracy of FCM
has been proved to be promising

Urethral Complications in
Transmasculine Surgery
t Continued from page 34

intervention cloud the interpretation of existing data. Furthermore,
outcomes data are impacted by
lack of routine, longitudinal followup—especially for patients traveling across the country or internationally to undergo specialized
care. Complication rates published
are thus low approximations. As
centers perform more TMGRS
with UL, there is the potential to
develop prospective, multi-institutional longitudinal databases.
Until then, to define more clearly
TMGRS-associated urethral complications and accurately report
their rates, and to better counsel
and empower individuals to choose
the surgery best aligning with their
goals, a critical overview must be
done of the existing data and future
publications. Standardizing terminology and reporting—much like
the International Consultation on
Urological Diseases did for urethral
strictures, stenoses and distraction
injuries—would be beneficial.9 In
addition, separating cohorts by
specific flaps and UL techniques
with or without vaginectomy, categorizing severity of urethral complications, and reviewing types of
urethral repairs required would all
help surgeons and patients have a
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better understanding of specific
TMGRS and their outcomes. ◆
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Prostate cancer patients are at
increased risk of poor outcomes
from COVID-19 infection, and so
should be prioritized for vaccination (see figure).
COVID-19 disproportionately
affects older men, with a reported
58% to 60% of cases in males.1
Morbidity and mortality from
COVID-19 are significantly higher
in older patients (36% vs 15% in
those ≥64 years).2 Emerging data
suggest that patients with cancer

also have a higher risk of severe
clinical events than those without
cancer. The data suggesting that
cancer is an isolated risk factor for
poorer COVID-19 outcomes are
compelling. A recent meta-analysis
of 28 cohorts of patients with prostate cancer who are COVID-19
positive reports that patients with
cancer had a greater risk of disease severity and mortality from
COVID-19.3 Several retrospective
studies have shown that cancer

patients infected with SARS-CoV-2
have higher rates of morbidity and
mortality.1,4,5 Zhang et al performed
a systematic review and meta-analysis of 3,019 patients with cancer
and COVID-19 from 15 studies
across the UK, Europe, USA,
Canada and Asia.6 Here again,
poorer outcomes of COVID-19
were confirmed in cancer patients
than in noncancer patients, and
the study highlighted both age and
gender as significant risk factors. An
overriding theme in the literature is
the higher risk for older male patients with comorbidities. Based on
these demographics alone, prostate
cancer patients should be a priority
for COVID-19 vaccination.
The angiotensin-converting-enzyme 2 receptor (ACE2) and the
transmembrane protease serine 2
(TMPRSS2) are essential host factors for successful SARS-CoV-2
infection. The virus spike glycoprotein (S) is a critical determinant of tropism and pathogenesis,
and the interaction between S
protein and host ACE2 mediates
the first step in the infection cycle.
The virus’s entry into the cell is
achieved by proteolytic cleavage
of the S protein by TMPRSS2.
TMPRSS2, an androgen receptor-regulated gene, is abundantly
expressed in prostate epithelial
cells, and prostate adenocarcinoma has the highest TMPRSS2
expression of all cancers. A minor
percentage of the prostate club

and hillock epithelial express
both ACE-2 and TMPRSS2.
Therefore, spread of SARS-CoV-2
to the prostate is theoretically
possible owing to the expression
of ACE2 and TMPRSS2. The
pathogenesis of SARS-CoV2 is
associated with severe systemic
inflammation with elevated levels
of pro-inflammatory cytokines,
including IL-1, IL-6, IL-8 and
TNF. Interestingly, our ongoing
studies show that these same cytokines are also associated with
prostate cancer progression (manuscript in preparation). While it
has not been determined if men
diagnosed with prostate cancer
specifically are at higher risk of
COVID-19 related morbidity or
mortality, the intersection of gender, TMPRSS2 and the possible
impact of inflammatory cytokines
warrants further study.
Underlying Malignancy vs
the Comorbid State and the
Predisposition of Prostate Cancer
Patients to COVID-19 Severity
COVID-19 and prostate cancer
share many risk factors, including
demographic and socioeconomic
factors, comorbidities and androgen signaling as a pathway in
pathogenesis.1 A number of studies have highlighted racial and
ethnic disparities in COVID-19,
t Continued on page 37

Figure 1. Potential reasons for COVID-19 vaccine prioritization in patients with prostate cancer. Androgen and androgen receptor signaling axis drives expression of TMPRSS2, a membrane protease involved in the
early steps of SARS-CoV-2 infection. Immunosuppressive effects of androgens can result in poor innate immune response and severe inflammatory response. Common factors that increase severity of prostate cancer
and COVID-19 include comorbidities and behavioral factors. Severe inflammation resulting from COVID-19 can accelerate clinical progression of prostate cancer. (Created under paid subscription with Biorender.com.)
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with the highest rates of infection
and death among Latinos and
African Americans, a pattern similar to that seen in prostate cancer
incidence and mortality.
Comorbidities such as diabetes, cardiovascular disease and
obesity are known risk factors
for prostate cancer and are also
associated with worse outcomes
in COVID-19 patients. Previous
studies have established sex based
differences in the incidence of
each of these comorbidities, all
of which are more common in
men than in women diagnosed
with SARS-CoV-2.1 Obesity and
other proinflammatory conditions
are known to induce ACE2 and
TMPRSS gene expression. A
study in the Mount Sinai Health
System reported that 6% of patients who were COVID-19 positive had breast, prostate, lung,
urothelial and/or colon cancer,
with a significantly higher intubation rate compared to patients
without cancer.7 Several recent
studies have also reported increased incidence of COVID-19
in patients with prostate cancer
compared to other genitourinary
(GU) cancers.4,5,8,9 Our data further show that prostate cancer
patients had a significantly higher
intubation rate (25.4%) than male
patients who were COVID positive with GU cancers other than
prostate (21.3%, p=0.02). Patients
with prostate cancer who were
COVID-19 positive had a higher mortality rate compared to all
male patients in the study with a
history of other malignancies at
23.7% (27) vs 12.7% (43; p <0.01).1
Anti-Androgens May Play a Role
in a Multipronged Approach to
Reduce COVID-19 Infection and
Severity
Androgens control cellular activity and androgen receptor
(AR) functions. Recent studies
demonstrate that both TMPRSS2
and ACE2, the critical proteins
in COVID-19 infection, may be
under AR transcriptional control. Androgens and androgen
receptors directly influence the
extent of the immune response following viral infections, although
the immune suppressive effects of
androgens on immune cell subsets
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are not well known. This is also in
line with the previous observation
that men of African ancestry are
more likely to have more significant AR dysregulation, contributing to the racial disparities seen in
COVID-19. Androgens contribute to lower antibody titer levels
in males than in females after viral
infection by affecting B lymphopoiesis. Therefore, anti-androgens
have the potential to significantly
reduce the magnitude and severity of SARS-CoV-2 infection by
blocking the immune suppressive
effects of androgens and by lowering TMPRSS2 levels.
Androgen-driven immune
modulation may also contribute
to differences in clinical outcomes. Androgens generally have
an immune suppressive effect,
while gonadal testosterone deprivation has an immune stimulatory
effect. This is supported by recent
publications reporting that those
treated with anti-androgens for
prostate cancer demonstrated lower rates of SARS-CoV-2 infection
and complications than those who
did not receive ADT.8 Our group’s
work shows that men with a diagnosis of prostate cancer have a
higher risk of infection and death
than similarly aged men with
other cancers, none of whom are
expected to be using ADT. This
suggests that other important factors contribute to the differences
in SARS-CoV-2 diagnosis and
death from COVID-19 rather than
androgen-mediated events such as
viral entry or immune modulation
alone. Prospective trials to definitively address the role of androgen
in COVID-19 are ongoing, and
these studies highlight the need for
a personalized, risk-stratified approach to the use of androgen-targeting therapies for COVID-19.
In summary, patients with prostate cancer are speculated to have a
weakened immune system, which is
further compounded by the immunosuppressive role of androgens,
and they are more vulnerable to
COVID-19 infection. Affected individuals show increased disease severity and mortality. To mitigate the
unprecedented effects of COVID-19
on patients with prostate cancer,
we believe that early vaccination is
critical for these patients. Urologists
and radiation oncologists, GU oncologists and the urology research
community can play a leading role
in the response to the COVID-19

pandemic by contributing both to
frontline care and advocating for
vaccination for their patients. ◆
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In conclusion, real-time, intraoperative digital biopsy using fluorescence confocal microscopy is
feasible to guide focal treatments in
PCa patients. ◆
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I recently read an article about the
challenges of being a leader during
COVID-19. Without question, I
empathized with the author. Since
mid-March, I have been the Clinical
Lead and only full-time physician in
our COVID-19 Command Center.
Early on, this meant managing
COVID-19-positive patients, PPE,
quarantine for employees, deployments—a myriad of things. For the
most part, my role had some kind
of “data” to back up recommendations: Society Guidelines, CDC

and precedent in other hospitals
and countries. However, with the
vaccine rollout, we had the freedom, which of course came with
the inherent criticism, to do what
we felt was best for our institution. In the case of vaccines, our
“society guidelines” have been the
court of public opinion and social
media, and they are the litmus test
by which our response has been
judged.
As a government institution, we
are subject to a different level of
transparency and accountability
than other hospitals. Our salaries
are paid by the taxpayers, and
we are held to standards that are
t Continued on page 38
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steeped in protocols, evidence base,
government regulations, unions
and so on. Typically, government
facilities have dry runs, practice
and time to prepare. And there
is an expectation that we are prepared. For anything. At all times.
So how does a government hospital
stand up something without precedent? In the case of VA Boston
Healthcare System, we just did it.
Perhaps it was the surgeon in me
who was accustomed to the unexpected in the operating room and
the need to turn on a dime—to react
immediately and not freeze—that
made me comfortable with managing a vaccine rollout in a matter of
hours. Maybe it was my faith in our
institution, leadership and coworkers that settled any anxiety I might
have felt. I suspect it was both of
those things.
We received Moderna, which
meant we were 1 week behind
those institutions and Facebook
posts associated with Pfizer, which
heightened the anticipation. Seven
days “behind” was an eternity, and
everyone wanted to be first in line.
VA Boston has 4,600 employees
with over 3,000 who initially signed
up. An immediate response was
expected by our staff. Moderna received approval for use on Sunday,
December 20, 2020. We received
our first doses the following day
and by that night, vaccinations had
started in high-risk patients and employees. The next day we stood up
an employee clinic that did double
what we had anticipated. After 3
days, approximately 1,000 doses
had found their forever homes. As
leaders, we were so proud, despite
the bumps along the way: the appointment process needed modifications; communication during
a time of untenable email volume
was imperfect; some employees
walked in while others waited for
notification; we had to manage
staff anxiety and those who felt if
they did not immediately get the
vaccine, they wouldn’t survive the
night. The COVID-19 pandemic
has brought out both the good and
bad in people, but as a leader, that
is what you have to manage as you
also manage your employees and
utilize whatever skills they bring to
the table.
The logistics of something this
massive is truly monumental. Lack
of staff for vaccine clinics is a major

hindrance. Each vaccine clinic requires 20 staff, not to mention all
the behind-the-scenes work: checkin/-out admin staff, vaccinators,
observers to monitor for reactions,

pharmacists and runners. With 3
clinic locations, 60 deployed personnel have to leave their current
posts to help. We have largely relied upon staff with time on their

hands to volunteer. During normal
hours, this fills the gaps. However,
for after hours, weekends and now
with the Community Outreach
clinics we just started, it is not so
easy. Those who are members of a
union, despite whether they would
gladly denounce union restrictions
to participate, fall under rules that
must be honored. As such, our
go-to resources are physicians, research and psychology staff—those
on salary who do not fall under
overtime or duty hour limitations.
As the Associate Chief of Surgery,
my role has allowed me to activate
“my people,” many of whom have
come in off tours and over holidays
to vaccinate, observe, or run clinics,
simply to be part of this historic effort. The need for a cohesive team
and staff from all areas coming together on equal ground has never
been more vital. To be in these clinics is to witness a welcome euphoria, excitement, relief, tears, photo
ops and yes, anxiety too. But like
spring coming after a long winter,
hope has again sprung eternal, as
vaccine pics on social media posts
bear witness.
While we were well ahead of
the general public in the state
of Massachusetts and extremely
proud of our rollout, tragedy hit.
A series of unfortunate events led
to the compromise of 1,900 doses. This was truly a vicious blow
to those of us leading the vaccine
charge. We had done everything
right, so how could this have happened? Being a transparent High
Reliability Organization, we were
truthful while also grieving the loss
in very personal ways. I was able
to visit with Congressman Lynch
when he came to brief on the loss
but had to resist the temptation
to talk to the swarm of reporters.
Fortunately, the media blitz died
down surprisingly quickly and we
carried on with even more fervor.
As of this writing, 20% of our
60,000 enrolled veterans are vaccinated. The state is still at 75 years
and older, but we are already down
to age 55. If the rumors are true,
soon we will take on the Veteran
Affairs “4th Mission”, which would
open up vaccines to civilians. This
would be exciting, indeed, but as
one of my nurse friends has said,
we have to be careful we do not
trip at the finish line. This is certainly a marathon, and we have a
t Continued on page 39
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long way to go. Yes, being a leader
during the COVID-19 pandemic
is hard, but to be allowed to contribute and play such a pivotal role
during these unprecedented times
has been my great honor and an
incredible journey.
Dr. Lori Lerner, Chief of Urology for
the VA Boston Healthcare System, has
also served as the Physician Lead of
the VA Boston COVID-19 Incident
Management Team since March of 2020.
The pictures associated with this article
were taken at the Veterans of Foreign
Wars Club in Boston on the weekend of
February 6 and 7. Dr. Lerner designed
and made the t-shirts for this Outreach

walk-in vaccine clinic herself. (In the
large group photo, she is the one kneeling in front.) In her own words, Dr.
Lerner remarked that these 11 months
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Cancer Therapy
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Introduction
Posterior urethral stenosis (PUS) is
a pathological narrowing from the
bladder neck to the membranous
urethra. Pelvic fracture urethral injury is the most common etiology
in developing countries. However,
in developed countries, iatrogenic
injury secondary to treatment for
prostate cancer or benign prostatic
hyperplasia is the primary cause.
Recalcitrant PUS presents a significant clinical and technical challenge
for the practicing urologist.
Epidemiology
The preponderance of PUS in
the United States is attributable
to prostate cancer therapy, with
an incidence of approximately
5% following primary treatment.1
Although the robotic platform has
improved stricture rates following

Nathaniel D.
Coddington, MD
University of Texas
Health Science Center
at Houston

prostatectomy, vesicourethral
anastomotic stricture (VUAS) still
occurs. VUAS typically presents
within the first 6 months after surgery, with the incidence increasing with patient age and vascular
comorbidities as well as surgical
factors such as postoperative urine
leak and hematoma. Radiation, on
the other hand, causes cell damage
resulting in a fibroblast dysfunction and progressive fibrosis that
culminates in bladder neck contracture (BNC), prostate urethral
stenosis and bulbomembranous
stricture (BMUS). Post-radiation
PUS tends to present later and is
more complex, especially following
brachytherapy.
Clinical Evaluation
Patients typically present with
either obstructive lower urinary
tract symptoms or incidentally

have been “an incredible journey.” The
AUA is grateful to all members who
gave selflessly of their time and expertise
this past year to help us all navigate this

pandemic. And a special thank you to
Dr. Lerner for sharing these photos and
for reminding us of what a “Weekend
Warrior” truly looks like. ◆

after attempted catheter placement.
Evaluation usually includes retrograde urethrogram (RUG), voiding
cystourethrogram (VCUG), cysto
scopy and selective urodynamics
to evaluate the length, location and
lumen of the stenosis, and function
of the lower urinary tract. Prostate
specific antigen (PSA), computerized tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) may
be used to evaluate for recurrent
cancer, pubic osteomyelitis, prostate necrosis/calcification and bladder disease.

of chronic self-dilation. An indwelling catheter is sometimes preferred
over self-dilation by patients in
acute retention or those unable
to perform self-catherization due
to pain, fear of urethral injury or
poor dexterity. Patients needing
long-term drainage are best served
with chronic suprapubic catheterization to avoid urethral erosion.
Suprapubic catheterization and
intermittent catheterization are associated with lower rates of urinary
tract infection compared to indwelling urethral catheterization.

Surgical Decision Making

Endoscopic Management

The goal of intervention is to secure
safe egress for urine while maintaining continence and minimizing
convalescence (fig. 1). Management
begins with endoscopic dilation or
incision with multiple technologies,
offering good response rates when
allowing for one to two procedures.
Patients with failed repeat endoscopic intervention who are motivated and medically fit to proceed
with major surgery are evaluated
for reconstruction or diversion.
Those with severe pain, necrosis,
dystrophic calcification or a small
capacity bladder are best managed
with cystectomy and diversion.2
Patients who are frail with multiple
comorbid conditions are best managed with nonsurgical therapy.

Options for endoscopic intervention include dilation, incision and
resection, with patency rates of
54% to 100% and de novo incontinence developing in 0% to 52%.3
Dilation is best performed with
a guidewire placed under direct
vision followed by coaxial dilators
or a balloon. Transurethral incision
may be performed with a cold-knife
urethrotome, electrocautery via a
resectoscope or Colling’s knife, or a
laser. Incision should be performed
laterally at the 3 and 9 o’clock positions to avoid fistula to the pubic
symphysis in radiated patients and
to the rectum in post-prostatectomy
patients. For severe recurrent cases,
injection of antifibrotic agents such
as triamcinolone or mitomycin C
may be used as an adjunct with
good efficacy in selected patients.
There remains some concern for
serious adverse events associated

Nonsurgical Management
Patients with recurrent but nonobliterative PUS usually undergo dilation/direct vision internal urethrotomy (DVIU) followed by a regimen

t Continued on page 40
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with mitomycin C.4 In patients
with the prostate in situ, transurethral prostatectomy or photovaporization of the prostate with
GreenLight™, holmium or thulium
laser may be indicated but carries a
risk of pain, infection, necrosis and
incontinence.
Surgical Reconstruction
Surgical reconstruction is indicated
for patients with PUS refractory
to endoscopic therapy (fig. 2). For
VUAS after radical prostatectomy,
excision and reanastomosis can
be performed via an abdominal,
perineal or combined approach.
Patency rates of 82% to 100% have
been reported, although de novo
incontinence is common.5 Our preference is a robotic transabdominal
approach for its excellent visibility,
reduced convalescence and preservation of the bulbar urethra for
artificial sphincter placement if
needed. Side-docking the da Vinci®
Xi Surgical System allows for simultaneous perineal dissection if additional mobilization is needed.6
If the prostate is in situ and the
obstruction is at the bladder neck,
our preference is for a robotic transvesical approach with subtrigonal
inlay of buccal mucosal graft.7
Other techniques such as YVplasty, T-plasty and ventral graft
inlay had success rates of 83% to
100% in small series.3
Once considered contraindicated, urethroplasty for post-radiation
BMUS can achieve good results
despite initial concerns regarding
poor tissue vascularity. Our preferred approach is substitution urethroplasty with buccal mucosa, with
a dorsal onlay technique shown
to be safe and effective in 92% of
cases.8 Other groups have reported
70% patency rates in patients with
BMUS using a predominantly
excision and primary anastomosis
technique.9 A gracilis muscle flap
may serve as a graft bed for a ventral onlay buccal mucosal graft in
cases of long post-radiation BMUS
with inadequate graft bed.10
Urinary Diversion
In rare cases lower urinary tract
reconstruction is not feasible due
to necrosis, dystrophic calcification

Figure 1. Algorithm for management of posterior urethral stenosis. TUI, transurethral incision.

Figure 2. Lower urinary tract reconstruction for posterior urethral stenosis due to VUAS, BNC or prostatic obstruction and BMUS. BMG, buccal mucosal graft.
EPA, excision and primary anastomosis.

or recurrent cancer. Options for
the devastated posterior urethra
are dependent on the feasibility of
bladder preservation. Patients with
a functional bladder but devasted
outlet may be good candidates for
catheterizable or incontinent channel creation. Patients with nonobliterative stricture disease and
concern for persistent incontinence
may also require bladder neck closure and possible augmentation.2
Patients with severe pain, cancer,
urosymphyseal fistula or impaired
bladder capacity/compliance are
best managed with cystectomy and
urinary diversion.

survivorship are likely to result in
increased burden of disease in developed nations. While the mainstay of
surgical intervention remains endoscopic, developments in surgical technique have broadened the treatment
options and improved outcomes in
men with recurrent obstruction. ◆
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Conclusion
Recalcitrant posterior urethral
stenosis presents a significant challenge to the practicing urologist.
Improvements in prostate cancer
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Heritability of Kidney Stones
Kidney stones occur as a result of
a complex interplay of genetic and
environmental factors. In clinical
practice, environmental factors are
the main focus in the preventive
management of kidney stone disease. These factors include fluid
intake, diet and insensible fluid
losses because they are modifiable

and appropriate interventions can
impact kidney stone recurrence
risk. However, genetic factors are
known to play a significant role in
kidney stone formation. The contribution of heritability to kidney
stone disease based on twin studies
is estimated at 57% for men and
46% for women.1 As the knowledge
base of the role of genetics in kidney
stones increases, the question arises
as to the role of genetic testing for
urinary stone disease. We present a
brief review of the genetics of kidney stone disease and implications
for testing in the clinical setting.
Monogenic and Polygenic Causes
of Kidney Stone Disease
Genetic causes of kidney stone disease can be classified as monogenic

or polygenic. Monogenic causes
arise from mutations in a single gene.
These can have autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive or X-linked
recessive inheritance patterns. At
least 30 genes have been identified
as monogenic causes of kidney
stone disease, but they still contribute toward the minority of kidney
stone cases overall.2 In a cohort of
pediatric and adult patients without
known secondary cause of kidney
stones, 14 genes accounted for 15%
of all kidney stone disease.2 The
most common monogenic cause
of kidney stone disease is cystine
nephrolithiasis. Other causes include familial hypercalciuria, hyperoxaluria, Dent disease, Bartter syndrome and several others. Mutations
for these syndromes occur in genes
with a broad spectrum of functions.
Interested readers can find detailed
information on monogenic causes of
kidney stones in a review by Howles
and Thakker.3
Polygenic causes of kidney stone

disease result from interactions
between multiple gene mutations.
Polygenic causes contribute to
more than 45% of kidney stone
disease cases.3 The subtle changes
associated with each individual
mutation make identifying genes
in polygenic stone formers difficult. Nevertheless, researchers
have successfully identified genes
through genome-wide association
studies. While individual genes
and gene networks have plausible
pathophysiology for contribution
to stone formation and many have
associations with an increased
odds ratio of stone formation,4 at
this time more study is needed to
determine the causative impact of
mutations in these candidate genes
on overall recurrence risk.
In addition, certain aspects of
diet, often thought of as purely
environmental factors, also have
t Continued on page 42

Appendix. Laboratories currently offering genetic testing that includes nephrolithiasis in United States
Test Name

Lab Location

Method

Type

Cost

Turnaround
Time

Website

Nephrolithiasis testing (may include cystinuria/primary hyperoxaluria)
RENALZOOM

Johns Hopkins

Next generation
sequencing

Panel

$2,915

6–8 weeks

https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/dnadiagnostic/
tests/tests/renalzoom

Nephrolithiasis and
related disorders next
generation sequencing
panel

CTGT Genetic
Testing

Next generation
sequencing &
duplication/
deletion

Panel

$990–$1,500

2–4 weeks

http://www.ctgt.net/panel/nephrolithiasis-andrelated-disorders-ngs-panel

Nephrolithiasis and
Nephrocalcinosis Panel

Prevention
Genetics

Exome sequencing

Panel

$890

18 days

https://www.preventiongenetics.com/testInfo?val=
Nephrolithiasis+and+Nephrocalcinosis+Panel

KidneySeq Version 4
Nephrolithiasis and
Nephrocalcinosis Panel

Iowa Institute
of Human
Genetics

Next generation
sequencing

Panel

$2,000

45 days

https://medicine.uiowa.edu/humangenetics/
kidneyseq

Nephrolithiasis and
Nephrocalcinosis Panel

GeneDX

Next generation
sequencing

Panel

Unknown

4 weeks

https://www.genedx.com/test-catalog/disorders/
cystinuria/

Monogenic Kidney
Stone Panel

Mayo Clinic

Unknown

Panel

Unknown (free
for qualifying
patients)

Unknown

https://www.mayo.edu/research/clinical-trials/
cls-20357366

Renasight

Natera

Next generation
sequencing

Panel

Unknown

3 weeks

https://www.natera.com/organ-health/renasightgenetic-testing/

Cystinuria Panel

Fulgent

Next generation
sequencing

Three gene Unknown
panel

3–5 weeks

https://fulgentgenetics.com/Cystinuria

Cystinuria Panel

Invitae

Next generation se- Three gene Unknown
quencing & deletion/ panel
duplication

10–21 days

https://www.invitae.com/en/physician/tests/06142/

Cystinuria Panel

Blueprint
Genetics

Next generation
sequencing

Two gene
panel

$1,400

4 weeks

https://blueprintgenetics.com/tests/panels/
metabolic-disorders/cystinuria-panel/

Cystinuria Panel

Prevention
Genetics

Exome sequencing

Two gene
panel

$890

18 days

https://www.preventiongenetics.com/testInfo?
val=Cystinuria+Panel

Primary Hyperoxaluria

Invitae

Next generation
Three gene Unknown (free
sequencing &
panel
for qualifying
deletion/ duplication
patients)

10–21 days

https://www.invitae.com/en/physician/tests/06227/
https://www.invitae.com/en/alnylam-acthyperoxaluria-type-1/

Primary Hyperoxaluria

Prevention
Genetics

Next generation
sequencing &
duplication/
deletion

18 days

https://www.preventiongenetics.com/
testInfo?val=Primary+Hyperoxaluria+Panel

Disease-specific testing

Modified from Katherine Steigelman (Travere).

Three gene $640
panel
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hereditary influences. Selection of
diet and portion size, for example
intake of protein and oxalate, appears to be hereditary.5 Metabolic
syndrome and the severity of metabolic syndrome are heritable in
patients of both White and Black
descent,6 thus linking genetic and
environmental factors that contribute to stone risk.
Rationale for Testing and Current
Indications
Current North American guidelines do not specifically require
genetic testing for kidney stone
formers. Instead, heritable causes
of kidney stone disease are diagnosed by inference, with confirmatory genetic testing depending on
local practices. Patients with cystine
nephrolithiasis are diagnosed by
stone composition or presence of
hexagonal crystals in the urine.7 A
U.S. based consensus paper does
not recommend testing for cystine
nephrolithiasis mutations, as the
clinical course does not appear to
be different between mutations.7
However, European consensus recommendations include genetic testing in cystine nephropathy patients
for specific clinical scenarios, such
as a diagnosis of hyperechogenic
colon prenatally, and for genetic
counseling/classification.8 Primary
hyperoxaluria may be suspected

based on clinical features, stone
analysis, family history and high
output of oxalate on 24-hour urine
testing. Referral to a specialized
center and confirmatory genetic
testing of the patient are indicated
as the disease prognosis differs
between mutations.9 Testing and
counseling for relatives should also
be considered.
There is emerging evidence
that genetic testing can have clinical utility in personalizing kidney
stone disease management. In a
study of 65 patients from 51 families with kidney stones, without a
known monogenic cause of kidney
stones and aged <25 years, whole
exome genetic sequencing was performed.10 This revealed a monogenic mutation causing kidney stones
from individuals in 15 of the 51
families (29.4%). Importantly, the
diagnosis had clinical implications
in 60% of the detected cases. This
included addition of phosphorous
supplementation, treatment with
cysteamine and ophthalmological/
audiological screening. At this time,
whole exome sequencing is expensive and is not indicated except
under extremely specific scenarios
for stone formers, but this study
helps to illustrate the potential
benefits of genetic screening, especially in high risk groups.
There are several testing options
available for patients in whom there
is a high degree of suspicion for
genetic causes of stone disease. For
those with a family history of primary hyperoxaluria or a high degree of

A Different Type of Inclusion and
Diversity in Urological Research:
Pediatric Device Development

Soo Jeong Kim, MD

Chester J. Koh, MD

Texas Children’s Hospital and Baylor
College of Medicine

Research is indisputably important
in advancing the field of urology.
There are numerous examples, from

the work of Huggins and Hodges,
which rendered hormonal therapy
the standard treatment for patients
with advanced prostate cancer, to
the adoption of robotic assistance in
minimally invasive urological surgery.1 As Wessells noted during the
2009 National Institute of Diabetes
and Digestive and Kidney Diseases
(NIDDK) Urology 2.0: Advancing
Urology Research Workshop, physician-scientists are driven by raw
talent and ambition to expand the
understanding and treatment of

clinical suspicion, a free genetic test
for primary hyperoxaluria is available (https://www.invitae.com/en/
alnylam-act-hyperoxaluria-type-1/).
Renasight™ is one of several commercially available genetic panels
for kidney stone formers. The Mayo
Clinic has an actively recruiting clinical trial that assesses 90 genes related
to monogenic kidney stone formation, and the test is free for patients
who meet inclusion criteria (https://
www.mayo.edu/research/clinical-trials/cls-20357366). A nonexhaustive
list of laboratories that offer genetic
testing specifically for kidney stones
or include kidney stones as part of a
panel can be found in the Appendix.
Prior to embarking on such
testing, clinicians must discuss the
possible findings and implications
of these findings with the patient.
Having a confirmatory diagnosis
may not change clinical care or
provide actionable interventions,
and finding variants of uncertain
significance can lead to extensive
and costly workups without satisfactory answers. Some patients will
find this knowledge motivating,
and others will find it discouraging. Those who choose to proceed
should test wisely and be prepared
for additional testing and treatment, which may include genetic
counseling.
Conclusion

patient outcomes. However, much
work remains, particularly in determining the best patient populations for testing and the impact
of testing on clinical care, as well
as improving the cost efficiency of
genetic testing. ◆
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The future promise of personalized medicine for kidney stone
disease rests on defining the role
of genetic testing to improve
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urological conditions, and are motivated to generate breakthrough
scientific advances and new treatment paradigms. In order to be successful, physician-scientists require
numerous resources, including
mentors, significant protected time
and funding. Federal grant funding,
however, is still incredibly difficult
to obtain: according to the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) Research
Portfolio Online Reporting Tools
(RePORT), there are currently 130
funded investigators who are members of a urology department, who
comprise approximately 0.1% of
the 13,044 practicing urologists in
the United States identified in the
2019 AUA Census.2
So what about the other 99.9%
of urologists, especially those with

a more clinically oriented career
instead of one that is research-prioritized? Inclusion and diversity, which
have appropriately become prominent themes in today’s world, perhaps can also be applied to address
the shortage of urological investigators, and particularly those who are
dedicated to the pediatric population, which continues to be relatively
underserved. Urologists who have
not chosen the physician-scientist career track can still make substantial
contributions to urological research
by applying their clinical expertise
and experience toward these underserved research areas.
Pediatric device development
is one such research area. Despite
t Continued on page 43
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the well worn adage, “Children are
not small adults,” there is a persistent shortage of medical devices
designed specifically for children
that can accommodate the unique
anatomy and physiology of pediatric patients. Multiple factors
contribute to this public health
problem, including lower pediatric
disease incidence, less attractive
medical device industry financial
returns, the high cost and perceived
increased risk of pediatric clinical
studies relative to the market size,
difficulty in enrolling pediatric clinical trial participants and limited
funding sources available specifically for the pediatric population.3
As a result, adult devices are routinely used in children in an off-label manner.4 In order to address
this shortage, Congress passed the
Pediatric Medical Device Safety
and Improvement Act in 2007,
which included the creation of the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) Pediatric Device Consortia
grant program. This program has
allowed pediatric academic institutions to support pediatric device
innovators to develop novel pediatric medical devices throughout
the pediatric device life cycle
with local, regional, and national
institutional and innovation partners. 5,6 Figure 1 illustrates the 5
current FDA P50 grant-supported
pediatric device consortia.
As an early developmental step,
the collaboration of biomedical engineers with pediatric clinicians and
surgeons is encouraged by the consortia via capstone engineering design programs and medical product
development-focused master’s programs that are available at all accredited engineering schools in the U.S.7
Texas Children’s Hospital (TCH)
and Baylor College of Medicine
(BCM) serve as the central hub for
the Southwest National Pediatric
Device Innovation Consortium
(SWPDC), which also includes Rice
University, University of Houston,
Texas A&M University and Fannin
Innovation Studio as the other
consortium partners (fig. 2). Other
partners include Children’s Health
(Dallas), Phoenix Children’s,
Children’s Hospital of San Antonio
(CHOSA [San Antonio/Austin]),
Arkansas Children’s and BioTex.
SWPDC is supported by a $6.75

Figure 1. Five FDA P50 grant-supported pediatric device consortia and their primary associated children’s hospitals. CHLA/USC, Children’s Hospital Los Angeles/
University of Southern California. CHOP, Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia. UCSF, University of California San Francisco.

Figure 2. Institutional partners of SWPDC.

million, 5-year FDA P50 grant
(P50FD006428) that was awarded
in 2018. The support for the capstone engineering design programs
in partnership with the local engineering universities allows the
development of prototypes during
an academic year (September to

April) and enables clinically busy
urologists to create novel pediatric
device prototypes with their engineering team partners.7
Once a prototype is created, the
commercialization steps of device
development can be facilitated
by the Small Business Innovation

Research (SBIR, R43/R44) and
Small Business Technology Transfer
(STTR, R41/42) programs, which
are available through the NIH or
the National Science Foundation
t Continued on page 44
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(NSF).4 While engineering faculty
are well aware of NSF SBIR and
STTR funding opportunities, clinical faculty may not be aware of the
SBIR and STTR grant programs in
the NIH due to the traditional emphasis on R01 basic science funding. Pediatric faculty have been
able to secure NIH SBIR or STTR
funding for various pediatric/fetal
devices, including 1) ureteral stent
electromagnetic removal device for
pediatric patients, 2) uterine wall
membrane anchor device for the
prevention of preterm premature
rupture of the membranes in fetoscopic surgery, 3) pediatric urinary
sphincter device for neurogenic

bladder, 4) pediatric polymeric
heart valves and 5) vaginal stent
for neovagina creation in female
pediatric patients.4 In comparison
to NIH basic science research funding, the SBIR/STTR grants are
often more attainable for pediatric
clinicians and surgeons in partnership with qualified small business
concerns, with the impact score
paylines of many NIH institutes
above 25. As a result, this nondilutive funding source should be considered by those who are interested
in pediatric device innovation.
In conclusion, pediatric device
development represents a viable
pathway for clinically oriented
urologists to participate in a different type of inclusion and diversity
where they can make a substantial
contribution to urological research

How Do I Survey Patients with
Lynch Syndrome?
Surena F. Matin, MD,
FACS
MD Anderson Cancer
Center

A 52-year-old
patient status
postabdominoperineal resection, colostomy and
chemoradiation for Lynch syndrome (LS)-associated colorectal
cancer is referred to urology after
being found to have a positive voided NMP-22 assay. The patient has
a confirmed pathogenic germline
mutation of the PMS2 gene, a negative voided cytology, no red blood
cells on urine microscopy and no
family history of urothelial or kidney cancer, and is a never smoker.
Computerized tomography (CT)
of the abdomen and pelvis with
excretory phase is normal (fig. 1).
What would you recommend
next, and why?
LS patients have germline inheritable mutations of mismatch repair
genes, leading to high rates of DNA
alterations predisposing to a variety
of cancers, primarily colorectal, endometrial and upper tract urothelial
cancer (UTUC), and to a lesser extent bladder, prostate, kidney and
adrenal cortical cancers. LS patients
may be referred to a urologist for
evaluation of microscopic hematuria

or other urological suspicion. Very
few primary data and few opinion
articles are available to guide urological screening of LS patients,1-3
treatment of LS-related urological
cancers, prevention4 or surveillance
of LS-related cancer after treatment.
This article will focus on surveillance
of patients with known LS.
Most tertiary centers have a

that addresses an underserved population (children and their pediatric
device needs) while maintaining a
busy clinical practice. NIH SBIR/
STTR grants, as well as the existing
infrastructure of pediatric device
consortia with partnerships with
local engineering universities, provide pediatric clinicians and physician-scientists with less well-known
avenues for the development of
innovative technology for pediatric
urological patients. These important activities not only will support
academic promotion and tenure
pathways for faculty members, but
more importantly will positively
impact pediatric patients who are
in need of these innovations. ◆
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specialized “high risk” gastroenterology (GI) clinic for LS patients,
who can comprise a frequent
source of urology referrals for
evaluation of microscopic hematuria, positive urinary biomarkers
(as part of their screening process,
such as in the case above) or incidental imaging findings. Care is
generally directed as per standard
urological practice and guidelines,
but there are additional factors
that should be considered in the
LS patient. These include:

Figure 1. CT of abdomen and pelvis with excretory phase in LS patient with pathogenic mutation of
PMS2 gene, status postabdominoperineal resection with permanent colostomy and chemoradiation, who
was referred after being found to have positive voided NMP-22 during routine screening visit in high risk
GI clinic. Patient has negative voided cytology and no red blood cells on urine microscopy, there is no
family history of urothelial or kidney cancer, and patient is never smoker. What should we recommend?
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1. Knowing the specific mutation:
MSH2 and MSH6 mutations
are the most frequently associated with UTUC (while we
have seen MLH1 and PSM2related UTUC, this is much less
common)
2. Asking about a family history
of UTUC: Make sure to ask
about bladder cancer and “kidney cancer,” both of which can
be commonly confused with
UTUC
3. History of pelvic radiation
4. History of tobacco use and
environmental/occupational
exposures
All of these factors can help
determine the index of suspicion
and extent of workup, which could
range from simply repeat urinalysis
or a renal and bladder ultrasound
for reassurance in a very low suspicion setting (such as a never smoker patient with a MLH1 mutation,
negative urinalysis and no family
history of UTUC) to a full hematuria workup with CT urography
and office cystoscopy (such as a patient with MSH2 or MSH6 mutation
and active or former smoker, or a
LS patient with a family history of
UTUC).
In 2010, Acher et al proposed
a risk-stratified strategy, whereby
low risk patients (no personal/
family history of UTUC or MSH2
mutation) undergo annual urinalysis, voided cytology and NMP-22
t Continued on page 45
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assay; intermediate risk patients
(family history of urothelial cancer
or MSH2 mutation) undergo the
3 urinary tests above plus a renal
ultrasound; and high risk patients
(personal history of UTUC) have
in addition contrast CT and flexible
cystoscopy.1 In 2015, Mork et al,
based on consensus expert opinion,
recommended frequent urinalysis
for LS patients as it represents a
noninvasive, low cost method that
patients can even do by themselves
at regular, frequent intervals.2
Weaknesses of this approach are
that it may have high false-positive
results and can also be falsely negative in the presence of a urothelial
tumor. However, in these cases,
the repetitiveness of testing may
mitigate this disadvantage, while a
positive result provides objective
data to escalate a workup, although
indeed it is not optimal.
Patients with prior pelvic radiation, kidney stones or other benign
causes of microscopic hematuria
also pose a challenge. In these
cases, I usually do a full initial
workup and then either monitor
with urinalysis and look for subjective changes in the character of
the microhematuria, rather than its
presence/absence, or for the patient who has tolerance for willful
ignorance, omit urinalysis altogether and instead rely on ultrasound
or monitoring of other surveillance
imaging they may be already receiving (see below). Admittedly, I
am not aware of good data to provide further guidance in these settings, which are driven by patient
informed decisions and are highly
individualized. I no longer order

Figure 2. Patient with known LS having MSH2 mutation and history of colorectal cancer who was found to have new parenchymal renal mass on surveillance
CT for his colon cancer. After partial nephrectomy, pathology showed stage pT1a, grade 2 clear cell renal cell carcinoma (RCC). Patient asks if this is LS-related
cancer. Immunohistochemical staining of RCC specimen demonstrates intact expression of all 4 mismatch repair proteins, including MSH2, suggesting this was
in fact sporadic (ie not LS-related) RCC. Nonmalignant cells serve as internal positive controls (seen in middle-right side of panels). After 6 years, he remains
without recurrence of RCC. Immunostains and slides courtesy of Kanishka Sircar. Reduced from ×10.

Figure 3. Patient presenting with left UTUC and bladder cancer, and family history of multiple gastrointestinal cancers, some occurring before age 50 years.
Immunohistochemical staining of urothelial cancer for 4 mismatch repair proteins shows absence of MSH6 in tumor cells. Nonurothelial cells serve as internal
positive controls (seen in upper left corner of H&E panel and upper portion of other panels). Patient underwent genetic counseling and targeted germline testing
for MSH6, confirming pathogenic mutation. Patient’s family was then also referred for testing, and patient was referred to high risk GI clinic for surveillance
and risk reduction measures. Tumor also underwent microsatellite instability (MSI) molecular testing, but interestingly it was MSI stable. It is thought that MSH6
mutant tumors may not display high MSI. Immunostains and slides courtesy of Kanishka Sircar. Reduced from ×10.

urinary markers such as cytology or
NMP-22 as I have not found them
helpful, either for reassurance or
for early diagnosis. Cytology in fact
has specifically been shown not to
be useful in LS patients.3
Since many LS patients are already receiving surveillance scans
for followup of colorectal or other
cancers, we ask the ordering teams
to modify their CT of the abdomen
and pelvis to include an excretory
phase or convert it to a urogram once
a year, to allow surveillance of the
urinary tract if the patient is at higher
risk for UTUC. This helps minimize
cost and radiation exposure, which is
especially important in a population
that has mutational susceptibility and
is subjected to a lifetime of multiple
tests by different providers.
One other factor to consider is that even LS patients may

Better Living through Electricity:
New Advances in Sacral
Neuromodulation
Kenneth M. Peters,
MD
Oakland University
William Beaumont
School of Medicine

Sacral neuromodulation (SNM)
has been U.S. Food and Drug

Administration (FDA) approved
for urgency incontinence since
1997, and over the years the indications have expanded to overactive
bladder, urinary retention and fecal
incontinence. It was Tanagho and
Schmidt who demonstrated that
stimulation of the sacral nerves
could modulate detrusor and

have sporadic urological cancers.
Immunohistochemistry of the tumor specimen for mismatch repair
proteins, which is routinely done
for colorectal and endometrial cancers but often overlooked by urologists, can aid in these settings. If
the tumor shows intact expression
of these 4 proteins (PMS2, MLH1,
MSH2 and MSH6), then that tumor is not LS-related, and the risk
of recurrence may not necessarily
be any different than any other sporadic case (fig. 2). However, if there
is absent expression of one or more
of the proteins, then it is likely a LSrelated tumor (fig. 3), which additionally may have implications for
surveillance and recurrence, as well
as response to systemic treatments.5
Tumor immunohistochemistry for
mismatch repair proteins is also
an excellent and low cost initial LS
screening test when tumor tissue is

available, as absent expression of
one of the proteins is an indication
for genetic counseling and confirmatory germline testing. ◆

sphincter function.1 Until recently,
InterStim® was the only approved
device on the market for sacral
neuromodulation. The implantation initially required a large sacral
cutdown, incision of the dorsolumbar fascia with identification of the
S3 sacral foramen, placement of a
quadripolar electrode through the
foramen and securing of the lead to
the periosteum. Once the lead was
placed, it was tunneled to a subcutaneous pocket and connected
to an implantable pulse generator
(IPG). Due to the complexity of the
procedure, most urologists were

hesitant to adopt this technology. In
2002 a quadripolar tined lead was
FDA approved, resulting in a simple percutaneous procedure to implant the lead, thus expanding the
number of implanters and patients
being offered this technology.2
Unfortunately, other than the introduction of InterStim II in 2006—a
smaller implantable pulse generator
that lasted half as long (4 to 5 years)—
there were no advances in sacral
neuromodulation until approval
of the Axonics® Rechargeable
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Acher P, Kiela G, Thomas K et al: Towards
a rational strategy for the surveillance of
patients with Lynch syndrome (hereditary
non-polyposis colon cancer) for upper tract
transitional cell carcinoma. BJU Int 2010;
106: 300.
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Mork M, Hubosky SG, Roupret M et al:
Lynch syndrome: a primer for urologists
and panel recommendations. J Urol 2015;
194: 21.
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Myrhoj T, Andersen MB and Bernstein I:
Screening for urinary tract cancer with urine
cytology in Lynch syndrome and familial
colorectal cancer. Fam Cancer 2008; 7: 303.
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Burn J, Sheth H, Elliott F et al: Cancer prevention with aspirin in hereditary colorectal cancer (Lynch syndrome), 10-year
follow-up and registry-based 20-year data
in the CAPP2 study: a double-blind, randomised, placebo-controlled trial. Lancet
2020; 395: 1855.
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Yurgelun MB and Hampel H: Recent
advances in Lynch syndrome: diagnosis,
treatment, and cancer prevention. Am Soc
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Sacral Neuromodulation System in
September 2019.3
Introduction of the Axonics
SNM system addressed several
limitations to traditional sacral
neuromodulation. The device is
full-body, 3 T magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) compatible, rechargeable with a 15-year battery
life and significantly smaller (5.5 cc)
than the InterStim II IPG (14 cc),
and it has a simplified patient remote control that looks like a key
fob (fig. 1). The remote can turn on
and off the system, adjust stimulation
levels and notify the patient when
the battery needs to be recharged, all
using changes in lights rather than a
numeric readout. The system is current-controlled and adjusts automatically to maintain constant current
when changes in impedance occur.
The clinician programmer wirelessly
connects to the implantable pulse generator without the need for a separate
transmitter over the IPG. Finally, the
implant technique feels very similar
to the Medtronic® InterStim system,
making the transition simple for the
experienced implanter.
The Axonics SNM system was
the first new product in this space
since 1997, and the technology is
very exciting. However, there are a

couple of limitations. First, it offers
only a rechargeable product, and
not all patients are willing or able to
charge a device. Thus, a fixed-battery option is needed, which apparently is being developed. Second,
although its patient remote is very
simple, it only holds a single program, and patients would need to
return to the office to have their
program changed if efficacy wanes.
This may be difficult, especially
if patients travel a long distance.
Some patients maintain efficacy
with sacral neuromodulation and
rarely require changes to their
stimulation parameters. However,
others require frequent program
changes to maintain clinical efficacy. Expanding patient-controlled
programming options would be a
definite benefit.
Not to be outdone, Medtronic
introduced its InterStim Micro
Rechargeable Sacral Neuromodulation
System in August 2020. The InterStim
Micro IPG is 80% smaller than the
InterStim II (14 cc) and almost
50% smaller than Axonics (2.8
vs 5.5 cc, fig. 2). Like Axonics, it
has a current-controlled system,
maintaining constant current
with changes in impedance. The
Micro has a 15-year battery life
using the Medtronic Overdrive™
battery technology, which reportedly has zero battery fade, more

Figure 3. InterStim Smart Programmer.
Reproduced with permission from Medtronic.

rapid charging than traditional
lithium-ion batteries and no battery damage if fully discharged.
The device is full-body, 3 T MRI
compatible using the SureScan™
leads, and these MRI-safe leads
are now part of the InterStim II
fixed battery system, making that
MRI compatible. The Interstim
Micro connects to Medtronic
Smart Programmer, which has the
familiarity of a smartphone and
gives the patient the ability to try
up to 11 distinct programs without
an office visit (fig. 3). This can be
helpful for patients who have more
complex pelvic floor issues such as
dual incontinence and pelvic pain,
but may be overwhelming for the
elderly or those who are less tech
savvy. In addition, the clinician uses
the patient’s Smart Programmer
with a unique clinician app to interrogate and reprogram the device.
On the downside, the programmer
requires a communicator that is
placed over the IPG to connect
to the Smart Programmer, unlike
Axonics, which is a direct connect.

Both Axonics and InterStim
Micro require a disc-like charger
that is connected to a belt and
placed over the IPG until the system is fully charged (fig. 4). That
charger itself needs to be charged
in a charging dock that is plugged
into the wall. Axonics IPG can be
charged once per month. Medtronic
recommends weekly charging,
for 20 to 30 minutes. Patients must
be willing and able to charge for
successful therapy. If they are not
a good candidate, then a fixed battery system should be used.
Sacral neuromodulation is a
restorative therapy that is FDA
approved for voiding and bowel
dysfunction but can provide secondary gains in other pelvic floor
disorders such pelvic pain, irritable
bowel and sexual dysfunction.4 The
new rechargeable SNM systems
not only reduce health care costs
because of their longevity, but also
may be more acceptable to patients
due to their small size and MRI
compatibility. In the end, hopefully
these advances in technology will
expand the number of patients
treated with neuromodulation who
suffer from pelvic floor disorders,
and improve their quality of life. ◆
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Figure 1. Axonics implantable pulse generator and patient remote. Reproduced with permission from
Axonics.

Figure 2. Size comparison of Axonics, InterStim Micro and InterStim II implantable pulse generators.
Reproduced with permission from Axonics and Medtronic.

Figure 4. Recharger disc and belt. Reproduced with permission from Medtronic.
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Changing Trends for Discharge
following Artificial Urinary
Sphincter Surgery

Figure 2. Proportion of patients in each year by early vs late discharge post-AUS surgery.

Thomas M. Shelton,
MD

Cooper R. Benson,
MD

Omer A. Raheem,
MD, MSc

Tulane University School of Medicine

The artificial urinary sphincter
(AUS) remains the gold standard management for men with
stress urinary incontinence (SUI).1
However, AUS implantation has
been shown to have higher complication rates relative to men undergoing urethral sling placement
for SUI.2 Traditionally, after AUS
implantation, patients are admitted for overnight observation and
continuation of antibiotics, with a
voiding trial prior to discharge the
following morning. Contemporary
urological practice continues to see
increasing utilization of outpatient

surgery and early discharge (≤24
hours), and AUS implantation is no
exception.3,4 There is a paucity of
population-based research to characterize the frequency and safety
of this practice following AUS implantation. We used the American
College of Surgeons National
Surgical Quality Improvement
Program (ACS NSQIP®) database
to study these factors, and to compare perioperative (30-day) morbidity and mortality between early
discharge (ED, ≤24 hours) and late
discharge (LD, >24 hours) cases
between 2007 and 2016.

We identified 1,176 patients (232
ED and 944 LD cases). Operative
time was shorter in ED compared
to LD cases (83 vs 95 minutes, p
<0.001). Hypertension was more
prevalent among LD cases (60.3%
for ED vs 69.1% LD, p <0.001).
The 30-day complication rate
was similar in both groups (4.3%
for ED vs 3.4% for LD, p=0.498).
Multivariable analysis revealed that
surgery after 2012 was associated
with ED (OR 3.66, p <0.001; fig. 1).
There is no agreed on standardized postoperative management
following AUS implantation in the
immediate postoperative period,
and practice patterns vary widely.
The rationale for admission after
AUS implantation is largely for
the administration of additional

Figure 1. Factors associated with early vs late discharge. ASA, American Society of Anesthesiologists®. WBC, white blood count.

intravenous antibiotics and assessment for postoperative urinary
retention, with a voiding trial the
morning following surgery. The
International Continence Society
2015 Consensus Statement recommends a brief period of postoperative catheterization, usually
overnight.5 This expert panel acknowledged there are poor data
available regarding the ideal period of postoperative catheterization,
but notes same-day removal may
increase the likelihood of retention,
while greater than 48 hours of catheterization has been demonstrated
to increase the chances of urethral
erosion.
We noted that after 2012, patients were greater than 3 times
more likely to be discharged early
(p ≤0.001, OR 3.66). In 2007, 0%
of this patient population qualified
as ED, but by 2016, 32.5% of AUS
cases were considered ED (fig. 2).
The paradigm shift along with the
increasing utilization of same-day
outpatient surgery is multifactorial
and largely related, reducing the
cost of health care and minimizing
unnecessary costs of hospitalizations and treatments without compromising outcomes. Certainly, this
is apparent across many subsets of
urological surgery.6,7
While our data are revealing regarding the trends in ED and safety of this management approach,
our analysis has limitations. The
NSQIP database does not provide
specific data on the etiology of
SUI and associated factors, such as
radiation history or prior urethral
surgery, that may impact the complexity of the surgery. The database
does not provide operative details
on cuff sizing and the chosen pressure-regulating balloon, or details
on operative technique and surgeon preference (perineal or scrotal incision), which may influence
t Continued on page 48
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the outcomes. Furthermore, this
data set does not distinguish outcomes and practices between high
and low volume implanters, or
differences between ambulatory
surgery center and hospital-based
surgery. The NSQIP database also
does not distinguish between patients who are discharged home the
same day and those who are kept
overnight, but less than 24 hours,

and discharged home the following
morning. Practically, there is not a
difference between a discharge the
following morning (ED category)
and those who are discharged on
the same day but in the afternoon
(LD category); we would expect
these outcomes to be similar.
At a national level, there are
no differences in postoperative
morbidity between early and late
discharges, and ED has become
more prevalent over time. Surgical
practice patterns continue to evolve
in the United States, with increasing emphasis on quality of care

and reducing health care costs with
shortened hospitalizations. This
paradigm shift in the postoperative
management of men undergoing
AUS should continue to gain traction with more data demonstrating
the safety of this approach. ◆
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Non-opioid Pathways for
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Reconstructive Urology
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The United States continues to experience a well-recognized opioid
crisis that imposes both societal and
financial burdens on our communities. In 2017 alone, there were approximately 2.1 million American
adults with an opioid use disorder
and 47,600 recorded fatal opioid
overdoses.1 A substantial proportion of those who develop opioid
dependence have undergone prior
surgery, and recent Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
data have even indicated that patients undergoing short-stay procedures who take narcotic pain medicine even 7 days postoperatively
are at an increased risk to develop
narcotics dependence 1 year after
surgery.2 As regular prescribers of
opioid narcotics, surgeons, general
urologists and subspecialists alike
bear great responsibility in mitigating unintended downstream consequences associated with postoperative pain control.
Many of the efforts within

reconstructive urology in particular to limit narcotic usage have
centered predominantly on cancer
survivorship patients undergoing
prosthetic surgery.3 In the setting
of an ongoing opioid epidemic,
reconstructive urologists have been
encouraged to utilize contemporary multimodal pain management
strategies that potentiate several different pathways thereby mitigating
pain in an effort to minimize narcotic usage. There have been several recent notable efforts that have
incrementally moved the needle
to help us understand how effective nonnarcotic pain control can
reasonably manage postsurgical
patients undergoing reconstructive
urology procedures.
Optimal postoperative pain management begins in the preoperative
setting. Desensitization of the central and peripheral pain receptors,
also known as preventative analgesia, can translate to improved pain
management and reduced narcotic
usage.4 In 2020, Saleh and associates performed an investigation of
100 patients with posterior urethral
stricture undergoing reconstruction
randomized to receive single dose
600 mg Gabapentin vs placebo preoperatively. Significant differences
in visual analog scale pain scores
postsurgery as well a 50% reduction in opioid consumption in the
gabapentin group were observed
(p <0.001).5 Although there is a
paucity of randomized control data
demonstrating similar benefits with

Figure. Multimodal analgesia for pain reduction after reconstructive surgery. Postoperatively patients
may receive low quantity, as-needed doses of oxycodone for severe breakthrough pain. *May substitute
with other gabapentinoids (eg pregabalin) or NSAIDs depending on institutional availability.

the incorporation of other agents
such as acetaminophen and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agents,
we have employed a multimodal
approach aggressively in our preoperative protocol (see figure) due
to the reported theoretical benefits
of pain sensitization.
In addition to preoperative interventions, intraoperative anesthetic
strategies can synergistically impact
postoperative pain perception. As
penile discomfort can be specifically challenging after surgical manipulation, many of the recent efforts
describing pain recovery have
centered on patients undergoing

penile implantation. We recently
compiled a review that highlighted
intraoperative techniques routinely
utilized including pudendal, penile ring, dorsal/cural nerve and
peri-incisional block among other
implant specific manipulation strategies to minimize postoperative
pain. Despite the growing body of
both prospective and retrospective
data on intraoperative analgesia in
the implant space, there remains no
guideline or consensus regarding an
optimal intraoperative analgesic.6
t Continued on page 49
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In an effort to decrease opioid usage and improve patient perception
of pain, our institution has described
a multimodal analgesia (MMA)
protocol in penile implant recipients that we have now expanded
for all reconstructive procedures
performed. This regimen incorporates multiple medications that can
be administered throughout the
entire perioperative timeframe to
target different aspects of the pain
pathway. Preoperative administration of long-acting nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) as
well as acetaminophen are used to
inhibit cyclooxygenase and prostaglandins. Gabapentin or pregabalin
block voltage dependent calcium
channels thereby reducing central
nervous system irritability. These
medications are given in a single
dose preoperatively for preemptive

analgesia and continued postoperatively around the clock. We also
employ a specific intraoperative
regimen that includes pre-incisional
penile and pudendal nerve blocks
with a 50:50 mixture of 1% lidocaine
and 0.5% bupivacaine. Narcotics are
made available to patients receiving
MMA on an as-needed basis for
severe breakthrough pain. Patients
receiving MMA had significantly
reduced patient pain perception,
postoperative opioid use and need
for outpatient narcotic refills.2 A
multi-institutional assessment of
this protocol assessing more than
200 patients demonstrated similar
reductions in pain with results that
were generalizable across several
centers.7
While we can do our part as individual surgeons to curb opioid use,
true population-scale reductions in
use must occur through multidisciplinary efforts. A recent analysis of
opioid prescribing patterns in urology found that while urologists provided narcotic prescription refills
for roughly 35% of postoperative

Penile Traction Therapy for
Peyronie’s Disease
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Peyronie’s disease (PD) is a wound
healing disorder characterized by
scar tissue (“plaque”) formation
within the penile tunica albuginea.
Patients present with penile pain,
deformity (curvature, indentation,
shortening) and sexual dysfunction.
Treatments are aimed at relieving
pain, enhancing sexual function
and improving psychological bother. Most authorities consider surgery as the gold standard therapy
for correcting bothersome penile
curvature. However, patients with
milder symptoms may desire less
invasive treatments. Most oral
agents are recommended against
due to the lack of proven efficacy.1 Intralesional injections with

verapamil, interferon α-2B, and
collagenase Clostridium histolyticum
(CCH) provide modest yet meaningful improvements. However,
these agents require frequent visits
and have the potential for rare but
serious side effects.
During the last 2 decades penile
traction therapy (PTT) for PD has
garnered significant interest. With
this approach, longitudinal stretching forces are applied to the flaccid
penis via a mechanical device.
Chung et al showed that traction
applied to PD plaques results in
cellular-level changes (collagenase
activation and upregulation of
matrix metalloproteinases among
other mechanisms) with resultant
plaque remodeling.2 Several clinical studies support potential benefits for penile curvature and penile
shortening, the latter of which is an
area of significant bother with few
reliable treatments. Furthermore,
PTT is performed in the comfort of
a patient’s home, making it an appealing option for those men who
desire less invasive therapy. Please
see the Appendix for an overview
of the available literature.

patients who required refills, they
were only responsible for 20% of
all refills provided. Nonurological
providers wrote for an alarming
majority of opioid refills in this
cohort of patients undergoing urological surgery. The importance
of open communication with our
nonurological colleagues in managing our patients’ postoperative pain
is paramount.8
As urologists managing acute
postsurgical pain, the burden to develop and implement non-opioid
based pain management strategies
lies with us. Investigating and employing multimodal analgesia protocols across all perioperative time
points along with careful interdisciplinary, collaborative, postoperative management and monitoring
are essential to optimize both provider opioid stewardship practices
and overall patient care. ◆
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Florence C, Luo F and Rice K: The economic burden of opioid use disorder and
fatal opioid overdose in the United States,
2017. Drug Alcohol Depend 2021; 218:
108350.

Scroppo et al first reported on
PTT monotherapy in 8 men with
PD in 2001.3 They found significant improvements in curvature
(–14 degrees; p=0.05) and nonsignificant increases in stretch penile
length (SPL; mean +4.1 mm; p
>0.05) when PTT was used for ≥4
hours daily for at least 3 months.
Levine et al similarly reported
curvature improvements of 10 to
40 degrees, and increases in SPL
of 0.5 to 2.0 cm in a small pilot
study.4 Martínez-Salamanca et al
subsequently evaluated PTT in
men during early (acute) phase
PD in a nonrandomized, prospective controlled trial.5 In those
patients who performed daily PTT
(6 to 9 hours/day) for a period of
6 to 9 months, the mean curvature
improvement was –20 degrees
compared to a mean +23 degree
(worsening) in the nontraction
group (p <0.05). SPL also increased by a mean +1.5 cm in the
PTT group versus –2.5 cm (loss)
in the nonintervention group
(p=0.03). Improvements were
more common in men with curve
<45 degree. The amount of PTT
also played a role, as all those who
achieved >10 degrees of curve
improvement reported using the
PTT system for >6 hours daily.
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The majority of available traction devices use some variation of
a constrictive band applied over the
coronal sulcus to secure the distal
penis. A series of modifiable rods
allow the user to apply greater forces
based on penile length and elasticity. Recently, 2 trials have assessed
newer generation devices. The
Penimaster PRO (MSP Concept,
Berlin, Germany) uses a vacuum
cup on the glans, which is thought
to spread force across the entire
glans, thereby enhancing comfort.
Traction is applied using a series of
rods, a belt (worn around the waist,
leg or shoulder) or weight system.
Moncada et al studied 93 patients
with chronic phase PD (≥45 degrees)
who were randomized to PTT or no
intervention.6 Patients with hourglass deformity, complex curvatures
and indentation were excluded.
Following 3 months of PTT for 3 to
8 hours/day, patients demonstrated
a mean curvature improvement of
–31.2 degrees vs –2.4 degrees in the
nonintervention group (p <0.0001).
Patients using PTT >6 hours/day
demonstrated a mean improvement
of –38.4 degrees compared to –19.7
in patients using the device for
<4 hours/day. SPL increased by
t Continued on page 50
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Appendix. Comparison of penile traction therapy studies used to treat PD.
PTT monotherapy

t Continued from page 49

+1.8 cm (p=0.03) in the traction
group. In all, 43% of patients experienced an adverse event such as local
discomfort or glans numbness, and
3 patients prematurely discontinued
the study (6.5%).
In 2019 our group evaluated outcomes with another new PTT system
known as the RestoreX (PathRight
Medical, Plymouth, Minnesota).7
This has several novel design elements such as a novel glans clamp
design, ability to bend the penis in
the direction opposite the curvature
for counter traction and dynamic
traction adjustments without the
need to remove the device. In
this single-blind, randomized-controlled trial (ClinicalTrials.gov
NCT03389854), 110 patients with
PD and curve >30 degrees were
randomized to 3 months of PTT
for 30 to 90 minutes/day vs nonintervention. Unlike previously mentioned study protocols, patients with
compound curvature, indentation/
hourglass deformity or prior intralesional injections were not excluded.
At 3 months >75% of PTT patients
demonstrated improvements in
curvature (mean –11.7 degrees or
18%; p <0.01) and 95% achieved
an increases in S P L (mean
+1.5 cm; p <0.001). Subjectively,
75% of patients considered the treatment “meaningful” and two-thirds
were somewhat or very satisfied
with the treatment. Adverse events
such as pain or glans discoloration
were mild and transient. Positive
benefits were similarly seen in the
open-label and long-term followup
phases of the trial at 6-month and
9-month followup.8 Notably, this was
the first and only study to demonstrate benefit of PTT with therapy
<3 hours/day, which may allow for
enhanced patient compliance.
PTT has also been studied as an
adjunct to intralesional injections,
although the data are somewhat
mixed and suffer from significant
methodological limitations. Even
less has been reported on the use
of adjunctive PTT with PD surgery,
with a single study supporting improvements in penile length after
plication and grafting approaches
for PD.9 PTT may be considered in
this setting for those men who are
highly motivated to optimize penile
length and curvature concurrently.

Authors

Study Device

Study Design

Device
Usage

Findings

Scroppo et al
2001

Andropenis1

Uncontrolled
trial

≥4 hours/
day, 3–6
months

Significant improvements in penile curvature with nonsignificant increase in SPL

Levine et al
2008

Fastsize penile
extender2

Uncontrolled
trial

2–8
hours/
day,
6 months

Trend towards improvement of penile
curvature and SPL with treatment >4
hours/day

Gontero et al
2009

Andropenis1

Prospective
cohort study

≥5 hours/
day,
6 months

No significant improvement in penile
curvature; small significant improvement
in SPL

MartínAndropeyronie1
ez-Salamanca
et al 2014

Nonrandomized controlled trial

6–9
hours/
day, 6–9
months

Only study to demonstrate improvement
in penile curvature and SPL in acute
phase patients

Moncada
et al 2019

Penimaster PRO3

Randomized
controlled
trial

3–8
hours/
day,
3 months

Significant improvements in penile curvature and SPL that was more dramatic
with the longer daily usage

Ziegelmann
et al 2019

RestoreX4

Randomized
controlled
trial

30–90
minutes,
3 months

Only study to demonstrate improvement
in penile curvature and SPL in daily treatment of 1 hour/day

PTT + Intralesional Injection

Additional
therapy

Abern et al
2011

PhysioMed
Penile Extender5

Intralesional
verapamil, oral
L-arginine, oral
pentoxifylline

Nonrandomized controlled trial

2–8
hours/
day,
6 months

Combination therapy with PTT demonstrated improvements in SPL without
improvement in penile curvature

Yafi et al
2015

Andropenis1

Intralesional
interferon

Retrospective
review

>2 hours/
day

PTT did not demonstrate improvement in
penile curvature or SPL; patients with use
>3 hours/day had improvements in SPL

Ziegelmann
et al 2019

Andropenis1

Intralesional colla- Prospective
genase ClostridiTrial
um histolyticum

>3 hours/
day

No significant improvement in penile
curvature or SPL, but patient compliance
was low

Alom et al
2019

RestoreX4

Intralesional colla- Prospective
genase ClostridiTrial
um histolyticum

30–90
minutes/
day,
3 months

Demonstrated improvement in penile
curvature and SPL compared to CCH
monotherapy

Gallo et al
2019

Andropenis1

Intralesional
verapamil, oral
L-arginine, oral
pentoxifylline

Retrospective
review

2–8
hours/
day, 6
months

Demonstrated improvement in penile
curvature without improvement in SPL in
acute phase patients

PhysioMed
Penile Extender5

Penile plication/
plaque excision
and grafting

Retrospective
Review

>2 hours/
day, 3
months

Demonstrated significant improvement
in SPL with use of PTT whereas, patients
without PTT demonstrated SPL loss

PTT + Surgery
Rybak et al

Andromedical, Madrid, Spain; 2FastSize LLC, Aliso Viejo, CA, USA (no longer available); 3MSP Concept, Berlin, Germany; 4Pathright Medical,
Plymouth, MN, USA; 5US PhysioMED, Irvine, CA, USA

1

PTT is a noninvasive treatment
for PD. It can be used as primary
monotherapy or in combination
with other approaches. High level
evidence is lacking, but the available literature supports possible
modest improvements in penile
curvature and length. It is one of the
only nonsurgical therapies shown
to improve penile length. Patient
compliance is a limiting factor, but
newer PTT systems with novel attributes may enhance outcomes. ◆
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al: Peyronie’s disease and mechanotransduction: an in vitro analysis of the cellular
changes to Peyronie’s disease in a cell-culture strain system. J Sex Med 2013; 10: 1259.
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Scroppo F, Mancini M, Maggi M, Colpi
G (2001) Can an external penis stretcher
reduce Peyronie’s penile curvature? Int J
Impot Res 13(Suppl. 4): S21.
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Levine LA, Newell M, Taylor FL: Penile
traction therapy for treatment of Peyronie’s
disease: a single-center pilot study. J Sex
Med 2008; 5: 1468.
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Martínez-Salamanca JI, Egui A, Moncada I
et al: Acute phase Peyronie’s disease management with traction device: a nonrandomized prospective controlled trial with
ultrasound correlation. J Sex Med 2014;
11: 506.
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Moncada I, Krishnappa P, Romero J et al:
Penile traction therapy with the new device
‘Penimaster PRO’ is effective and safe in

the stable phase of Peyronie’s disease: a
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123: 694.
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Ziegelmann M, Savage J, Toussi A et al:
Outcomes of a novel penile traction device in men with Peyronie’s disease: a randomized, single-blind, controlled trial. J
Urol 2019; 202: 599.
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Joseph J, Ziegelmann MJ, Alom, M et al:
Outcomes of RestoreX penile traction therapy in men with Peyronie’s disease: results
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Sex Med 2020; 17: 2462.
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2012; 9: 2396.
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As physicians, we appreciate the
prevalence and burden of prostate
cancer (PCa) on patients and their
families. Germline (hereditary) and
somatic (tumor) genetic testing (GT)
enables personalized management
for some PCa patients, including approved compendium therapeutics,
opportunity for clinical trials, and
testing of at-risk family members.
The current likelihood of obtaining
an actionable genomic finding has
been ascertained. For example up
to 17% of men with PCa, across all
stages of disease, harbor a germline
mutation.1 Correspondingly, 10% of
primary tumors and 25% of metastases from prostate cancer harbor
variants in genes in the DNA damage repair (DDR) pathway, including BRCA1 and BRCA2.2 BRCA2 is
the most commonly altered gene in
PCa, and numerous other homologous recombination repair (HRR)
gene alterations (such as ATM and
CHEK2) can be tested at the same
time on a multigene panel.3
Somatic tumor evaluation
is recommended for men with metastatic PCa, and can be considered
for those with regional disease.4
Similarly, most germline GT recommendations have focused on men
with metastatic disease, although
growing evidence suggests that
GT is indicated for most patients,
including those with newly diagnosed and early-stage disease.3,5 Yet
current testing guidelines are complex and may impede the routine
implementation of GT. In fact, discrepancies exist between, and even
within, societies regarding criteria
for whom to test and how to implement results (fig. 1).3,6
The highest rates of germline
mutations in PCa have been reported in metastatic disease (12% to
15%), with BRCA2 being the most

mutations in men with localized
PCa is estimated to be 5% to 7%,1,13
although arguably this population
has been understudied as treatment
implications are not as well studied as they are for PARP inhibitor
(PARPi) candidacy in metastatic
disease. Guidelines for GT in this
group of patients rely on histological features and family history, but
criteria vary among guidelines.3
Ductal/intraductal histology is
one such histological feature that
has been shown to be particularly

commonly identified gene (4%
to 6%).7–10 Accordingly, multiple
guidelines and consensus statements advocate testing all men with
metastatic (and advanced) disease
for BRCA and other select DNA
repair genes.4,6,11,12
The frequency of germline
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predictive of germline mutations,
specifically DNA damage/homologous recombination repair (eg
BRCA1/2, ATM) or mismatch repair (eg MLH1, Lynch syndrome)
mutations.14,15 The converse is also
true: men with certain DNA damage repair mutations are more likely to have ductal/intraductal histology and lymphovascular invasion.15
There is growing evidence that
an “all-comers” approach for men
with PCa uncovers a significant
t Continued on page 52

Updated guidelines now support HRRm testing
Risk group
NCCN v2
20201

Germline testing
Molecular and
biomarker testing
of tumour

AUA 20202

Very
low

Low

Favourable
intermediate

Unfavourable
intermediate

Recommended if FH positive or intraductal/cribriform
histology

High

Very high

Regional

Recommended

Tumour HRRm and MSI/dMMR testing not recommended

Metastatic
Recommended

Consider tumour
testing for
HRRm and for
MSI/dMMR

Recommend tumour
testing for HRRm and
consider tumour testing for
MSI/dMMR

• mHSPC: Offer genetic counselling and germline testing, regardless of age and family history
• mCRPC: Offer germline and somatic tumour genetic testing to identify DDRm that may inform prognosis and counselling regarding family risk as well as
potential targeted therapies

ESMO 20203

•
•
•
•

Philadelphia
Prostate
Cancer
Consensus
2019
Conference4

• Priority genes for germline testing:
• BRCA1/2 (Recommended), DNA MMR (Recommended) and ATM (Consider)
• Additional genes based on family or personal history (Recommended)
• Somatic NGS testing for all patients with metastatic disease (Recommended)
• Priority genes for confirmatory germline testing for somatic mutations:
• BRCA2 (Recommended)
• BRCA1, DNA MMR genes, ATM (Consider)
• Additional genes based on family or personal history (Recommended)

EAU 20205

mCRPC: Genetic sequencing of the primary tumour, liquid biopsy (ctDNA), or the use of fresh tissue biopsies of metastatic spread should be considered
early on (as soon as the patient becomes castrate resistant)

Localised PC: Use tissue-based molecular assays with clinico-pathological factors for treatment decision making
mPC: Consider germline testing for BRCA2 and other DDR genes associated with cancer predisposition syndromes
mCRPC: Consider tumour testing for HRR genes and mismatch repair defects (or MSI)
Patients with pathogenic mutations in cancer-risk genes identified through tumour testing: Referral for germline test and genetic counselling

ATM, ataxia telangiectasia mutated; AUA, American Urological Association; BRCA1/2, breast cancer gene 1/2; DDRm, DNA damage repair mutation; dMMR, mismatch repair deficiency; DNA, deoxyribonucleic acid; DNA MMR, DNA mismatch repair;
EAU, European Association of Urology; ESMO, European Society for Medical Oncology; FH, family history; HRR, homologous recombination repair; HRRm, homologous recombination repair mutated; mCRPC, metastatic castration-resistant prostate
cancer; mHSPC, metastatic hormone-sensitive prostate cancer; mPC, metastatic prostate cancer; MSI, microsatellite instability; NCCN, National Comprehensive Cancer Network; NGS, next generation sequencing
1. NCCN Clinical Practice Guidelines in Oncology (NCCN Guidelines®) for Prostate Cancer V.2.2020. © National Comprehensive Cancer Network, Inc. 2020. All rights reserved. [Accessed July 2020]. To view the most recent and complete version
of the guideline, go online to NCCN.org. 2. Advanced Prostate Cancer: AUA/ASTRO/SUO Guideline: https://www.auanet.org/guidelines/advanced-prostate-cancer [Accessed July 2020]. 3. Parker C et al. Annals of Oncology. 2020;doi:
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.annoc.2020.06.011 [Accessed July 2020]. 4. Giri VN et al. J Clin Oncol. 2020;DOI:10 .1200/JCO.20.00046 [Online ahead of print]. 5. EAU Prostate Cancer Guidelines. https://uroweb.org/guideline/prostate-cancer/
[Accessed July 2020]

~50% HRRm are derived from germline origin1–6
 ہBRCA2 is the most common HRRm in prostate cancer1–6
Prevalence of tumour (germline and somatic) HRRm identified from
screened mCRPC population in PROfound (N=2,792 patients successfully
sequenced)2

Prevalence of germline HRRm in patients
with early or advanced prostate cancer3–6

BRCA2 only; 8.7%

Tumour
(germline and somatic)

Germline

BRCA1 only; 1.0%
ATM only; 5.9%
CDK12 only; 6.3%

No HRR gene alterations
detected; ~72.1%

CHEK2 only; 1.2%
PPP2R2A only; 1.0%
Low-prevalence genes;
Co-occurring1.7%
genes; 2.1%

Prevalence range
BRCA23,4

3.5 – 5.3%

BRCA13,5

0.9 – 1.3%

ATM4,6

0.3 – 2.0%

PALB23,5,6

0.4 – 0.6%

ATM, ataxia telangiectasia mutated; BRCA1/2, breast cancer gene 1/2; CDK12, cyclin-dependent kinase 12;
CHEK2, checkpoint kinase 2; DNA, deoxyribonucleic acid; HRRm, homologous recombination repair mutation;
mCRPC, metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer; PALB2, partner and localizer of BRCA2; PPP2R2A, protein phosphatase 2 regulatory subunit B alpha.
1. Lang SH et al. Int J Oncol. 2019;55:597–616. 2. de Bono J et al. Annals Oncol. 2019;30(suppl5):v325–v355 (abst 847PD) associated poster;
3. Pritchard CC et al. N Engl J Med. 2016;375:433–453. 4. Na R et al. Eur Urol. 2017;71:740–747; 5. Nicolosi P et al. JAMA Oncol. 2019;5:523–528;
6. Annala M et al. Eur Urol. 2017;72:34–42.
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number of actionable mutations,
one-third to one-half of which
would have been missed by existing GT guidelines.1,10 These studies
demonstrate an impressive 13% to
17% overall yield of germline mutations, with no statistical differences
in the rate by Gleason score, stage,
age or family history of cancer.1,5,10
The PROCLAIM registry, a U.S.
guidelines efficacy study of community urology practices, is currently
underway to evaluate potential
underestimation of actionable GT
findings. In addition to gaining a
better understanding of the underlying genetics of all stages of PCa,
an important benefit of broadening
eligibility criteria for genomic profiling is to increase access to testing,
especially for underrepresented
and underserved populations.
Genomic profiling registries have
been initiated to 1) remove the
barrier of cost, 2) increase patient
and clinician access to actionable
genetic information, and 3) improve genetics-driven matching
of patients with precision therapy
and/or clinical trials. Preliminary
data from the DETECT registry
show that the program is increasing
access to testing in some populations, with more than double the
percentage of Black patients tested
through the program (16%) compared to a standard of care cohort
(7%; unpublished data).1,5
Uncovering a BRCA1 or BRCA2
mutation has critical precision therapeutic implications for patients with
metastatic disease. Two PARPis,
rucaparib and olaparib, were U.S.
Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) approved in May 2020 for
metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer (mCRPC).16,17 These
PARPis are approved for men
with germline and/or somatic mutations in BRCA1/2, and olaparib
also includes approval for mutations in 12 other HRR genes.16,17
PROFOUND is the first phase 3
trial to demonstrate the clinically
significant benefit of HRR+ gene
identification and the sequencing
for olaparib after abiraterone acetate or enzalutamide for mCRPC
patients. Importantly, germline
and/or somatic testing can be
utilized to identify patients with
BRCA/HRR variants for PARPi

Considerations for selecting tissue vs. ctDNA as the
approach to testing for HRRm
Detecting mutations in tumour (germline and somatic)*
Tissue tumour testing
 ہArchival tissue provides an option for testing, but
is not always easily available1
 ہPreferred approach to identify patients with
HRRm1
 ہMay miss within-tumour genetic heterogeneity2
 ہObtaining samples from metastases may be
challenging3,4
 ہSample inadequacy may lead to test failure in
~30% of cases2,5

Plasma ctDNA testing
 ہEasy to obtain samples6,7
 ہTesting is limited by the availability of
an adequate amount of ctDNA8
 ہHighly sensitive tests are required7
 ہTesting for ctDNA is emerging but limitations on
detection (low ctDNA levels)9,10
 ہMay not inform on somatic alterations in
proportion of cases with low ctDNA (30–40% of
patients)9,10

*Post-test genetic counselling is recommended if a germline mutation is identified.
Cascade testing for relatives is critical to inform risk of familial cancer in male and female
relatives
ctDNA, circulating tumour DNA; DNA, deoxyribonucleic acid; HRRm, homologous recombination repair mutation
1. Mateo J et al. Lancet Oncol 2020;21:162-174. 2. de Bono J M et al. Presented at ESMO 2019, 27th September 1st October, Barcelona Abstract 847PD.
3. Ossandon MR et al. J Natl Cancer Inst. 2018;110:929–934. 4.Tao D et al. JCO Precis Oncol 2017;1: doi:10.1200/PO.16.00067.
5. Mateo J et al. Lancet Oncol. 2019 doi:10.1016/S1470-2045(19)30684-9. 6. Cheng HH et al. J Natl Compr Canc Netw 2019;17:515-521.
7. Pritchard CC. Presented at: APCCC; August 29, 2019; Basel, Switzerland. 8. González-Billalabeitia E et al. Prostate Cancer Prostatic Dis. 2019;22(2):195‐205. doi:10.1038/s41391-0180098-x. 9. Wyatt AW et al. J Natl Cancer Inst. 2017;109. 10. Annala M et al. Cancer Discov. 2018;8:444–457.

Anticipated diagnostic (Dx) test algorithm is tissue testing
followed by plasma ctDNA in the case of test failure
More likely to be used based on testing availability
Plasma ctDNA as the
preferred option for follow
up test wherever available

Primary modality

Tissue testing

Test unsuccessful

Plasma ctDNA testing

Blood testing for follow
up if plasma ctDNA
testing is unavailable

Test successful
CLINICAL DECISION

Blood germline testing

ctDNA, circulating tumour DNA; Dx, diagnostic

therapy eligibility.
Of note, to only sequence tumor
tissue or only germline testing does
not always result in comprehensive
genomic profiling. Therefore, to
derive the most benefit for patients
and their family members, germline
and somatic testing can be used in
a complementary fashion. Indeed,
somatic testing alone will miss up
to 8% of germline mutations, and
germline testing alone could miss
up to 50% of actionable HRR alterations (figs. 2 and 3).8,18 Therefore,
up-front paired testing should be
considered or reflex testing if the
first test does not reveal any actionable variants.
The utility of GT and BRCA2
mutations in early-stage PCa is an
active area of investigation. As

BRCA2 carriers have a higher
chance of developing high risk disease, a patient may decide to opt
for surgery rather than active surveillance. Indeed, there is evidence
that men with BRCA2 mutations
have a higher risk of reclassification during active surveillance for
early-stage PCa compared to noncarriers.19 Knowledge of BRCA
status can inform additional cancer
screening recommendations.6 For
example men with BRCA2 mutations are at elevated risk for male
breast cancer, and therefore are
recommended to undergo clinical
breast examinations beginning at
age 35 years, with consideration
of annual mammograms if gynecomastia is present. Consultation
for pancreatic cancer screening can

also be considered for those with a
strong family history of pancreatic
cancer. Due to melanoma risk, fullbody skin examinations and minimizing UV exposure are recommended.6 Of significant importance
is the potential to deploy predictive
testing to identify at-risk male and
female relatives who could benefit
from earlier/increased surveillance
and/or risk-reducing interventions.
Women with BRCA mutations are
at the highest risk for breast and
ovarian cancer, and could opt for
breast magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) screening or risk-reducing
surgeries.6 Men with BRCA2 mutations who have not developed PCa
have an elevated risk (up to 60%
t Continued on page 53
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over their lifetime) and are recommended to begin prostate cancer
screening by age 40 years.6,20
Studies have surveyed different
types of PCa providers to better understand uptake of GT. A 2019 survey by the Canadian GenitoUrinary
Research Consortium revealed that
only 36% of community urologists,
medical oncologists and radiation
oncologists order GT for men with
newly diagnosed metastatic PCa
(fig. 4).21 Focusing on urologists,
only 10% of respondents to a 2019–
2020 survey reported performing
GT in their practice.22
The above studies lend insight
into practice variability in uptake
of genomic testing, particularly underutilization in patients who meet
testing guidelines, and serve as a
call to action. Technology solutions,
such as telehealth, online pre-test
educational videos and smartphone
apps, can be harnessed to address
workflow and time constraint issues.23 These tools will help clinicians and patients realize the promise of precision medicine. Indeed,

the promise of precision medicine
lies in the ability to efficiently scale
genetic testing and education. ◆
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Help Wanted: How Does One
Become A Grown-Up Urologist?
Naveen Nandanan,
MD
Virginia
Commonwealth
University

I crawled back
into bed at 2
a.m., maneuvering around my wife
with her pregnancy pillow and my
cat who had claimed the warm spot
as soon as I left for the hospital to
stent an infected stone patient. As
I got under the covers with the precision of a seasoned, stent-placing
samurai, it suddenly hit me—I have
no idea how to go about getting a
job as a urologist.
Should I already have a job lined
up? Should I be scouring websites
like LinkedIn or Doximity? Should
I be looking at craigslist? As these

thoughts raced through my mind,
I did resist the urge to browse
craigslist ads seeking urologists,
which would have undoubtedly
resulted in many interesting stories.
However, I was still left with the
insomnia-inducing thought: this is
the least prepared I have ever been
when looking for a job.
As I prepare to move my entire
family across the country for my
oncology and robotics fellowship, it
is hard to repress the sheer anxiety
of the fact that I have no idea what
comes next. While this may just be
the “natural” angst that one feels as
they move on to the next level in
their professional life, it is hard to
ignore the juxtaposition of simultaneously feeling the most trained
I have ever been for a job, while
having no idea how to find it.

Germline genetic testing for inherited
prostate cancer in practice: implications
for genetic testing, precision therapy, and
cascade testing. Prostate 2019; 79: 333.
10. Samadder NJ, Riegert-Johnson D, Boardman L et al: Comparison of universal genetic testing vs guideline-directed targeted
testing for patients with hereditary cancer
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2020; 38: 2798.
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Of course, cursory research will
reveal resources such as the AUA
JobFinder or other job boards that
are associated with individual professional societies. But these are far
from comprehensive. There are
also the 25+ emails a day that slip
through the spam filter of my inbox
from recruiters describing the “perfect” job in an ambiguous, quaint
town that is always less than 2
hours away from a regional airport.
The fact that a lot of the time I cannot differentiate these emails from
the ones I receive from imprisoned
Nigerian princes really does not
inspire confidence.
A very nonscientific survey of
previous graduates from my program revealed the one method that
an astonishing majority used to find
their current jobs—word of mouth.
Relatively speaking, urology remains a pretty “small” specialty
with a vibrant, active community.
While this is truly an amazing aspect of our profession, it has also
contributed to the fact that one of
the most technologically advanced
fields still mainly relies on tactics

from medieval times to employ its
members.
While I am painting a grim
picture of the current state of new
graduates, one would still struggle
to find a urologist who is unemployed solely because they could
not find a job. We are making
strides to fill this void in the transition from trainee to independent
practitioner. From resident-led initiatives, such as that of my colleague,
Dr. Theo Cisu, who created a blog/
job board called peepeeMD.com,
to national organizations such as
the AUA and LUGPA putting on
seminars on career building, the
volume of resources is certainly increasing. While we still have a long
way to go, I am confident that the
same people who figured out how
to harness the power of lasers and
robots to alleviate human suffering
can also figure out how to organize
a classifieds section.
In the meantime, does anyone
know anyone that is looking for a
urologist? Asking for a friend. ◆

cer germline testing among urologists:
gaps to address for optimal implementation. Cancer Treat Res Commun 2020; 25:
100212.
Chatbots & artificial intelligence to scale
genetic information delivery. J Genet
Couns 2021; 30: 7.
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Peak Incidence of Ureteroenteric Anastomotic
Strictures after Introduction of Robot-Assisted
Radical Cystectomy
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Reesink DJ, Gerritsen S L,
Kelder H et al: Evaluation of
ureteroenteric anastomotic
strictures after the introduction of
robot-assisted radical cystectomy
with intracorporeal urinary
diversion-results from a large
tertiary referral center. J Urol
2020; 101097JU000000000000
1518.

In our retrospective study “Eval
uation of Uretero-Enteric Anastomotic
Strictures after the Introduction of
Robot-Assisted Radical Cystectomy with
Intracorporeal Urinary Diversion –
Results from a Large Tertiary Referral
Center,”1 we studied the effect of
introducing robot-assisted radical cystectomy (RARC) with an
intracorporeal urinary diversion

(ICUD) approach on the incidence
of ureteroenteric strictures (UES).
We compared results to open radical cystectomy (ORC).
With a median followup of 50
months, our study shows a relatively high overall UES incidence
of 17%, with a median time to development of 3 months. We found
that the incidence was significantly
higher after RARC, with 25% of patients developing a UES compared
to 13% after ORC. Especially in the
first year RARC was introduced
in our institution, there was a peak
incidence of UES of 47% (figure).
The incidence diminished to 14% in
the last study year. Ureteroenteric
strictures have a high impact on the
quality of life of the already vulnerable patient. Often, surgical re-interventions are required. Our study
shows endoscopic interventions are
often unsuccessful, and open ureteral reimplantation is required.
In previous literature, multiple
factors have been associated with
increased risk of UES development. Baseline factors such as age,
gender at birth, body mass index
and Charlson Comorbidity Index
score were not associated with UES

Figure. Uretero-enteric stricture (UES) incidence in robot-assisted radical cystectomy patients, stratified for each study year.

development in our study. Patients
who developed UES had, compared to non-UES patients, more
often urinary leakage after RC
<30 days (11% vs 4%) and urinary
tract infections <90 days (30% vs
12%). However, on Cox regression
analyses, only surgical technique
(RARC) was associated with higher
rates of UES.
Multiple retrospective studies
showed a higher incidence of UES
after RARC compared to ORC.2,3
Also, a study comparing RARC
with an extracorporeal urinary
diversion (ECUD) vs ICUD approach found an UES-incidence
of 6% vs 16%, respectively.4 It is
believed that during RARC, there
is less haptic feedback and magnified visualization, resulting in the
ureters being prone to excessive
handling, especially with an ICUD
approach. This results in a higher
incidence of UES.3
Introduction of new techniques
will unequivocally result in initial
higher incidence of complications,
including UES. The findings of our
study suggest a significant initial
learning curve, which shows the
importance of surgeon experience.
Future studies with honest reporting of complications are required
to show whether the robot-assisted
technique will advance and the incidence of UES will become equal
to ORC. ◆
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HAVE YOU Read?
Daniel A. Shoskes,
MD
Cleveland Clinic

Jacobson DL, Balmert LC,
Holl JL et al: Nationwide
circumcision trends: 2003 to
2016. J Urol 2021; 205: 257-263.
Neonatal circumcision has become a controversial issue, and
despite the American Academy of
Pediatrics recommending access
and reimbursement public funding it is not uniform in the U.S.
How has this impacted the number of procedures?
This study examines national
neonatal circumcision trends before and after the 2012 American
Academy of Pediatrics recommendation for neonatal circumcision reimbursement. This was a
retrospective cohort study of boys
aged 28 days or less using the Kids’
Inpatient Database (2003 to 2016).
Boys who underwent neonatal circumcision prior to discharge were
compared to boys who did not.
Boys with coagulopathies, penile
anomalies or a history of prematurity were excluded. An estimated 8,038,289 boys comprised the
final cohort. Boys were primarily
White (53.7%), privately insured
(49.1%) and cared for at large
(60.8%) teaching (49.4%) hospitals
in metropolitan areas (84.1%).
While 55.0% underwent circumcision prior to discharge, neonatal circumcision rates decreased

significantly over time (p <0.0001).
Black (68.0%) or White (66.0%)
boys, boys in the highest income
quartile (60.7%) and Midwestern
boys (75.0%) were most likely
to be circumcised. Neonatal circumcision was significantly more
common among privately (64.9%)
than publicly (44.6%) insured boys
after controlling for demographics, region, hospital characteristics
and year (p <0.0001). The odds of
circumcision over time were not
significantly different in the years
before vs after 2012 (p=0.28).
The authors conclude that
among approximately 8 million
boys sampled over a 13-year period 55.0% underwent neonatal
circumcision. The rate of neonatal
circumcision varied widely by
region, race and socioeconomic
status. The finding that boys with
public insurance have lower circumcision rates in all years may
be related to lack of circumcision access for boys with public
insurance.
Chughtai B, Mao J, Matheny
ME et al: Long-term safety
with sling mesh implants for
stress incontinence. J Urol
2021; 205: 183-190.
Staying on the theme of controversial topics, we move on to mesh
for stress incontinence. In this
study the authors examined risk
and predictors of mesh erosion
and reoperation after mid-urethral sling procedures for stress
incontinence. Women older than
18 years who received a mid-urethral sling for stress urinary incontinence between 2008 and 2016 in

outpatient surgical settings in New
York State were included. Those
who underwent concomitant mesh
pelvic organ prolapse repair were
excluded.
Primary outcomes were post-implantation time to erosion and
reoperations. There were 36,195
women with a mean±SD age of
53.7±12.4 years. Estimated risks
of erosions and reoperations at 7
years after sling procedures were
3.7% and 6.7%, respectively. Older
age and high volume facilities were
associated with a lower risk of erosion. History of hysterectomy was
associated with a higher risk of
erosion. Predictors of reoperation
included concurrent abdominal or
native tissue transvaginal prolapse
repair, previous hysterectomy and
depression. The authors conclude
that one in 27 women had sling
erosions and one in 15 had invasive
reoperations at 7 years after sling
procedures. The highest erosion
cases were observed among younger White women treated at low
volume facilities.
DeWitt-Foy ME, Gam K,
Modlin C et al: Race, decisional regret and prostate
cancer beliefs: identifying
targets to reduce racial disparities in prostate cancer. J
Urol 2021; 205: 426-433.
Finishing strong with another controversial topic, we do know that
there are significant racial disparities in outcomes for prostate cancer. How can we identify targets
to address these? In this study the
authors aimed to identify sources
of prostate cancer decisional regret

with a focus on racial disparities. A
cohort of 1,112 patients with localized prostate cancer treated at the
Cleveland Clinic between 2010
and 2016 were matched by race,
Gleason score, treatment, prostate specific antigen at diagnosis,
age at treatment and time since
treatment. All patients received 4
surveys, including the Expanded
Prostate Cancer Index Composite
(EPIC) 26, the Decisional Regret
Scale, their novel Prostate Cancer
Beliefs Questionnaire and a modified EPIC demographics form.
Descriptive and comparative statistics and multivariable logistic
regression were used to compare
survey outcomes by race and treatment method. Of 1,048 deliverable
surveys 378 (36.07%) were returned.
African American men had worse
decisional regret than non-African
American men even after adjusting
for relevant covariates (OR 2.46, p
<0.0001). African American men
also had higher Prostate Cancer
Beliefs Questionnaire medical mistrust and masculinity scores, both
of which predicted worse decisional regret independent of race (1.415
and 1.350, respectively, p=0.0001).
The authors conclude that
African American men suffer worse
decisional regret than non-African
American men, which may be partially explained by higher medical
mistrust and concerns about masculinity as captured by the Prostate
Cancer Beliefs Questionnaire. This
novel survey may facilitate identifying targets to reduce racial disparities in prostate cancer. ◆
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Taking a History: Civil War Manuals
of Military Surgery: Samuel D.
Gross vs Julian J. Chisolm

Michael S. Patina

Michael E. Moran,
MD

University of South Carolina

“A wise physician, skilled our wounds
to heal, Is more than armies to the public weal.” – Alexander Pope1
The American Civil War
The American Civil War
(1861–1865) had the highest
casualty rate of any U.S. war to
date. Approximately 618,000
Americans were sacrificed on the
altar of Mars. Tetanus had been
well documented, and almost
every military surgeon was painfully aware of the agonal death
of victims of this unfortunate
consequence. The North was far
less organized medically than the
South at the outset of hostilities.
However, they had Samuel D.
Gross, MD, who was capable of
producing the first printed Manual
of Military Surgery in a mere 9 days.2
The South apparently first plagiarized Gross’s manual, but a young
and experienced South Carolina

surgeon, Julian J. Chisolm, rapidly produced a Southern Manual.
What follows is a historical investigation of the Civil War surgical manuals and the surgeons who
wrote them. It is a unique and
impartial method of comparing
the strategies and the implications
of surgeons of both the North and
South who were typically hugely
influenced by the developments
of surgeons from Europe. At this
time, luminaries were predominately French and German, although the rise of English surgery
and surgeons was also evident.
From the rise of the battle surgeon
by Ambroise Paré (1510–1590) to
the much more contemporaneous
writings of Baron Dominique-Jean
Larrey (1766–1842), Americans
did have a practice session of battlefield surgery during the short
Mexican–American War (1846–
1848). There exists quite a legacy of urological writings by and
about the injuries of this war, yet
hardly anything exists comparing
manuals of Northern and Southern
surgeons.
Samuel D. Gross
Samuel D. Gross (1805–1884;
fig. 1) obtained his MD from
Jefferson Medical College in 1828

Figure 3. A Manual of Military Surgery, Second Edition. From The Didusch Center for Urologic History.

and practiced in Philadelphia until he was called to the frontier of
Eastern Ohio in 1830. He taught
at the Medical College of Ohio
from 1833 to 1840 before moving
to Louisville Medical Institute.
Gross was an icon in American
surgery at the beginning of hostilities and was approached to author
a surgical manual for the Civil
War. Gross submitted his manual
(only 82 pages) to publisher J.B.
Lippincott in Philadelphia in just
9 days.2 A second edition was
printed in 1862 that went to 104
pages (still the same 13 chapters;
fig. 2).3 Samuel D. Gross was one
of the most venerated American
surgeons of his time, having authored 14 books and 1,200 articles.
However, his Civil War manual
was not as comprehensive as the
manual of Julian J. Chisolm.

Chisolm’s manual of 447 pages
and 11 chapters was published by
Evans and Cogswell in Charleston
in 1861.4 Chisolm was assigned
to the purveyor’s office and was
in charge of receipt, distribution
and training of medical units in
Manchester, Virginia. A second
edition of his manual was printed
in 1862 by West & Johnston in
Richmond, Virginia.5 This edition
added a section on “the malingering soldier.” His third edition was
printed with an added 104 pages
and 26 graphical plates (fig. 4).6 In
each edition, Chisolm added small
written documents at the end to
help organize the medical services
and communicate with the hierarchy over surgical outcomes. By the
t Continued on page 57

Julian J. Chisolm

Figure 1. Samuel David Gross, MD. Courtesy of
the U.S. National Library of Medicine.

Figure 2. Julian J. Chisolm, MD. Courtesy of the
U.S. National Library of Medicine.

Julian J. Chisolm (1830–1903; fig.
3) was born in Charleston, South
Carolina and attended the Medical
College of the State of South
Carolina in 1850. He then went to
Europe to advance his medical education in eye and ear surgery. He
was appointed Professor of Surgery
at his alma mater in 1859 and then
returned to Europe for a second
excursion to learn more advanced
surgical techniques by observing
military surgeons. He returned to
Charleston keen on teaching the
newest methods of surgery and
opened a private surgical hospital
until he was called to treat the injured in the Battle of Fort Sumter
on April 12, 1861.

Figure 4. A Manual of Military Surgery, Third
Edition. From the Wikimedia Commons.
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third edition, he and the medical
service had learned a great deal.
Chisolm opened his third edition
with the following quote:
After 3 years of incessant and bloody
warfare I have been called upon to
embody, in a new edition of ‘The
Manual of Military Surgery,’ the
large experience of the medical staff
of our army. It has been my aim to
condense, in a concise, practical form,

the improvements in the treatment of
gunshot wounds which have been developed during our active campaigns,
and repeatedly confirmed upon thousands of wounded.6
Chisolm became a vocal advocate for general anesthesia, championed chloroform and invented
an inhaler to better give precise
dosages.
Conclusions
Samuel D. Gross was a legendary
U.S. surgeon who influenced the
rise of American surgery, but his

Using Patient Reported Outcomes
to Guide Patient Centered
Research in Bladder Cancer

Kian Asanad, MD

Siamak
Daneshmand, MD

Sumeet Bhanvadia,
MD

USC Institute of Urology, Keck School of Medicine, University of Southern California

In the bladder cancer research
arena there is growing effort to
include patients in the design and
implementation of studies in order
to better identify outcomes that
resonate most with patients. Patient
reported outcomes (PROs), which
include health related quality of life
(HRQOL) domains as well as issues
that impact financial well-being and
decisional regret, offer us key insights from the patient perspective
that can then guide us in the pursuit of patient centered outcomes.
Given that bladder cancer patients
appear to be at increased risk for
depression and even suicide, these
are critically important outcomes
to study.1
Understanding PROs requires
the use of validated measures and
longitudinal assessments, as well as
the recognition that PROs are stage
specific. There are several validated HRQOL instruments currently available integrating many
of these end points, summarized
in the Appendix. Comparisons
of HRQOL scores between continent and incontinent diversion

types among patients undergoing
cystectomy is well characterized in
the literature, the bulk of which is
cross-sectional. In the nonmuscle
invasive bladder cancer (NMIBC)
space, while global health status
scores appear satisfactory, sexual
function domain scores are low.
Patients who have undergone
radical cystectomy consistently
report lower HRQOL scores than
patients with NMIBC with intact
bladders. While HRQOL measures are well described for bladder
cancer, there is a paucity of data regarding several meaningful patient
centered end points.
It is increasingly recognized that
financial toxicity, defined as the
material as well as the psychological impact of navigating cancer
care borne by patients and their
caregivers and the associated coping mechanisms, has a detrimental
impact on HRQOL, adherence
and perhaps even survival. Despite
bladder cancer being one of the
most expensive cancers to treat on
a per capita basis, financial toxicity is understudied in this group.
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counterpart from Charleston, Julian
John Chisolm, was an equally
important surgeon and author.
Both surgeons produced definitive Manuals of Military Surgery
utilized by each side during the
American Civil War.7 During the
war, the North rapidly expanded
its surgical wartime publications,
and Gross’s initial manual was almost dwarfed. Chisolm’s manual
had a profound impact upon the
surgical methods of the South.
His was the more complete and
intellectual manual. It contained all
aspects of wartime surgery and was

well written and updated through
its 3 editions. ◆

Casilla-Lennon et al found that
24% of bladder cancer patients
surveyed endorsed having “to pay
more for medical care than you
can afford,” with participants who
were younger more likely to report
this.2 Financial toxicity was associated with lower general and cancer
specific HRQOL and well-being
scores, and almost twice the rate of
delaying care due to costs. Further
work using now available validated
measures of financial toxicity is underway by our group.
Decisional regret, another understudied PRO, is defined as remorse
related to a medical decision and
has been associated with psychosocial distress and lower HRQOL.
Studies comparing satisfaction and
HRQOL between patients who
undergo an orthotopic neobladder
vs ileal conduit have shown mixed
results. Given the difficulty in accounting for baseline differences in
patients who undergo each type of
diversion, the utility of these data is
limited but overall suggests that patients who are appropriately counseled are typically satisfied with their
diversion choice. Recently, Check
et al specifically focused on decisional regret among 300 patients at
6 and 18 months after cystectomy.3
Patients completed validated measures of HRQOL, shared decision
making, goal dissonance and the
decision regret scale (DRS; 5 item).
They found no differences in DRS
scores over time, diversion type,
clinical outcomes or demographics,
but found that informed decision
making predicted lower regret at
both time points (b=–13.08, 95%
CI –17.05 to –9.11, and b=–8.54,
95% CI –14.26 to –2.63).
With this in mind, we identify
3 key strategies to improving our
understanding of patient centered

outcomes that matter most to affected patients and how the use of
PROs can facilitate this. First, incorporating patient engagement in
research design vis-à-vis community based participatory research
may be effective. For example,
the Bladder Cancer Advocacy
Network Patient Survey Network
was created in 2014 and is a place
for patients and caregivers to voice
their opinions on bladder cancer research. This engagement platform
has provided a successful example
for PROs and research prioritization in bladder cancer. Hamad
et al recently created an effective
online learning module named
PEER (Patient Empowerment
through Engagement in Research)
designed to train this community
in bladder cancer disease specific
research.4 Developing researcher
training programs alike to better
engage patients in research design
is a novel area.
Second, supporting patient-centered trials that assess the breadth
of patient centered outcomes is
critically important. For instance,
the Comparison of Intravesical
Therapy and Surgery as Treatment
Options for Bladder Cancer
study evaluating patient reported
HRQOL outcomes in patients
with high risk NMIBC may serve
as a landmark clinical trial in this
regard. In this longitudinal and
pragmatic study, a broad range of
validated PRO outcomes along
with qualitative investigation hold
the promise of providing robust
data to understand the experience
of bacillus Calmette-Guérin nonresponsive patients as they make
decisions to pursue further bladder
sparing therapies vs cystectomy.
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Appendix.
Validated instrument

Items

Domains

t Continued from page 57

EORTC QLQ-C30

30

Physical functioning, emotional functioning, social functioning, cognitive functioning,
pain, fatigue, nausea; single items assess insomnia, appetite loss

Third, it is imperative that
we incorporate a diverse patient
population across racial, gender
and socioeconomic lines in our research. Disparities in outcomes and
experiences are significant across
Black, Medicaid and low socioeconomic status patients.5 Often,
clinical trials and advocacy groups
tend to be comprised of patients
of higher socioeconomic status,
higher education level and English
speaking patients, and are less likely to include patients of color. How
do we hear the voices of patients
who do not fall into these categories? Patient navigation models
may be key. Patient navigators are
the central point of contact in coordinating communication between
physicians and patients. This may
address potential barriers in care,
result in optimized utilization and

SF-36

36

Physical functioning, role physical, bodily pain, general health, vitality, social functioning, role emotional, mental health; normalized physical and mental composite scores

SF-12

12

Physical functioning, role physical, bodily pain, general health, vitality, social functioning, role emotional, mental health; normalized physical and mental composite scores

EQ-5D

6

Mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain/discomfort, anxiety/depression; visual analogue scale to assess global health utility

FACT-VCI

62

Physical well-being, social/family well-being, emotional well-being, functional well-being

BCI

34

Urinary, bowel, and sexual health; function and bother of each, respectively

EORTC QLQ-NMIBC24

24

Urinary function, sexual function, bowel function, and bladder cancer-specific anxiety

matching of resources to patients,
and enhance patient education regarding bladder cancer diagnosis,
treatment and followup.
Overall, the PROs we measure
should be shaped by 2 factors: end
points that patients value and those
that impact clinically meaningful
outcomes. As we pay increasing attention to patient priorities beyond
those of the surgeon and oncologist,

Urinary Incontinence Treatment
Network
Michael Albo, MD
UC San Diego Health

The Urinary In
continence Treatment Network
(UITN) was established in 2000
through a joint initiative of the
National Institute of Diabetes and
Digestive and Kidney Diseases
(NIDDK) and the National Institute
of Child Health and Human
Development (NICHD). The network consisted of a biostatistical
coordinating center and 9 multidisciplinary clinical centers, each with
co-principal investigators from
both Urology and Urogynecology.
The UITN mandate was to design
and conduct high impact clinical
trials comparing safety and efficacy
of treatments for urinary incontinence in women. Additional goals
included development of standardized outcome measures and
assessment of diagnostic measures
used to evaluate urinary incontinence, including preoperative
urodynamics.
Between 2001 and 2012, the
UITN investigators designed and

conducted 4 large randomized
controlled trials in which over
2,200 women were randomized.
These trials compared treatments
for stress urinary incontinence
(SUI) and urge urinary incontinence, and assessed the utility of
preoperative urodynamics prior to
SUI surgery. The 2 surgical trials
included extended versions that
followed patients for 5 years. The
standardized definitions and measurements across all sites provided
a unique opportunity to perform
secondary analyses of the demographic, clinical and urodynamic
variables to better characterize
the population of women seeking
surgical correction for SUI and
to better understand the relationship of these variables to patient
outcomes, including efficacy,
complications, quality of life and
patient satisfaction. The network
established processes for designing, conducting and interpreting
multicenter urodynamics with high
interrater reliability. A brief summary of some of the findings from
these studies follows.
The Stress Incontinence Surgical
Treatment Efficacy Trial (SISTEr)
and its extended followup study
(E-SISTEr) found that in women

such as survival and recurrence
of disease, we may identify meaningful end points that may aid in
treatment shared decision making
in bladder cancer. ◆
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with stress-predominant SUI, the
autologous fascial suburethral sling
was more efficacious in resolving
urinary incontinence, had few
surgical retreatments for SUI and
yielded higher patient satisfaction
rates than the Burch colposuspension at 2 and 5 years.1,2 However,
this increased efficacy was associated with higher rates of urinary tract
infection and surgical treatment for
voiding dysfunction.3 The SISTEr
trial provided the highest level of
evidence to date for the 2 most
commonly performed procedures
for SUI in women. During enrollment of SISTEr, Ward and Hilton
had published their landmark study
demonstrating similar outcomes between the Burch and the retrobubic
midurethral sling (MUS).4 By the
time the SISTEr results were published, the MUS and its variations
had become the most frequently
performed surgery for SUI. The
UITN investigators designed their
next protocol to look more closely
at the MUS.
The Trial of Midurethral Slings
(TOMUS) randomized 597 women to undergo either a retropubic
or transobturator MUS. At 1 year,
the 2 procedures were considered
equivalent in efficacy, but at 2 and 5
years the difference in efficacy had
widened from 3% to 7%, favoring
the retropubic approach and no
longer meeting the definition of
equivalence.5,6 The 2 approaches

and effect on quality of life. J Urol 2018;
199: 1166.
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Check DK, Leo MC, Banegas MP et al:
Decision regret related to urinary diversion
choice among patients treated with cystectomy. J Urol 2020; 203: 159.
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Hamad J, Gore J, Chisolm S et al: Patient
empowerment through engagement in
bladder cancer research. Urol Oncol 2021;
39: 193.
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Yip W, Cacciamani G and Bhanvadia SK:
Disparities in bladder cancer outcomes
based on key sociodemographic characteristics. Curr Urol Rep 2020; 21: 24.

differed significantly in the type of
complications. The retropubic approach was associated with higher
rates of bladder perforation and
postoperative voiding dysfunction,
while the transobturator approach
carried a higher risk of temporary
postoperative pain.
SISTEr and TOMUS success
rates were significantly lower than
the rates reported in the literature
at that time. This finding may be
related to the use of composite outcome measures, resulting in a stricter definition of success. When the
components of the definition were
analyzed independently, the failure
rates varied widely, highlighting the
need for standardized definitions
(fig. 1).1 UITN data demonstrated
decreased efficacy over time for all
4 surgical procedures (figs. 2 and
3).2,6 Interestingly, improvements
in quality of life and patients satisfaction decreased at a much slower
rate as shown in figure 4 for the
SISTEr trial.2
The UITN studies provided
a wealth of urodynamics data in
women with stress-predominant
SUI. Over 1,300 patients underwent standardized preoperative
and postoperative urodynamics
in the SISTEr and TOMUS trials.
Through these studies, reference
urodynamic values in women with

t Continued on page 59
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SUI were defined, the relationship
between urodynamic variables and
efficacy and safety outcomes were
described, and a repository of digitally stored urodynamic tracings
was created. In this carefully selected population of women with
stress-predominant incontinence,
preoperative urodynamics were
not predictive of incontinence
outcomes or postoperative voiding
dysfunction.7,8 The larger question
remained unanswered: do urodynamics provide data that lead to
better outcomes than an office evaluation alone?
The Value of Urodynamic Eval
uation (VaLUE) Trial was designed
as a noninferiority trial that

April 2021

randomized 600 women with
uncomplicated stress urinary incontinence (defined as SUI or stress-predominant mixed urinary incontinence with no history of SUI surgery)
to undergo an office evaluation (postvoid residual, urinalysis, urethral
mobility assessment, and positive
stress test) versus office evaluation
and urodynamic testing. The VaLUE
study found no difference in treatment success measured by Urinary
Distress Inventory and Patient Global
Impression of Improvement surveys
between the 2 groups.9 This Level 1
evidence supporting no preoperative
urodynamics in women with uncomplicated SUI leaves urodynamics for
the many women with more complicated urinary incontinence.
Urge urinary incontinence treatment was evaluated in the Behavioral
and Drug (BE-DRI) trial in which
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Figure 3. Treatment success rates over time for women randomized to retropubic and transobturator
midurethral sling. Reprinted with permission.2

Figure 1. Proportion of patients with treatment failure at 2 years, according to overall composite
criteria, composite criteria specific to stress incontinence, and other criteria. Reprinted with permission.1

Figure 4. The percentage of women who reported being satisfied over time in the SISTEr trial. Reprinted
with permission.2

Figure 2. Treatment success rates over time for women randomized to Burch colposuspension and
pubovaginal rectus fascia sling. Reprinted with permission.2

347 women with urge urinary incontinence were enrolled in a randomized controlled trial with the
specific aim to determine whether
adding behavioral therapy to antimuscarinic drug therapy improved
short-term outcomes of active drug
therapy at 10 weeks, and whether
reduction of incontinence was
sustained after discontinuing drug
therapy. The addition of behavioral
training to drug therapy reduced incontinence frequency during active
treatment but did not improve the
ability to discontinue drug therapy
and maintain improvement in urinary incontinence.10
In summary, the UITN trials
provide some of the highest level
evidence regarding evaluation and
treatment of urinary incontinence
in women. Rigorous inclusion/
exclusion criteria, well-defined
outcomes and high statistical power
were hallmarks of these trials. The

studies were generalizable using
multiple sites, with multiple surgeons, including both urogynecologists and urologists.
Multicenter clinical trial networks
are expensive and cumbersome.
However, the higher levels of evidence obtained in these trials provide patients and their physicians
the information needed to make
educated decisions based on clear
understanding of the risks and benefits of the procedures. The UITN
demonstrated that women with
urinary incontinence are willing to
participate in high quality research
needed to answer those questions. ◆
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FROM THE AUA Science and Quality Council

AQUA Registry Snapshot: How Has
the Utilization of Various Surgical
Treatments for BPH Changed?
Daniel Lee, MD, MS
University of
Pennsylvania

Benign prostatic hyperplasia
(BPH) is a pervasive problem, as the majority of men
will suffer from some type of lower

urinary tract symptoms (LUTS) secondary to BPH between the ages
of 45 and 80 years. In this context,
multiple surgical devices have been
approved within the last decade for
the management of BPH.
Using the AUA Quality (AQUA)
Registry database, Verana Health
evaluated temporal changes in the
utilization of the various surgical
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Kenton K, Stoddard AM, Zyczynski H et
al: 5-Year longitudinal followup after retropubic and transobturator mid urethral
slings. J Urol 2015; 193: 203.
Lemack GE, Krauss S, Litman H et al: Normal preoperative urodynamic testing does
not predict voiding dysfunction after Burch
colposuspension versus pubovaginal sling.
J Urol 2008; 180: 2076.
Kraus SR, Lemack GE, Sirls LT et al: Urodynamic changes associated with successful stress urinary incontinence surgery: is a

procedures for the management
of BPH across 204 practices from
January 1, 2016, through December
31, 2020 (figure). Surgical procedures included HoLEP, laser vaporization (ie Greenlight), Rezum,
simple prostatectomy, TURP (including bipolar) and Urolift.

The Effect of the Consolidated
Appropriations Act of 2021 on
Medicare Payment
Jonathan
Rubenstein, MD
Chair, AUA Coding
and Reimbursement
Committee

On December 21, 2020, the
Consolidated Appropriations Act
of 2021 was passed. While at its

heart the Act is a bill that includes
stimulus relief for the COVID-19
pandemic, there were significant
effects of the Act on provider payment from Medicare.
To understand the true significance of these changes we need to
go back a few years. In 2018, CMS,
in an effort to reduce provider
documentation burden, proposed
significant changes to the outpatient

9.

•

•

BPH-related surgical procedures peaked at an average of
22.3 procedures per month per
practice in December 2019.
This monthly average increased
almost 100% from the low point
observed in 2016 (11.5 procedures per month per practice).
Urolift procedures peaked at

Evaluation and Management (E/M)
codes by consolidating payment of
outpatient visits of levels 2 through
5 (and later 2 through 4) into one
payment, so that documentation
requirements would only need to
reach the level 2 criteria. Although
noble in its intent, this proposal
was not without issues. Therefore,
in 2019 the American Medical
Association (AMA) CPT Editorial
Panel put together a workgroup and
created a new set of outpatient E/M
Guidelines (new and established
patient codes only) for January
1, 2021 (https://www.ama-assn.
org/practice-management/cpt/
cpt-evaluation-and-management).
These new guidelines, the first major change in decades, would retain

Nager CW, Brubaker L, Litman HJ et al:
A randomized trial of urodynamic testing
before stress-incontinence surgery. N Engl
J Med 2012; 366: 1987.

10. Burgio KL, Kraus SR, Menefee S et al:
Behavioral therapy to enable women with
urge incontinence to discontinue drug
treatment: a randomized trial. Ann Intern
Med 2008; 149: 161.

•

Key Findings

Figure. Average monthly procedures per practice by surgical procedure.
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little tension a good thing? Urology 2011;
78: 1257.

•

an average of 12.6 procedures
per month per practice during
the study period in November
2019, representing 63.5% of
the overall BPH-related procedures per month during this
time frame.
Rezum procedures peaked at an
average of 8.9 procedures per
month per practice during the
study period in July 2019, accounting for 47.4% of the overall
BPH-related procedures per
month during this time frame.
The steep decline in total
procedures for BPH in 2020
was related to the COVID-19
pandemic.

Verana Health is the data and technology
partner for the AQUA Registry. Verana
Health’s analyses of AQUA Registry
data provide insights into contemporary
urologic practice patterns. Verana Health
partners with leading medical associations to transform clinical data into
actionable real-world evidence. These
partnerships enable Verana Health to
harness the comprehensive data found
in qualified clinical data registries and
other specialty data sources to accelerate
medical research and enhance patient
care. Learn more at veranahealth.com. ◆
separate payments for different levels of service, but code choice would
be based upon medical decision
making or time, rather than having
equal weight to history, exam and
medical decision making. The history and exam sections would need
to document that which is medically necessary. These new codes
were then valued by the AMA at
the Relative Value Units Update
Committee (RUC). The results of
the new valuations was an increase
in value for nearly every code, due
to both the work and practice expense portion of the codes. In the
CY 2020 Physician Fee Schedule
(PFS) final rule, CMS accepted the
t Continued on page 61
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new code descriptors and values as
recommended and finalized them
for implementation on January 1,
2021. In addition, a proposal was included for new add-on Healthcare
Common Procedure Coding
System (HCPCS) codes that would
add value and reimbursement for
visit complexity associated with
certain medical visits, such as the
coordination of all care or complex
chronic conditions. In 2020, CMS
made further minor changes to
these policies.
On December 3, 2020, CMS
released its 2021 PFS final rule. As
part of the rule, CMS formalized
the addition of the complexity addon code HCPCS code G2211: Visit
complexity inherent to evaluation and
management associated with medical
care services that serve as the continuing
focal point for all needed health care services and/or with medical care services
that are part of ongoing care related to a
patient’s single, serious, or complex condition. (Add-on code, list separately in
addition to office/outpatient evaluation
and management visit, new or established). This code could be added
on to any outpatient E/M visit for
new or established Medicare patients (codes 99202 to 99215) who

met the criteria in the description.
Medicare payment for the code was
to be approximately $16 but varies
by geographic region. CMS did not
restrict the code’s use to any specialties but assumes some specialties
will furnish these types of services
more than others will. In fact, CMS
assumed physicians who rely mainly on office/outpatient E/M visits
will report G2211 in about 90% of
those visits. CMS believes code
G2211 reflects the time, intensity
and practice expense required to
build longitudinal relationships with
patients and addresses most of their
health care needs with consistency
and continuity over long periods.
The effects of the increased value
of outpatient E/M codes and the value of the new HCPCS add-on code
were not without some concerns. As
the Medicare Physician Fee Schedule
is budget neutral–meaning if something goes up in value then other
things go down in value–the increase
in value of the E/M codes significantly reduces the conversion factor.
As the conversion factor ultimately
determines the reimbursement for
provider work when multiplied
by the relative value of a code, this
change had a profound impact on
many specialties, particularly those
specialties that perform a high volume of surgeries. The conversion

factor was calculated to be $32.41
for 2021, a decrease of $3.68 (about
10.6%) from the 2020 conversion
factor. The end result was a significant shift of reimbursement towards
those who provide E/M services and
a significant reduction in those who
rely on the relative value of a code
for reimbursement, such as those
who perform surgical procedures.
As a specialty, urology overall would
potentially see a reimbursement increase by 8% due to the high number
of E/M services provided by urologists, but obviously individual urologists may see higher or lower changes
based upon their own case mix and
practice type. Some specialties were
estimated to see cuts of over 10%.
Obviously, there was some significant stakeholder concern, particularly in those specialties that were to see
significant payment cuts.
On December 21, 2020 the
Consolidated Appropriations Act
of 2021 was passed. The act contained 2 provisions that affected
Medicare reimbursement to providers. The first was a delay in the
implementation of G2211 for at
least 3 years ( January 1, 2024), if not
longer. CMS will allow practitioners to report the code for qualifying
visits furnished on or after January
1, 2021, although it is assigned a
PFS payment status indicator of “B”

(Bundled) until 2024. That provision
alone was significant, as the money
that was scheduled to be reimbursed
to those providers who perform a
high number of E/M codes would
now go back into the pot, which
would mitigate the reduction in
the conversion factor. The second
provision was a 1-year increase in
the conversion factor by 3.75% with
money from the US Treasury Fund.
Unfortunately, this is a one-time
payment and this money will not
be included in the fee schedule in
2022. As a result of the 2 provisions,
the final conversion factor for 2021
was set at $34.89, which is about a
3.3% decrease from 2020.
So what does that mean to your
practice? As urologists overall perform a high number of E/M visits,
which now have a higher value, and
due to the mitigation in reduction
of the conversion factor, overall the
specialty is estimated to see a 9% increase in Medicare reimbursement.
Again, that will vary by practice type
and case mix. While Medicare will
allow providers to report G2211,
there does not appear to be a mandate to do so. The 1-year increase in
the conversion factor will help practices this year alone, but without
further action and advocacy, those
monies will not be available in 2022
and beyond. ◆
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SECTION AND SPECIALTY Meetings

2021 AUA Southeastern
Section Meeting
Ricardo F. Sánchez,
MD
President
American Urological
Association
Southeastern Section

Firstly, I hope
that you and your loved ones are
healthy, and that your practices are
slowly transitioning to the new normal. The impact of the pandemic in
our lives has been unprecedented,
and the Southeastern Section was
no exception, having to cancel our
New Orleans meeting in March
2020 and converting our Nashville
2021 meeting to a virtual format.
Nevertheless, these effects are of
minor importance compared to the
suffering some families have endured during the pandemic. I wish
to thank our Executive Committee

and recognize the outstanding effort by Samantha Florine and the
WJ Weiser team to help us weather
the storm.
We are excited about the variety of topics to be presented at
our 2-day virtual meeting. Our
Chair on Science and Education
Dr. Chad Ritenour and Section
Secretary Dr. Duke Herrell have
prepared an outstanding program
of timely topics which we are sure
you will enjoy. We will begin on
Friday, April 23 with 2 panel discussions, the first on the role and
value of advanced practice providers (APPs) in urology practice, followed by a discussion on the challenges of opioid use in patients with
stone disease. Consonant with the
new NCCN guidelines, Dr. Todd
Morgan will present an update on
the clinical implications of genetic

testing in both localized and castration-resistant prostate cancer. The
prostate cancer discussion will also
include a panel on the best current
practices on tumor markers, prostate imaging and the changes in
prostate biopsy strategies in 2021.
After viewing the highlights of the
best posters submitted, Dr. Andrew
Peterson will present a summary on
the presentation and challenges of
urological injuries during military
action.
Most importantly, this year we
will be establishing an inaugural
lecture in memory of Dr. Bedford
Waters to honor his contributions
to our field. This recurring lecture
will be given annually and will focus on the importance of diversity,
inclusion and racial and gender
disparities in urology.
On Saturday we will offer a variety of topics of interest to both
academic and community urologists, including a State-of-the-Art
lecture of fertility preservation by
Dr. Ranjith Ramasamy, and an
exciting talk on the controversy of
bladder preservation by Dr. Alex

Kutikov entitled: “Modern Bladder
Cancer Warfare: Does the “Leave
No Bladder Behind” Ethos Still
Apply?”
After our Presidential Lecture on
female urology by Dr. Eric Rovner,
our Ballenger Lecture honoree Dr.
Michael Cookson will present the
State-of-the-Art on contemporary
management of advanced prostate
cancer. A discussion of health policy issues will not be an exception
this year in the annual Gee-Dineen
Health Policy Forum. The annual
Ambrose Reed Lecture will be given by Dr. Angela Smith, highlighting the importance of diversity and
inclusion in urology, followed by
presentations on financial toxicity
in urologic oncology and quality
metrics for the urologist.
I feel honored to represent the
Southeastern Section this year
and blessed to have had the guidance and advice of our talented
Executive Board and WJ Weiser
Associates during this challenging
year. We hope that you can join us
for our outstanding program! ◆
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Congratulations to the 2021
Young Urologist of the Year
Award Winners
#YoungUro

Alexander Kutikov, MD,
FACS
Fox Chase Cancer Center
Mid-Atlantic Section

Brian Irwin, MD

University of Vermont Medical Group
New England Section

Gina Badalato, MD

Christopher L. Allam, DO,
Lt. Col, USAF
Brooke Army Medical Center
Society of Government Service Urologists

Steven Hudak, MD
The University of Texas Southwestern
Medical Center
South Central Section

New York-Presbyterian I Columbia University
Irving Medical Center
New York Section

Shenelle Wilson, MD

Nathan Grunewald, MD,
FACS

Lindsay Hampson, MD, MAS

Sauk Prairie Healthcare
North Central Section

Georgia Urology
Southeastern Section
University of California, San Francisco
Western Section

The AUA and
Urology Care Foundation thank

for their generous donation to support
and promote young scientists
underrepresented in urology.
Launching in the fall of 2021, the new Leadership in Education,
Achievement and Diversity (LEAD) program will support three
urology residents, per year, from racial and ethnic backgrounds
underrepresented in urologic research, to conduct mentored
research, engage in research education and be championed
through networking, as they develop successful research careers
and better serve the urology patient community.
Learn more at AUAnet.org/LEAD

Dmitriy Nikolavsky, MD
SUNY Upstate Medical University
Northeastern Section

Wherever you are,
we’re here for you.
As so many of you are now engaged in telemedicine
visits, we encourage you to share our FREE online
educational resources with your patients including
patient guides, fact sheets, and more!
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